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COMMUNICATJON MEDIA AND EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 

AN OVERVIEW AND ASSESSMENT WITH REFERENCE TO COAUNICATION SATELLITES
 
1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
I I 	INTRODUCTION 

The International Development Technology Program at Washington Uni-

varsity has been engaged inan interdisciplinary proqram on the "Appli- 

cation of Communication Satellites to Educational Development" under a 

NASA grant (l) The program has the following broad objectives 

1 	 To examine the potential applications of communication satel-

lites to the improvement of education, primarily inthe 

United States 

2 	 To generate basic knowledge to aid inmaking rational decisions 

concerning the application of communication satellites to edu-

cation In the near future 

3 	 To devise systems and to suggest strategies for the Improvement 

of education utilizing communications satellites, and to pro- 

vide Tor the evaluation of systems effectiveness 

4 	 To provide for the education of individuals knowledgeable about 

satellite communications policy, in an interdisciplinary manner, 

The numbers in parentheses inthe text Indicate references In the 

Bibliography
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and 	particularly as related to the important social applica­
tion 	of education
 
Vital elements of any educational coeunlcation satellite system are
 
the media which are to be transmitted, and the determination of the best
 
interfacing between each medium and the learner who is utilizing it 
Several previous studies of a television broadcast satellite have been
 
made for NASA by such firms as General Electric (2)*, TRW Systems (3),
 
and General Dynamics/Convair (4) AID has funded Stanford Research
 
Institute to study satellite-based TV for developing countries (5). and
 
several university-based studies have been done, such as at Stanford
 
(ASCEND) (6), West Virginia University (STRIDE) (7), Old Dominion College
 
(EDUSAT) (8), and the Indian institute of Technology at Kanpur (ACNE)
 
(9) All these studies have placed major emphasis upon satellite techno­
logical requirements, but relatively little attention has been given
 
to ground facilities and their utilization for educational purposes
 
Also, there has been a proliferation of new hardware for education,
 
particularly during the last decade This fleld,which has come to be
 
called educational or Instructional technology, Isas yet not well docu­
mented A great deal of the Information Is available only inmanufac­
turers literature and unpublished reports This Information requires
 
careful evaluation, particularly as educational technology is considered
 
inthe context of large-scale communication systems for education
 
The over-all purpose of this report Is to summarize and evaluate
 
the development of communications media and educational technology In
 
the recent past, project it into the near future, and relate this field
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to The requirements of an educational satellite system Specifically, 

the study reported herein has the following objectives 

1 To determine the characteristics and applications of communi-

cations media which might be utilized in an educational 

communication satellite system, with particular emphasis upon 

what Bretz defines as audlo-still-visual media (10) 

2 To evaluate the role which new instructional technology might 

play in conjunction witn an educational satellite system 

3 To examine the impact of technology based upon the physical 

distribution of materials, for example, tape cassettes, upon 

the need for electronic distribution of the information 

contained In such materials 

4 To suggest ways in which an educational satellite system util-

izing Instructional media and technology might evolve 

In essence, this study is Intended to provide essential background 

material on communications media and Instructional technology to the 

designer of educational communication satellite systems It extends and 

updates the communications media study of Bretz (10), giving particular 

attention to media compatibility with satellite transmission require-

ments Although this study suggests how educational media and technology 

may be utilized in conjunction with an educational satellite system, it 

Is not intended to be a systems design study in the quantitative 

sense Every attempt has been made to provide accurate market prices 

whenever possible However, it should be kept in mind that costs 

change, and in particular cost estimates of new products and systems 

are subject to wide fluctuations until they actually reach the market 
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1 2 EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
 
Education today is among the largest public expenditure segments of
 
the American economy During the 1967-68 school year, $57 477 billion
 
was expended on education, or 7 2% of calendar 1967 gross national
 
product of $793 544 billion Two years later, the educational s'are
 
grew to 7 5% of an estimated $932 1 billion, or $69 5 billion (11)
 
It appears likely that education may be nearing saturation in its
 
relative share of the national economy
 
Current attempts to increase taxes for education have been
 
meeting stiff opposition throughout the country This is particularly
 
evident in public elementary and secondary education, whose major source
 
of revenue for operating expenses has traditionally come from local pro­
perty taxes At present, 52 7% of school revenues come from local
 
sources, 39 9% from state support, and 7 4% from the Federal government
 
(12) The state share has remained relatively the same during the past
 
decade, but the local share has diminished, while an Increasing propor­
tion has come from the Federal government This trend may very well
 
increase, under the impact of revenue sharing now being proposed by
 
President Nixon If these proposals become law, the apparent proportion
 
attributable to state support will Increase Another sign of saturation
 
In educational expenditures is that 70% of recent bond Issues for capital
 
improvements of educational plant have been rejected by the voters at
 
the local level (13)
 
As public scrutiny of educational expenditures Increases, so does
 
the desire to see what the public is getting for its money This has led
 
to the idea that schools should be held accountable (14) for the revenue
 
they receive, perhaps in terms of measurable gains In such fundamental
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learning areas as readirg and arithmetic Another approach isto provide 

educational alternatives to the classroom, which would be allowed to com-

pete for support with the schools (15, 16) There isconsiderable evi-

dence that universal public education in its traditional guise cannot 

meet all the needs of the diversity of students itmust accommodate 

Perhaps 25% of all students, as high as 60% insome communities, are 

functional illiterates, and less than 30% of entering first-graders 

finish high school (13) 

Another severe problem is the labor-intensive character of ele-

mentary and secondary education Two-thirds of current expenditures 

goes to pay for instructional staff, but only 3 3% Is spent for textbooks, 

materials, and equipment, not including audiovisual equipment or teaching 

systems (17) At least part of the latter two categories can be esti-

mated from an analysis of the audiovisual market, which showed all 

school expenditures for such equipment and materials totalling $570 

million during 1968 (18) Ifhalf of this can be attributed to ele-

mentary and secondary use, itwould only add another 0 5% 

Also, research and development funds for education have lagged 

behind most other economic segments For example, 2 8% of the 1969 GNP, 

or $26 25 billion (11), was devoted to all types of research and develop- 

me0t, while only $192 million, or 0 31% of a total educational expand[-

ture of $54 6 billion was devoted to educational research and development 

In 1968 (19) 

Even so, Federal educational research and development support has 

increased tenfold from 1960 to 1968, and reached $171 million In fiscal 

1968 (19) Correspondingly, there was an Increase inthe involvement of 

industrial firms in education, influenced by increased Federal support,
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and by the attraction of a seemingly huge and growing market the
 
"knowledge industry" However, many of the newer entrants to the know­
ledge industry,-includinq such corporate giants as IBM, RCA, General
 
Electric, and Xerox, misjudged the nature of the education market, and
 
its capacity to absorb rapid change The acquisition by these firms of
 
textbook houses and other software-oriented businesses, and their disap­
pointing performance in the marketplace have been related elsewhere (20-23
 
Within the knowledge industry, particular attention has been given
 
to technology, which Inother areas has provided great cost-benefit
 
advantages This field, called educational or instructional technology,
 
has been based to a considerable degree upon the older field of audio­
visual alds, with the addition of such newer developments as programmed
 
instruction and computer and ccmmunication technology
 
During the sixties, the Federal government gave its enthusiastic
 
support to these developments A summing up of Government involvement
 
In educational technology and recommendations for its future participa­
tion on a much larger scale are given in a recent report of the Comnmis­
sion on Instructional Technology to the President and Congress entitled
 
"To Improve Learning " The opening paragraph provides two contrasting
 
definitions of the field
 
"Instructional technology can be defined in two ways In
 
its more familiar sense, itmeans the media born of the com­
munications revolution which can be used for instructional pur­
poses alongside the teacher, textbook, and blackboard
 
television, films, overhead projectors, computers these
 
media have entered education Independently and still operate
 
more in isolation than In combination
 
"The second and less familiar definition of instructional
 
technology goes beyond any particular medium or device it
 
Is a systematic way of designing, carrying out, and evaluating
 
the total process of learning and teaching interms of specific
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objectives, based on research in human learning and communi­
cation, and employinq a combination of human and non-human
 
resources to bring about more effective instruction "1 (24)
 
The Commission generally followed the firs+ definition, leavnlna the
 
acceptance of the broader Interpretation to the future This is indica-

TVe of the difficulty of making widespread chances in the field of
 
education 

However, instructional technology as represented by the first 

definition has not had the impact upon educational practice hoped for 

A great many educators have given the now media a try, but have beenZnaul
 
reburfed by the fragmented market, and a lack of long-term support from
 
its members As Richard Hooper, a staff consultant to the Commission, 

has said 

"Educational technology wI II remain on the periphery
 
without resources unless educational administrators--and 
the civilian administrators above them, for example school
 
boards--give it top-level commitment The piecemeal approach 
must be discarded " (25)
 
1 3 COMMUNICATION VIEDIA 
To uti ize the wide variety of media avail able effectively, an 
understanding of the capabilities and liitations of each type Is 
essential Several classifications or taxonomies have been devised for 
educational media Dale used a "cone of experience" to classify key 

audiovisual materials on a "continuum from the concrete to the abstract" 
(26) Edling used a similar concept, in the form of a triangle, to 
depict "stimulus dimensions", which are graded according to the number 
of cues they provide (Figure 1) (27) 
Fiory and Allen surveyed audiovisual devices for use In education 
for a U S Office of Education/Society of Motion Picture and Television 
-8­
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Is' 	 hings \o 
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sondsurand" 	 v~sal
 
sound effects :st.iM01 
O.ubj" 
usic___	 P 
stimuli aural 	 real world visual 
(verbal behavior Important) 
I Direct experience with people demonstration, discussion, puppets, tableaux, pantomine, 
play, sociodrma, authentic situations (overt behavior Impr an') 
2 Direct experience with thinUs mockup, model, specimen, object Itself 
3 "Obdective" visual stimul i cartoon, color cartoon, animated color cartoon, sketch, 
photograph of painting, painting, 2-D still picture, 2-0 color still picture, 3-still 
picture, 3-0 color still picture, motion picture, 3-D motion pic'ure, 3-D color motion 
picture 
4 lSubiective" visual stimuli abbreviations and symbols, words, numbers, charts and 
graphs, maps,diagrams, symbolic cartoons 
5 Audio stinuli
 
A "Subjective" words, musical instruments 
B Recorded sound effects, real sound effects. recordel natural sounds, hi-fidelfly 
natural sounds, stores hi-fidelit natural sounds 
Note 	 Within each of those categories, the examples are arranged from the most-structured 
instructional situations to the least-structured 
Figure I Edling's Categorization of Stimulus Dimensions 
(from Reference 27) 
- -
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Ergiee-s Corference 2E,2) They re ated for irevious class fi:atioas, 
bt Porter (30, iy Ca-penter, by the Assocination -or Super isor, aid 
CLrr clun- Deveaopmen' (ASCD) (31), anc by SlaIldlng (Table 1) Each 
ot tiese classifications emohasizes dlfe-ort asoaects of +he au:loulsual

- . -CLASS 
f eld .equipnenT, fu-cifor, nedia characterjs-ics, and cordLt-ns of 
use, respect-vey T-e JSGE-SMPTE Zon-erenca DarTicipants coulQ not 
c;ime tQ ary agreement or tLe best clasetf icatlon, so Flory ard I Ian 
Imitec themselves to ar urstructured list of 22 devices Torauloisoiail 
vstruction 28) 
Saet-le- Dublshed the only comprehens ve history of lnstr-ctoral 
tchnoLogy, ut lid ntprcseit a formal cless fication (32) -
Recentl-, retz aeoised new taxoncmy, g~vtng particilar 5ttentlon 
t; telecomuntcattons aspects of media (0) Seven ma~or clesses ere 
e-ployed, and examDles of generlc types of rad'a listed in ito olumns, 
headed 'telecommunricaf-nin" ani "record ng" A'sa, the caDabli-les cf 
eacl medium type in rlction to five d fferent stimulus types w s IncA­
cated 'tgurz 2) - -
Bratz has colnec or adopted several te-ms fcr this taxono r, such 
a- 'te ew ritin g , ,hi:h he def i nes a s ­
"An iPst-uctina media sysTem wh ch transmits sound snc
 
writing as it C bein" written The p-lnciple isbasically 
ti at of the TelAtogranh The vert ca and _horizontal cor o-
nents Or move-nert of The sending stlus are transrerred tC 
e ectrical imuise witcn are then tra-stted on differerj 
chaniels to a race ving stylus which moves Ln accordanc i'ttC 
the signa[s t+ r:eceivas, and reprodtces, simultaneously, t3e 
o-ginajl wriiinC Th s may then be prcjcteld on a screen for 
gtoup viewing "0tO) ­
lie te-m has appea-eG i- dictionarfes, but Afltn Widely varying leanings 
Elrexomplo, Webster s -hird New tntornaotlcaL 0 ctlonary dr-iros_ 
4_ lewr tLng as a Bnisn tarn for what Americans call telautoqrapty '33), 
TELEODVMLNICATION 

MEDIA 

Television 
Pictrephone 

SlM-scan TV 
Time-shared TV 
Tolewriting, 
Facsimile 
Telephone 

Radio 
Teletype 
Figure 2 
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RCRDING
 
Sound Picturo Line Print Motion
 
Graphic MEDIA 
I AUDIO-MOTION-VISLIAL MEDIA 
x x x x x Sound film 
X X X X X Video tape 
X x X X X Film TV recording 
X1 X X IX 
CLASS 1 AUDIO-STILL-VISUAL MODA 
x X X x Recorded still TV 
x X X X Sound filmstrip 
x x x x Sound slide-Sot 
X X X X Sound-on-slide 
x x x X Sound page 
x x x x Talking book 
CLASS III AUDIO-SEMIVISUAL MEDIA 
x xC X X Recorded telewritlng 
CLAS IV MTlON-VISuAL MEDIA 
X x X x Silent' film 
CLASS V STILL-VISUAL MEDIA 
X X X printed page 
X x X Fi lmstrip 
x x x Picture sot 
XC IC X Microformx x i eof ile 
x -x X Video file 
CLASS VI AUDIO MEDIA 
Audio disc
 
x Audio tape 
CLASS VII TPE MoIA 
X Punched paper tape 
Brt-z' Two-Dimonslonal Taxonomy of Cwmaunlcation Media (from Reference 10) 
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Table 1 MedIa Taxonomles*
 
By hardware By function By media characteristics By conditions of use
 
(D Porter) (C R Carpenter) (ASCD) (S Spaulding)
 
=
Stimulus devices 
 S "manipulation, organization, 
 sensory appeals 4 large-group
 
visual a & recording of Information 0

~symbol types
 
auditory origination of Informatson -lIndlividual
& small-group
 
degrees of permanency
 
audiovisual 0 distribution of Information
 
=physical availabi lily home instruction
 
tactile 9 presentation of Information
0 degree of availability to student
Implementation of learning 
 audience characteristics
 
Response devices responses
 
economic availability
 
data manipulators
 
(direct) psychological potential
 
data gatherers
 
(indirect)
 
S-R devices
 
simulators
 
Immediate reinforcers
 
pacers
 
*Summary of Information from J Flory & W H Allen (28)
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full onaural sound 
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, 
er 
hard 4rtng, ant dravuang 
5 
4 
sketcn rig, pnntl ng 
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2 r-crotmaging 
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< audio disc +ape 
o 
<--
adaO 
Isud 
des, 
sound 
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tnsF­
(for synch) 
A- Rslrple x F Mlt -Dex 
-
soncturepndonejs, utircnole -fa -~ szr 
-A 
\televsion 
T.uoh-Trn. podinput devices yn..) 
-- comptercon-olld (or- ync I 
rdisplay devices 
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,1 
voIco recqn 
ufce syn"eszr 
zer. 
o 
sound 
e~aadtel 
Synthesizers P"o synhesze 
esoyC~elte 
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alhile the Brirish "Chambers Technical Dictionary"directly contradicts
 
this in its definition of telewriter
 
"an obsolete system of transmitting nessaces whereby the 
excursions of a pen were transmitted by direct currents over 
a Iine, these operated a simi lar mechanism, which wrote out 
the message " (34) 
In this country, the term telautograph seems to be preferred, but Is 

foundmetradename TelAutoraph "Electronics 
found most frequently as the 
and Nucleonics Dictionary" defines it as 

"A writing telegraph instrument in which manual movement 
"A wrienati telraphtinpst variesthecurrentmoinw two 
of a pen at the transmiTing position varies the current in to 
circuits in such a way as to cause corresponding movements of 
a Den at the remote receiving instrument Ordinary handwriting 
can thus be transmitted over wires " (35) 
To add to the confusion, none of these definitions mentions sound trans-

mission 	 In this report, the term will be used, but will not be as 
restricted in definition as Bretz has made It Thus, telewrlting wl 1on 
be used to describe 	any system--wire or wreless--of remote freehand 

writing or drawing, with or without the coordinated transmission of 

voice 

"St[ill-picture television" appears to be a term coined by Bretz 

for his Class II audio-still-visual media In Chapter 2, particular 
attention wIll be given to stili-picture television, which may be con-
sidered as a system 	for transmitting still pictures of many different 
kinds, with coordinated sound 

A new taxonomy has been devised In connection with this study to 

depict the relationships between various media and their stimulus
 
characteristics in 	detail, giving visual and aural stimuli equal weight 
(Figure 3) Porter (30) also included tactile stimuli, but they are not
 
indicated on this chart except indirectly in the response category The
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Definitions of Specialized Terms and Trade hames 
ananlyph a system used in print and film media to provide the Illusion of three dirensions 
Left and right images are photoqraphed throuqh different color filters (often red
and bIL.) The colored 'maces are then suporlirposed In printing Ivnen viewed 
through special eyeglasses containing filters of the same colors a threediren­
sional effect isobtained 
C puter-Output Microfilm, a means of recording digitally generated characfers directly 
onto microfilm 
fi lnooral arfunctional motion system providine the Illusion of Notion in fiINer filmstrip 
mdle by relative camera-film movemnt between frames 
ermhacon Graf/Pen, etc 	 Trade names for various forms of qraphlc data tablets, which digitize
 
hand-written or hand-drawn information Inreal time through the use
 
of a band-held stylus and tablet containing a suitable x-y location
 
sensory system 
kinescope a Peans of recording a television program on film by focusing a Notion picture 
camera on a television Nonitor
 
Mo, synthesizer Trade name for an advanced sound synthesizer capable of electronically creating 
any possible sound by means of plugboard and keyboard control
 
PictuRadlo trade name (Educastlng Division of Triangle Educational Services) for a system of 
transmitting stll pictures on an FMsubcarrier (SCM 
SCA Subsidiary Ccwrunictloms Authority, on FCt designation for the use of FM subcarriers to 
transnit specialized program, such as subscription music services by frequency multiplexing 
a regular broadcast signal An SCAdemodulator must precede the FM receiver to utilize 
SCAservices 
Scanite Anlmac Trade names of Computer image Corporation for their advanced electronicanimation systems
 
Technanation, Visoram 	 trade names for functional motion systems employing Polaroid material 
in slides or transparencies en viewed or projected through a 
rotating polarizer an Illusion of cyclic motion is created 
telecine or film chain 	 a means of using film on television by focusing a projector directly 
onto a vldlcon television tube Often, an optical multiplexerIs employed with two motion-picture and one slide projector "multiplexed" 
by half-slivered mirrors onto the TV tube 
Telestrator 	 trade name for an advanced telewrlling system used In conjunction with television 
to anrotate programs locally A conducting glass overlay on a horizontal tele­
vision monitor Is written on by a hand-held stylus embodying a finely pointed
wire brush A scan converter unit converts position-dependent voltames picked up 
by the moving stylus into a synched video signal
 
Wtrdt e name for e telephotoSraphlc (facsimile) systen using leased widoband telephone
lines to transmit scanned photographs from a wire-service headquarters to subscribinc
 
newspapers 
Xoeraoh trade name for a qraphic arts (printing) process employing the paral lax panoramonran
 
principle to provide an Illusion of three dimensions without the use of special 
eyeglasses
 
Figure 3 A Comprehensive Classification of Media and Their Sensory Capabilities (continued) 
_______ 
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rationale for this is that the tactile, gustatory, and olifactory senses 

have not received the same attention as the more obvious visual and 

aural senses In the normal individual However, more research and 

development using these senses is certainly warranted, carticularly to 

provide handicapped persons with a more diverse information repertory 

The stimulus categories are incolumns, placed from left to rlqht on 

the chart according to their degree of closeness to the real world 

However, whereas Dale and Edlino included real world stimuli intheir 

categorizations, the stimuli types used here exclude that cateaory 

In Figure 3, media are arranged inrows, roughly inorder of 

technical complexity, which may not coincide with increased sensory 

capability Four major media categories are indicated visual, aural, 

audiovisual, and interactive Within each category, there is a pro-

gressIve arrangement of media by their usual mode of delivery--direct 

viewing, optical projection, and electrical or electromagnetic trans-

mission This last category Isessentially a new one, made possible 

by the rapid development of computer-communications systems which are 

capable of providing immediate feedback to the learner "Interactive" 

Is intended to Indicate capabilities beyond the usual two-way voice 

communication of the telephone system However rudimentary capabilities 

of this sort are now In use on the telephone system, such as remote 

Touch-Tone access to computer-controlled voice-response systems Also, 

the potential of Picturephone to provide more sophisticated man-machine 

interaction may result inservices which go beyond its primary purpose 

of face-to-face communication Certainly, the capability to interact 

directly and naturally with images and sound under computer control has 

great potential for education, and will be discussed inChapter 3 
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As is true inany attempt to place real-world systems into intel­
lectually devised cateogries, Figure 3 cannot show all exceptions The
 
placement of media types ineach of the four categories in a mutually
 
exclusive manner is only indicative of their major applications The
 
placing of overhead transparencies and microimeqing inthe silent-medium
 
category does not preclude using recorded or transmitted sound with them,
 
nor isthe placing of slides, filmstrips, motion pictures, and tele­
writinq In the audiovisual category intended to imply that sound always
 
must accompany them
 
Examples of particular devices or systems are indicated on the
 
lines at the Intersection of certain rows and columns These are to be
 
regarded only as suggestive of the realization means of the medium In
 
handling a particular sensory capability or range of capabilities, if
 
so indicated
 
Figure 3 makes iteasy to study the range of all possible combl­
nations of media with sensory capabilities The extent of the lines
 
Indicates actual or experimental use of each medium Inhandling a range
 
of capabilities In addition to Indicatinq the range of capabilities
 
of each medium, it Is easy to find which media can handle particular
 
sensory capabilities by running down each column Most of the media
 
shown are in common use today, with the exception of still-picture
 
television and Picturephone Also, most of the capabilities of the
 
interactive systems are not yet In common use
 
Itshould be evident from the chart that communication media
 
and their capabilities are not static This Is a time of rapid growth
 
In the development of new media, and inthe extension of the capa­
billttes of older media Thus, more diversity Is to be expected,
 
16 
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rather +han, as some would hope, a roratoriun or new developments so
 
that some degree of stability and standardization mioht be experienced 

Media diversity isessential if the differing requirements of
 
diverse user environments are to be met For example, In projected 

redia, characteristics which demand different caoab lites include 

audience size, viewing location, illumination level, etc On the 

other hand, there is little doubt that complexity of use and extreme 

diversity of equipment and media has hindered school use inthe past 

In the future, the action of the market should reduce the number 
of systems in common use, so that unnecessary incompatibility--such
 
as exhibited by the still and motion-picture formats in Figure 4--Is 

reduced For example, there is no inherent reason why half-frame 

slides, sinqle-frame filmstrips, ard 35-mm motion picture frame dImen-

slons cannot be made identical, nor why full-frame slides should use 

a different asuect ratio than all other oblong slide and fiIm formats" 

1 4 EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATION SATELLITE SYSTEMS PRCURSORS AND 

PREVIOUS STUDIES
 
This section describes and evaluates a precursor of satellite-based 

television, and previous studies of the use of communication satellites 

for educational development In the United States Nondomestic investI­
gaticns are described elsewhere (5,6,7,9) An educational innovation of
 
direct relevance to communication satellite utilization for U S
 
education IsMPATI, the Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruc-

tion Therefore, attention will be qiven at the outset to its develop-

ment, and particularly to the difficulties which It encountered In 

attempting to become an educational facility enjoying lonq-term support 

and commitment 
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Following this, several paper studies of domestic educational 

communication satellites will be discussed 

1 4 1 MPATI The Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction 

On May 23, 1968, MPATI, a unique experiment in2-channel airborne 

instructional television, came to an end--after seven innovative 

years (36) of broadcast activity During the height of their activity, 

1961-65, MPATI spent a total of $18 million (24) Although MPATI as 

an organization isstill inbusiness producing instructional TV programs 

and distributing videotapes of them nationally, they no longer distri-

bute programs via their unique facility of airborne distribution (37) 

A detailed study of MPATI Including complete costs was done by 

Ivey et al for Unesco (38) Also, a master's thesis on MPATI was 

written by Jameson (39) 

According to Fall (40), MPATI's vice president, initial funding 

was obtained through 4he direct intersession of the Westinghouse 

Electric Company to the Ford Foundation Together, they convinced the 

FCC of the viability of an experimental airborne television facility 

to serve education 

MPATI broadcast videotaped Instructional programs over UHF channels 

72 and 76 from a Douglas DC-6A aircraft flying in a figure-S pattern 

23,000 feet above eastern Indiana Using five kilowatts per channel, 

MPATI programs could be received over parts of six states, covering a 

circular area 150 to 200 miles in radius MPATI was originally 

assigned a total of twelve experimental channels, of which they used 

four--two intheir main aircraft and two inan alternate aircraft 

Thus, all four channels were never in use simultaneously MPATI found 

that a double channel capability was inadequate to serve the educational 
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needs of their customers (40) , and so in January 1963, they petitioned 
the FCC for the permanent assiqnment of six channels in the uopermost 
portion of the UHF band (channels 70 throuqh 83, 860 to 890 V45z) 
The FCC held hearings ever a period of two and a half years The 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters (NAEB) was strongly 
opposed to MPATI's proposed expansion, claiming that all land-based UHF 
channels would be adversely affected They recommended that available 
channels be conserved, and that local control of education be preserved 
(41, 42) 
Fall believes that NAEB's opposition was largely a case of "not 
invented here", because individual members of NAEE have been enthusiastic 
about the Introduction of satellite-based television However, MPATI 
appeared as a direct competitor for scarce funds They thought that the 
$15 million granted by the Ford Foundation to MPATI could have gone into 
ground-based ETV development, but there Is no evidence that this would 
actually have taken place ifMPATI had not existed 
Fall also believes that the FCC was trying to protect the upper 
range of the UHF band, and he claims that the FCC felt that MPATIts use 
of these channels would make it difficult, If not impossible, to permit 
the development of low-tower, low-power ground-based UHF television 
However, the UHF channels originally assigned to MPATI have never been 
used for this purpose, and now it appears that this range will be reas­
signed to mobile services This outcome was predicted In an MPATI­
sponsored economic viability study by Steiner and Barnett (43) 
Thus, the Commission turned down iPATI's petition, and furthermore 
disallowed the continued use of the UHF channels previously assigned 
to MPATI Instead, they offered MPATI six channels inthe Instructional 
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Television Fixed Service (ITFS) band This band comorises thirty-one 

6 14Hz channels from 2500 to 2680 N-z, with power usually limited to 

10 watts per channel (44) 

MPATI thereupon made an unsuccessful attempt to obtain funds for 

an ITFS feasibiliLy study This failure, coupled with a drastic drop 

in new members--who were uncertain over what equipment they would need--
impelled MPATI's membership to recommend terminating airborne tele-

casting at the end of the 1967-68 school year 

It is doubtful ifthe fallure to get additional channels isthe 

whole reason for MPATI Iosing its broadcast capabi lity According to 

Richard Hooper. 

"The newer media are not present inthe inner sanctuary 

of curriculum decision-making Until the educational techno­
logist can fight his way into the departmental meetings and 

curriculum committees, whatever he has to offer and however
 
much sense itmay make will, at best, be seen as only a frill 

In 1967 8 Bohnhorst, director of the Midwest Program on
 
Airborne Televised Instruction (sic) stated In an interview 

one reason for MPATI's failure as follows 'MPATi from the
 
start was not lined up with the power structure " (25) 
Robert Glazier, executive director of KETC, the St Louis area's 

VHF educational television station, believes that a good deal of ATIis 

difficulties can be attributed to their lack of control over the very 

large geographical area which they attempted to serve Their backup 

services, particularly printed materials, were Insufficient, and--most 

important--they couldn't collect needed revenue from many schools which 

"free-loaded" on the service (45) Fall confirms that this "pirating" 

was a big problem An informal survey conducted inOhio during the last 

phase of iPATI s airborne experiment found that more than 300 school 

systems were using MPATI programs without paying for them (40) 
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Of course, much the same thing could be said c -le Dblic which 
benefits from educational television programming during non-school 
hours In 1966,the American Research Bureau esTiraTeC that 17,300 
homes were reached by KETC on an average day, and -a 91,000 house­
holds viewed the station at least once per week (46) incontrast to 
this, only about 5,000 households were contributing to CTC--by means 
of a voluntary annual membership of $10 or more 
In fact, KETC could not exist without the financial support of
 
local school systems, which have provided almost two-thirds of the
 
station's income Participating schools pay $1 25 per DuDil annually, 
and for this modest sum receive many printed materials which are es­
sential to provide good briefings for the televised courses IKETCs 
Income was $471,351 In 1967-68 (47) and $621,690 in 1968-69 (48), out
 
of which school services accounted for $319,010 and $367,598, respec­
tively Their Instructional programming for 1970-71 has been made 
precarious by a 50% cut in funds for this service from the St Louis 
city schools
 
The likelihood of MPATI's experience being repeated with satellite­
based educational technology ishigh, unless those responsible can
 
provide service on a viable political and economic base
 
It should be kept in mind, however, that traditional formal edu­
cation is not the only potential customer for the tremendous distri­
butional power of communication satellites Many educational
 
organizations serve more specialized needs, including handicapped,
 
vocational, adult, and continuing education and training
 
An excellent survey of the Innovative work of our private voca­
tional schools has been done by Belltsky, who points out that
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"The achievenerTs of prooitetary schools have remained 

unknown because They have been virtually ignored by academic
 
educators and the U S Office of Education Inaddition, 

the owners and administrators of the private schools are
 
rarely scholars and there have therefore been only limited 
attempts to even describe the schools' operations and 
accomplishments " (49) 
The failure of NIATI went beyond the technical and the political 

into the economic--they did not have any means of insuring support from 

those who used the service This experience sugqests 4hat if a communi-

cation satellite is launched solely for educational use, or even Ifit 

only provides channels for such use in a satellite launched for other 

applications, the ground set-up deserves the most intensive attention 

In the initial stages, ground facilities may have to be subsidized by 

federal, state, or local funds, but it seems essential to involve 

schools from the beginning in a direct way--by having them pay a 

reasonable use fee on a per-pupil or per-capita basis for services 

received 

In view of MPATI's experience, non-paying users shouldnt be able 

to receive these services at all Ifanyone can tune insatellite-

borne programs without paying for them, there is Iittle inducement on 

the part of those who do pay to continue their support Technologically, 

this problem might be solved by scrambling the signal, using techniques 

worked out for subscription (pay) TV 

1 4 2 Previous Studies of Domestic Educational Ccnmunicatlon Satellite 

Systems 

EDUSAT is a preliminary design study for an educational television 

satellite system intended for use in the U S In the mid-1970's This 
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concept was developed in an ASEE*-NASA Summer Faculty Fellowship Program
 
in Engineering Systems Design (8) Dr Emil Stelnhardt and 15 faculty
 
fellows from business managerent, economics, education, enoineerinq
 
political science, psychology, and systems analysis did this study over
 
an 11-week period
 
EDUSAT proposed providing satellite services in three areas public
 
television (PTV), special television (STy), and instructional television
 
(ITV), using both distribution and direct-broadcast satellite modes
 
Four full-color television channels would be provided, with programs
 
originating from any of the four ground facilities--one each In the east,
 
the midwest, the far west, and the south One of the channels would
 
broadcast direct to home receivers
 
The proposed uplink frequency band was from 8 025 to 8 4 GHz, the
 
downlink frequency band from 7 3 to 7 75 SIHz, and the direct broadcast
 
would be in the 800 to 806 Miz band (UHF) A single satellite would be
 
used not only to service the entire continental United States, but also
 
Alaska and Hawaii, via separate beams
 
The EDUSAT report concentrates on the engineering design and cost
 
estimates of such a satellite, program production problems and costs are
 
not considered (see Table 2) Satellite distribution linkage would have
 
a capital cost of $96 million and an annual cost of $11 million, Includ-

Ing the four sending stations Organizations desiring to receive the
 
weaker 7 3-GHz signal would have to invest $3,000 per site, and homes
 
wishing to receive the stronger 800-Mlz signal would have to augment
 
their receivers at costs ranging from $100-$500
 
* American Society for Engineering Education
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Table 2 Suoary of EDUSAT Proposal 
(allcosts inmillions of dollars, except per unit costs) 
Mechanical Capital costs 
launch (mld i 70 1s) 2 Atlas-Centaur 0 14 51 29 
sa.tllIto2 2 0 S19, + $23 for R & 0 61 
power 10 kw from 1300 sq ft of solar cells 
weight 2500# 

Electronic
 
no &type of 
channels 4 color TV, TASO 1 direct B/C

Grade 2 (fine) 

bandd /channel 36 NMz
 
oal bandwidth 200 Miz 

uplink 
transmitters 4 ground stations 3,@ $0 6, each w 2 color VTRI's 

S 07 per VTR
 
power I kw/channel each (KIystron)
frequency 8 025-8 4 GHz 
strength EFP 101 dbw, 95 dbw/channol

ground antennas 4 of 301 In each S I, incli 0 4dim Ioo'n so towers 

sat receiving ant horn, of - 170 bea width
 
downlink distribution dI rect BIC 
transmi
tte0r
 
modulation FM FI 

power 533 watts/channel (Input) 3650 watts (input)
 
frequency 7 3-7 75 Glz 800 Wiz
 
.at Irens ant 3 21 (maJor axs) 27' (meajor exi) ellip 

ellp paras parab (30 x 71*)
 
around 

distribution direct B/C
 
antenna 15' paras movable (06 51 parab fixed (160 bearsd I 

bearw ) 0 $2500-3500/ a $50/site
 
receiver 7 3 Hz. 700-900 11Fwith FM .AM-VSB cnvrtr 
Il-z preconiverter 
@$3500-4000/site a $100-500/site 016 s 
Other 

program production (est $30,000-50,CO0O/program hour) 
Total casital costs. Including 4 ground stations $96 42 
Annual coerating costs 24 hours a day $19 
Abbreviations B/c - broadcast VTR - videotape recorder E% - effective radiated power 
t incilding range costs2 Fivo-year lifetime equatorial synchronous orbit 
3los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, Houston, Boston-Now York-Washington 
4included In satollIte cost5
fot including direct a/C recelver conversion and antenna costs $hot including program production costs 
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The EDUSAT report contrasts these satellite dis -lb-1o - costs
 
favorably against those stated in the Carnegie Comrissicr -ezo-t on 
Public Television, in which annual costs of land co -er-io-s beween
 
the 380 existing ETV stations were estimated to be $11 - I Ior (50) 
As in several other attempts to do a systens analysis and design 
for educational comunicatlon satel lites, EDUSAT's i'-ar e-rhasis was 
on the technical aspects, which are relatively easy -o o-ain e-d 
quantify The organization chart for a proposed educaT oral satellite 
corporation was also sketched out, and some attention satd to the 
political problems of Instituting such a corporatio' -oweve-, because 
of the differing objectives of PTV, STV, and ITV, little atertion 
was paid to the problems of working with school systems Furthermore, 
little if any effort was devoted to analyzing critical software areas, 
such as program quality and availabiIlity, and teache- req. -e-en's 
Recently, a proposal for "An Instructional Corxmunications Satellite
 
System for the United States" has been made by E M Sheppard (51) 
EducatIonal television, computer-assisted Instruction, and "data
 
retrieval" for grades K through 12, in 110,000 schools would be part
 
of a system involving seven synchronous satellites, using twenty narrow
 
beams 
Sheppard envisions dividing the continental U S into 15 regions
 
by school population Regional centers would send orogrars to the
 
satellItes over a 40-MHz-wIde channel In the 30-GHz region, and satel­
l ites would rebroadcast this channel In the 18-GHz region In addition, 
individual schools would use a 2-Kiz-wide uplink bandwidth for data 
return in the 30-GHz region He estimates that the ten-year cost of
 
such a system at 4 3 billion dollars, which would be only about $8 per
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student per year, and states that "Ifone triples this figure to 

account for software and-maintenance, the $25 cost isquite reasonable 

In terms of the typical expenditure per student per year [which is] 

$500 " (51) 

Sheppard's proposal Is predominantly concerned with hardware and 

media requirements, With little consideration of software However, 

some attention isgiven to political and social factors "It would be 

essential that the network be capable of highly individualized control 

by state and local school districts " (51) Sheppard uses this to justi 

equipopulation regions for his frequency assignments However these 

boundaries neither utilize satellite beam shapes effectively nor satisf 

the demand for local control For example, one region covers the five 

states of Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico, while others 

are restricted to large single states whose population requirements are 

hardly homogeneous, such as California and New York 

A two-pert study by 1969 undergraduate fealows of the Institute 

for Creative Studies (ICS) has been published on the "Use of Satellite 

Technology inEducation inthe Continental United States" (52) The 

first part Isan overview, which asks significant questions about the 

relation of satellite technology to education The second part relates 

their experience with three questionnaires devised to find out what 

educational users might do with satellite channels These questionnair 

were pilot-tested on sinalI groups of educators 

The first questionnaire dealt with present and future educational 

user requirements, and was of a multiple-choice nature Of the results 

of this questionnaire, the authors state that "It was clear that the 
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uncertainty of the ye- to be developed educational technolocy associree
 
with satellite technology made it virtually imoossible even to begir To
 
guess at answers to the questions of cost let alone of educational
 
financing, feasibility, and administrative alternatives "
 
The secord questionnaire,on the content of educational processes,
 
particularly degree of interaction, type of reinforcerent, arimotiva­
tion, allowed open-ended resoonses The third questionnaire exolored 
attitudes toward the adoption of instructional technology, and needs 
that might be associated with satellite technology Results of the 
second and third questionnaires were not reported Recommendations wert 
made that a single revised questionnaire be presented to a stratified 
random sample of U S educators It Is not Vnown whether any of these 
recommendations have been followed up However, in industry, where 
similar market research tech-iqJes are used, It Is particularly dtf' ­
cult to determine the potential market size and distribution for a new
 
and untried product or service In such cases, newer techniques, such
 
as the Delphi method (53, 54) and its variants (55), are highly desir­
able to weed out the sheer guesses which many responders use when
 
confronted with the unknown
 
1 5 SCOPE OF STUDY
 
Inwhat follows, the characteristics and applications of technology
 
which might be utilized In an educational communication satellite syster
 
are analyzed in detail Chapter 2 is devoted to a technology of par­
ticular interest, still-picture television, inwhich the full-motion
 
capability of television isgiven up in favor of bandwidth conservation
 
and greater program diversity
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Chapter 3 provides an overview o4 computer-assisted instruction, 

and analyzes a computer-controlled instructional television CAI system
 
indetail Also, interacTive graphic display systems are discussed,
 
particularly as related to television
 
Chapter 4 discusses the complex trade-offs between communications
 
applied to the delivery of educational materials
and transportation as 

A number of technologies which have present or future promise are
 
described indetail 
 The use of communication satellites to electronl­
cally distribute printed educational materials isconsidered, with
 
emphasis on facsimile technology New developments inmicroimaging
 
technology for physical delivery of the same class of materials are
 
analyzed, and potential interfacing with television and computer sys-

For nonprint materials, such wired-communicatlons
tems is discussed 

inboth competitive
technologies as Picturephone and CATV are described 

and cooperative relationship with satellite-based communication systems
 
Finally, a detailed analysis of the most promising technologies of
 
physical dlstribution for nonprint educational materials is given,
 
centering on the promise of cassette systems for audio and video pro­
grams, and the video disc system
 
Chapter 5 expands on the role of satellite technology inconjunc-

A hypothe­
tion with communication media and educational technology 

tical schedule for utilization of an educational satellite is
proposed
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2 STILL-PICTURE MEDIA FOR INSTRUCTION
 
2 1 INTRODUCTION
 
In this chapter, the needs of the learner will be examined and
 
related to media characteristics It will be seen that the capabilIties
 
of full-motion television are not always needed in an instructional
 
setting, and that when this Is so, the very large bandwidth requirements
 
of TV may be utilized alternatlvely for transmiI-ting a multiplity
 
of other types of instructional programming Such programs may have
 
varying stimulus content, depending upon the requirements of the instruc­
tional sequence Some examples are
 
I audio-only programs,
 
2 audio, plus printed material sent via facsimile,
 
3 picture sequences (analogous to silent filmstrips).
 
4 sti l-picture television programs (analogous to sound
 
filmstrips)
 
Of these possibilities, still-picture television receives the
 
greatest attention in this report because is capabilities come closest
 
to matching those of full-motion television, and because rationale and
 
techniques for its use have not received adequate attention, except
 
possibly in space exploration (56-58) An analysis of the use of
 
st Il-pictures for educational television has been given In a series
 
of articles by Hall (59), and Bretz has devoted a section of his
 
report on communication media to audio-still-vlsuals (10)
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2 2 SENSORY CAPABILITIES OF Er)UATIO)IAL MEDiA 

Many educational communications proposals concentrate on the use 

of television as the prime medium However, there are other possible 

uses of the capabilities provided by communications satellites One 

recent attempt to make a case for other broadcast media isthat of 

Jamison, Jamison, and Hewlett (60) They claim that the relationship 

of cost to beneTlt§ greatly favors radio over television 

The history of educational radio has been documented elsewhere 

(61, 62) Although it never attained widespread acceptance in the 

United States as a significant educational medium, inmany other 

countries, radio has made an important contribution For example, 

the British Broadcasting Corporation has been using shortwave radio 

to teach English Throughout the world (63), and in conjunction with 

other media and personnel, radio has been instrumental in teaching 

illiterates to read and write their own lanquage insuch countries 

as Colombia (64) 

However, despite the attractiveness of radio interms of simplicity 

and low cost, its necessary concentration on a single sensory channel 

or dependence on supplementary aids falls short of an optimum learning 

situation In many instances 

For example, in a reading comprehension experiment, Travers and 

Jester found no significant differences among audio, video, and audio-

video (AV) versions at presentation rates up to 200 words a minute 

But as the speed of presentation was increased beyond this, auditory 

comprehension fell off much more rapidly than video However, the AV 

presentation showed an Increased advantage over either audio or video 
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presentations alone (65) Also, Travers notes that inan AV pre­
sentation, each subject isfree to choose--albeit unconsciously--the
 
sensory modality most effective for him Thus, a group of subjects
 
receives information better when a variety of sensory modes are employed
 
than when the information ispresented through a single sense, which
 
would tend to penalize some individuals This lafter finding should
 
be useful in training disadvantaged students, particularly those lack­
ing good reading skills
 
In designing instructional systems, it Iswise to take Into account
 
the widely different learning capabilities of students Also, a variety
 
of presentation methods may be required to meet the instructional ob­
jectives of a subject area Although large portions of such subjects
 
as music and spoken-language learning are best appreciated aurally, a
 
subject such as painting demands high-quality visuals However, when
 
discussing a painting with a student, it would hardly be a good solution
 
to present the discussion In textual form when his eyes should be on
 
the picture, so that audio is an essential supplement Similarly, In
 
teaching reading, if the objective isto relate the written language to
 
the spoken language, it should be beneficial to see textual and illus­
trative material while listening to the spoken word
 
A detailed breakdown of stimulus dimensions for learning was devised
 
by Edling (27), who characterized media by their degree of closeness to
 
direct experience with people or with things In programmed-learning
 
terms, this is equivalent to increasing or decreasing the number of
 
cues (see Figure 1) Given such a model, one needs to specify his edu­
cational objectives so that he can decide from moment to moment In a
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learning exoerience whether a greater or lesser number of such cues 
are desired That is, the educational advantages of adding an Incre-
men of reality must be balanced against a corresponding cost increment 
Ideally, eye and ear should provide complementary learning experi- 

ences However, a single sensory mode is seldom pushed to its limits 
This is apparent In cases where information can be assimilated at much 
higher rates than itcan be presented For example, trained persons 

can readily attain rates of 500 to 700 words per minute in silent read-

ing, and the ear Is capable of accepting information at higher rates 

than a lecturer iscapable of sDeaklng, as evidenced by numerous experl- 

ments in "soeeded speech" (66-6B) 

There is reason to believe that the ultimate information-input 

rate is not limited by either of the main human sensory organs, the Bye 

or the ear, but only by neural processing mechanisms In the brain (69) 

If a single sensory mode is being used efficiently, other sensory modes
 
seem to become locked out to some degree, which aids concentration 

However, particularly with children whose early learning experience 

has been influenced by television, there isstrong expectation that 

both senses will be used 

InSections 2 3 and 2 4, the still-picture medium isexamined in 

detail Requirements for still-picture transmission will be shown as 

falling between radio and full-motion television interms of band-

width utilization 

2 3 THE FILPSTRIP MEDIUM AND ITS USE INTEACHING MACHINES 

The prime Instructional medium currently employing still pictures
 
isthe filmstrip Filmstrips have been used far more effectively in 
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industry than they have in education, particularly for sales presenta­
tons (70) However, prospects for their fuller utilization in educa­
tion have increased greatly in recent years
 
In his forward to the first edition of NICEM's* "Index to 35-mm 
Educational Filmstrips" (71), VanderMeer describes five characteristics 
that are largely responsible for the unique contribution filmstrips 
have made to education during the past 50 years
 
1 Images can range in complexity from simple line drawings to 
full-color high-quality photographs 
2 Various relationships are possible among three stimulus 
types pictures, words, and sounds 
3 Stimuli occur In a fixed and preprogrammed sequence 
4 Simple to use by Individuals, small-groups, or classes 
5 Presentation pace is variable and under the control of the 
user 
An important additional point is that the silent filmstrip can be 
made Independent of verbal language of any sort-written or spoken 
Thus, the filmstrip medium has the potential to provide truly inter­
national communication, If communication can be done entirely in 
pictorial terms 
In cases where the synchronized-sound capability of the filmstrip
 
medium isemployed, the fifth, and most individualized characteristic,
 
is sacrificed, because sound filmstrips must proceed at a fixed and
 
preordained pace However, within limits the pacing of the sound can
 
* National Information Center for Educational Media, University of
 
Southern California
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be varied, and it is much easier to do this with fiirstrip than with 

motion-picture film, because the progression of the pictures can be 

control led by signals accompanying the audio intormation Also, sound 
compression techniques can provide separate control over pitch and 
tempo, so that audio information ray be squeezed or stretched out in 

time to match variable picture pacing (68) 

Table 3 compares the physical and utilization characteristics of 
sound filmstrips with the sound motion picture film It Is apparent 

that considerable savings In size, weight, and distribution costs are 

possible using the filmstrip medium, if film's unique depiction of 

motion can be sacrificed At the same time, more flexibility In use 

may be attained 

The flexrbIljty of filmstrips Isparticularly Important if It is 

desired to individualize instruction--and individualization ispeculi-

arly difficult to acco-plish inthe traditional classroom situation 

Ifthe student uses a filmstrip in a viewing device under his own con-

trol, he need miss none of the material because he cannot keep up, on 

the other hand, the student who learns rapidly can race ahead Further-

more, ifthe creator of the filmstrip has done an Innovative job, and 

not just adapted a STory or instructional sequence for another medium, 

he may lessen the time In which it takes to learn an Instructional 

sequence 

Also, If the sequence Is designed to require some sort of overt 

response to each frame--a "programmed fi lmstrip"--retention of learning 

may be enhanced National attention has been focused on this type of 

filmstrip recently in connection with the first educational performance 
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contract, with the Texarkeana school system (14) There, Dorset 
Educational Systems, Inc , has used their low-cost audio-visual 
teaching machine CAVTM) to motivate and instruct undarachieving stu­
dents Dorsett's M-86 AVTM incorporates a rear-screen projection 
system and phonograph in a compact device which looks like a portable 
TV It uses standard 35-mm filmstrips, and 16-2/3-rpm long-playing 
records with 30/50 Hz control signals which are used to stop and ad­
vance the filmstrip automatically, and to evaluate push-button multiple­
choice responses 
The 30/50 Hz system was originally developed by DuKane, Inc , (72)
 
for pulsing the advance mechanisms of their sound-filmstrip projectors
 
The 50 Hz is used as a "lockout" frequency, and the advance mechanism
 
isonly triggered when this inaudible tone Is Interrupted by one of
 
30 Hz, sustained for 1 to 1-1/2 seconds At least 1-1/2 seconds more must
 
elapse before the mechanism can be retriggered The 50 Hz signal is
 
unnecessary if audiotape is used instead of LP records Dorsett has
 
added a stopping capability to this system (by dropping the 50-Hz
 
lockout), and uses short bursts of 30 and 50 lz tones to set multiple­
response circuits as the record coasts to a stop (73)
 
As of the end of 1970, the M-85 sells for $200, plus a mandatory 
first-year maintenance contract of $96 Instructional programs are 
available for $150 up per set of 8 to 15 filmstrip-record units, with 
Individual programs priced from $10 to $15 each These prices are 
slightly above ordinary sound filmstrips of comparable length, but 
include start-stop-response signals on the records Systems of 
comparable capability have been marketed by other manufacturers for 
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Table 3 Characteristics of Film and Filmstrip Media
 
Nontheatrlcal Motion Picture Films Sound Filmstrips 	 Film/
 
Filmstrip
 
Ratio*
 
Physical
 
width 16-mm, perforated 35-mm, perforated 1 22
 
length 100' to 1600' on reel (800' typical) 3' to 9' strip (4'typical) 200 1
 
total material 800' x 16 mm = 6000 sq In 4' x 35 mm = 66 sq in 91 1
 
frame size (on film) 10 22 x 7 43 mm 23 x 17 5 mm
 
image area (on film) 75 83 sq mm 402 5 sq mm 1 5 3
 
frame size (projected) 9.65 x 7 21 mm 22 5 x 17 mm
 
image area (projected) 69 58 sq mm 382 5 sq. mm 1 5 5
 
aspect ratio 4 3 4 3
 
color yes yes
 
sound optical (and/or magnetic) 7" 16-2/3 rpm or 12" 33-1/3 rpm
 
phonorecord
 
(or 3-3/4 or 7-1/2 Ips magnetic
 
tape)
 
film speed 24 fps (sound), 16 fps (silent) variable (dependent upon signals
 
In sound recording)
 
Utilization­
typical running time 22 mln. 7 to 15 min
 
typical reel size
 
and footage 10" dla reel holds 800' 4' strip, 50 	frames
 
packaged dimensions 1-1/2" dia x 1-1/2" height = 1-3/4 sq in x 1-1/2"
 
3 cu in for coiled film in can
 
7" x 7" x 1/8" = 6 cu in recordIn Ifor
 
or 121" x 12" x 1/8" = 18 cu 
10" x 10" x 1-1/4" = 125 cu. in. Total, packaged 9 to 21 cu in 14 1 to 6 1 
packaged weight 1/2 oz for film in can
 
3 or 9 oz for record in iacket
 
3 lb for 800' reel Total, packaged 6 to 14 oz 8 1 to 3 4 1
 
shipping cost+ 240 + 30¢ insur = 54$ (spec 4th cl.) 12$ to 28$ + 20$ insur 
= 320 to 48¢ (3rd class) 1 7 1 to 1 11 
or $1 90 + 30$ Insur = $2 20 (air mail) or 804 + 200 insur = $1 (air mail) 2 2 1 
*The higher the ratio, the greater the advantage of the filmstrip medium, except In imace area where the reverse istrue
 
+These costs can be greatly reduced If the library mall rate can be used (only applicable if the material Is sent to or
 
from an educational or non-profit organization) The current library rate isonly 5$ for the first pound, and 2$ for each
 
additional pound without regard to zone Therefore, a :-pound film could be sent for 90 and a filmstrip for 5$, both plus­
insurance
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Table 3 Characteristics of Film and Filmstrip Media (continued)
 
Nontheatrical Motion Picture Films Sound Filmstrips
 
Unique features 1 	persistence of vision provides 1 program can be stopped, response
 
Illusion of motion, permits full elicited, and restarted, preferred
 
animation, slow-motion, time- medium for teaching machine use
 
lapse, and other special effects
 
2. 	highly motivating, enhances 2 motivational when properly done,
 
affective learning primarily for coqnltlve learnlnq
 
3 	 preferred medium for TV 3 lends Itself to multiscreen
 
interfacing presentation.
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the educational market, bLt at somewhat higher prices For example, 

the Viewlex AVS-10 audiovisual teaching machine costs $350, and Borg-

Warner's System 800 costs $500 

Systems which lack the multiple-response capability are more 

widely available For example, Audiscan, Inc has a rear-screen unit 

which uses saecial cartridges Each cartridge contains a continuous 

loop of 16-mm film of up to 225 frames, and a continuous loop of 

1/4-inch audiotape holding up to 25 minutes of sound Intheir model 

TSM, tone bursts on the teee are used to advance (500 Hz) or stop (2,500 

Hz) the filmstrip However, the only response possible to the learner is 

to push a button to restart the program The Audiscan TSM sells for $345 

Cartridges cost $10 each, including 10 feet of processed 16-mm color 

film stock and 300 To 400 feet of audiotape Prepared programs 

packaged in these cartridges cost from $45 to $100 each Audiscan, 

DuKane, La Belle, and oTher manufacturers of restartable sound film-

strip packaged systems have concentrated their marketing efforts on 

the business and industrial training markets 

Unfortunately, with the exception of the Dorsett system, all of 

the above systems are mutually Incompatible with the conventional sound-

f i imstrip medium Undoubtedly,this has been a considerable deterrent 

to their acceptance in the educational marketplace 

2 3 1 Filmstrip Versus Film Economics and Merkets 

The sound filmstrip medium in Its conventional form employs 35-mm 

color film, with sound on a phonograph record which also contains either 

inaudible control tones Tor automatic frame advance of the filmstrip 

projector, or audible advance signals The detailed analysis of 
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filmstrip costs and markets as compared to 16-mm sound notion pictures
 
made in this section (see Table 4) provides an indication of possible
 
savings which may be realized by still-picture television compared to
 
full-motion television
 
It might be expected that filmstrips, which use only one percent
 
as much film material as do motion pictures, should offer comparable
 
savings intheir over-all economics However, such Is not the case
 
Hope (18) found that in 1968 the average production cost of non­
theatrical sponsored motion pictures was $19,500 while the average
 
sponsored sound-filmstrip production cost was $I0,30C or more than
 
half as much (see Table 5) A sponsored film isone produced by an
 
organization to promote a product or service However, such films do
 
not usually use the hard sell, and may be artistic triumphs, such as
 
Robert Flaherty's "Louisiana Story" which was sponsored by the Standard
 
Oil Company From Hope's data, an average Arket figure for all non­
theatrical films of $12,660 can be Implied A figure for films pro­
duced strictly for instruction cannot be so derived, but their production
 
costs are probably less than half that of sponsored films
 
There Is a much larger savings In making and distributing filmstrip
 
prints as compared to film prints Andereck has stated that the typical
 
10-minute 16-mm color sound film purchased by the Cooperating School
 
Districts of the St Louis Suburban Area cost them $120 to acquire (74)
 
However, sound-filmstrips can be purchased for one-fifteenth as much
 
A school can diversify its audiovisual program material by build­
ing up Its own library of filmstrips, whereas an equivalent library of
 
films would be prohibitively costly However, looking only at costs,
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Table 4 U S Market for Film nd Filmstrip Media*
 
16-mm sound films 35-mm filmstrips 
all markets educational portion all markets educational portion 
no of titles available 
(est. on 5-yr lifetime) 
35,000 to 50,000 -10,000 (75) -40,000 (69) 
(only -15% are 
21,500 (77) 
sound filmstrips) 
no of prints owned* 5 to 7 5 million 1,315,000 (76) -50 million (Q 1500 21,700,000 (76) 
(@ 150 prints/title) ( 130 prints/title) prints/title) ( 1000 tprints/title) 
est market value of $1 billion to 2 $150 million to $300 -$400 million -$100 million 
owned** prints billion (@ $200 to million (W $120 to (9 $8/print) (@ $5/print)++ 
$300/print) $240/print) 
no of new titles 13,750 17C0 :4,000 -2,000 
produced 1968 (>50% sound) 
total sales, 1968 $453.6 million+ $44 million (for all $51 million $26 4 million 
types of motion-picture 
films) 
($20 million 
silent) 
($17 2 million 
silent) 
($31 million ($ 9 2 million 
sound) sound) 
* All figures are given by, or derived from Hope (18) , except where otherwise Indicated 
** 	 Schools generally rent films, but buy their filmstrips, this may account for the greater educational share of 
filmstrip prints owned (-40% of total filmstrips owned in all markets) versus films owned (-20% of the total) 
+ Includes $3 8 million for shortfllms, which are defined as film loops or single-concept films, and are usually 8mm 
++ Silent filmstrips predominated In the past, particularly Ineducation 
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Table 5 Unit Production, Printing, and Distribution Costs of Film and Filmstrip Media
 
Film 	 Sound Filmstrip
 
sponsored all sources educational sponsored educational
 
No of $1000 % No of $1000 % No of $1000 % No of $1000 % No of $1000 
prints/ prints/ prints/ prints/ prints/ 
title+ title title 	 title title
 
production cost 19 5* 41 1* 12 66 38 7* 6 1 28 0* 10 3* 59 0* 3 0 37 5 
cost of making 
release prints 150 13.0 27 4* 125 B 81 26 9* 100 6 5 29 6* 2000 5 15 29 5* 1500 3 5 43 8 
distribution 
cost * 
Cover 5 years) 15 0 31 6* 11.26 34.4* 9 2 42 4* 2 0 11 5 1 5 18 7 
Total cost 	 47 5 100 0 32 73 100 0 21 8 100 0 17 45 100 0 8 0 100 0
 
Total cost per

4
 
re ease print $317 $262 $218 	 $8 73 $7 50
 
* These figures are given directly by, or derived from Hope (18). Others are based from these, or estimated by simple 
proportion For educational films, a total cost 1/3 less than those from all sources has been assumed For educa­
tional f llmstrips, a production cost 70% less, and a total cost 50% less than sponsored filmstrips has been assumed
 
** 	The distribution cost per showing may be estimated as follows Ifeach of the 125 release prints (second film column) 
are shown 75 times over a 5-year Ilftime, there would be 9375 showings, or $1.20 per showing In the case of filmstrips, 
It Is assumed that most are sold outright, and that the distribution cost Is $1 each for handling, mail, and insurance 
+ The number of film release prints per title Is based on 1954 data in reference (78), taking the median for a l6nm color film
 
to be 100 prints, and scalIna It up 25% to take Into account the growing popularity of films Then, the sponsored prints are
 
assumed to be 20% greater, and educational films 20% less than the all-sources figure of 125 prints/title The number
 
of filmstrip release prints per title are upwards estimates from a figure of 100 for existing (mostly silent) filmstrips,
 
derived from references (76, 77) For educational filmstrip release prints today, this figure Is Increased 50%, and
 
for sponsored filmstrips, 100% These Increased print production estimates are based on the Increasing proportion of
 
filmstrips being made with sound, and a corresponding increase In their popularity Hope (1i)stated that "the
 
(19681 sound filmstrip, market for the business category had the greatest rise of all product lines, a 146% gain
 
[over 1967"
 
6 
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it should be pointed out that while filmstrios are from ten to thirty
 
times cheaper to acquire then motion pictures, printed booklets of
 
similar content can be obtained for a tenth to a twentieth the cost 

of filmstrips 

What should be erphasized inthese comparisons is that the great 

variety of media which have stood the test of time in the marketplace 

have a place ineducation Inparticular, pictures--not only film­
strips, but slides, opaques, and other visuals--have a vital role to
 
play in instruction, especially when coordinated with sound New 

ways of distribution should enhance their utility For example,
 
satellite-based television, regarded as a universal communications
 
channel, may be used to distribute such programs and materials on
 
a nationwide and even worldwide basis 

2 4 STILL-PICTURE TELEVISION 

The basic rationale for considering electronically transmitted
 
still-pictures for education is that existing communication bands
 
are becoming increasingly more crowded, and constitute a scarce
 
resource which should be used as efficiently as possible (79) Full 

television capability is wasteful of this scarce resource Even
 
though there isvery little change from one television frame to another, 

a complete picture must be re-sent 30 times every second to give the
 
appearance of motion and to avoid flicker (see Figure 5)
 
Furthermore, for many instructional purposes, sti IIpictures with 
sound can be as effective as motion pictures (80) Only when students 
are studying such topics as athletics, machine dynamics, or other 
phenomena which change rapidly in time, must motion be needed for 
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still picture
 
(one frame in 15 seconds)
 
3 3 1 1 
3rd
 
15 seconds of full-motion TV
 
(30 frames per second)
 
15th 421 
frames used
 
If the average viewing time of a still-plcture is taken to be 15
 
seconds, during the same time, full-motion television would use up
30 frames/sec x 15 seconds = 450 frames 
However, it should be pointed out that this comparison does not take
 
Into account the disparate requirements of still-picture television
 
for audio bandwidth (see Section 2 4 2)
 
Figure 5 A Graphic Depiction of the Relative Bandwidth
 
Requirements of Full-Motion and Still-Picture Television
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ulIInearing (81-82) -ioever, i^ a larce part of instruction, it is 

unnecessary to provide the illusion of motion, and in such cases, 

the pacing forced by a fixed progression of 30 frames a second may 

be disadvantageous 

Transmission requirements for still-picture television fall 

between those for high-fidelity FM sound (15 KHz, transmitted within 

a 200 KHz wide cnannel) (8!), and commercial full-motion TV (4 2 MHz 

for video plus 15 KHz for FM sound, transmitted in a 6 MHz channel) 

(83) Any system for transmitting still-picture television programs 

should be compatible with full-motion television, while offering 

greater program diversity, and potentially lower production and 

transmission costs on a per-program channel basis However, needed 

additional ground reception eauipment, and the problem of frozen noise 

make detailed cost and technical studies necessary before any final con-

clusions on the cost benefits of still-picture television may be made 

The most Immediate limiting factor is that to display still 

pictures on conventional television receivers, means must be pro-

vided to regenerate each transmitted still picture thirty times a 

second At present, this "speed buffering" can be accomplished by the 

use of storage tubes for black and white pictures, or by magnetic 

video disc units for black and white or color Video tape recorders 

available today do not have the capability to step through a sequence 

of frames one by one without losing sync, cutting 'nto the middle of 

a frame, or losing picture quality This capability is available in 
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electronic video recording (EVR), but EVR films must be recorded in
 
elaborate processing centers, from which the film cartridges are
 
physically distributed (see Section 4 6 2 2)
 
2 4 1 Video Buffering
 
Television is a real-time medium in its basic design philosophy,
 
and has its greatest impact when so used For many years after its
 
commercial development, the only practical storage system for TV
 
programs was kinescoDing, in which a motion picture camera Is focussed
 
on a TV monitor The reverse isdone to show films on television a
 
projector is linked to a television camera in a so-called "film chain"
 
In 1956, Ampex developed and marketed the first videotape recorder
 
This employed erasable magnetic tape, and has become the preferred
 
mode for storing television programs for delayed broadcast However,
 
because a great deal of desirable program material exists in film
 
form, and because 16-rn motion picture cameras are preferred for
 
field use because they are much more portable than commercial TV
 
equipment, film has certainly not been eliminated
 
Videotape recorders are usually operated on line, that is,
 
every frame of a television signal is recorded, regardless of whether
 
there has been any change inthe picture Some low-cost helical scan
 
VTR's are available today which have a time-lapse recording feature,
 
and some have limited slow-motion capability However, slow motion
 
is accomplished by slowing down the tape while maintaining the same
 
head rotation, which gives a rather jumpy and noisy picture
 
In recent years, a number of systems have been developed for
 
"instant replay" of television signals (84, 85 ) These devices
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usually embody a magnetic disc which can record a sequence of televisio, 

fields around its circumference Any single field can be displayed 

Indefinitely by keeping a rep-oducing head above the track it has been 

recorded on A frame--two interlaced fields--is displayed by usino 

swiTching between two tracks and heads, or by simply repeating a single 

field with an appropriate time delay A scene composed of several 

hundred fields can be reproduced at regular or slow motion speeds by 

changing head location relative to the spinning disc, which rotates 

at a constant speed of 60 rps, so that one revolution corresponds to 

one TV field (85) 

Although magnetic video disc systems for black-and-white are 

available for as little as from $2000 to $3000 from such firms as 

Newell Industries (86) and Colorado Video, Inc (87), systems capable 

of broadcast-quality color, have prices ranging from $50,000 (Data 

Memory, Inc ) to more than $100,000 (Ampex Corporation) per unit 

Thus, price levels, and the price gap between noncommercial and 

broadcast-quality video disc recorders are somewffet srmrlar to Those 

of videotape recorders 

Of most interest Inthe context of this report is that a magnetic 

disc system can be used to record a series of still pictures which 

have been sent via conventional television techniques They can be 

played back as individually selected stills or as a sequence of stills, 

with another disc acting as a video buffer AV Electronics, Inc has 

proposed such an arrangement for random-access video information storage 

and retrieval in their Apollo Information Retrieval System (88) This Isan 

advance on dial-access Information retrieval systems (DAIRS) technology, 
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which uses a small general-purpose digital computer as a process con­
troller inplace of the telephone crossbar switchgear usually employed
 
Since the retrieval requirements of each organizatior vary a
 
great deal, all Apollo systems are custom-made However, a minimal
 
video disc subsystem would cost $120,000 and up for ha-dware Itwould
 
include a 500-frame master disc with 16 buffer channels and video
 
switch ($80,000), a 23-head buffer disc with a maximum 6 second re­
trieval capability, and a camera, switching, and cables for conversion
 
of conventional picture sources to video signals
 
Pictures recorded on the master disc are given digital addresses
 
so that they can be randomly accessed by the processor (CPU) It
 
takes 20 milliseconds to load a video frame onto the master disc, It
 
can be located In a maximum of 2 seconds and transferred to a buffer
 
head on the buffer disc in 30 seconds Because all frames are mndi­
vidually addressed, they may be added to or deleted from the master
 
disc at will without disturbing any other frames Frames are copied
 
onto the buffer disc only during the period of use With 32 fixed
 
heads, up to 32 different frames can be sent over local transmission
 
fad littes (e g coaxial cable) simultaneously
 
If audio is required with the frames, Apollo uses remotely con­
trol led reel-to-reel or cassette magnetic tapes, which have cue signals
 
These signals are routed through the CPU which starts a video update
 
cycle
 
Because typical filmstrip programs use about 40 frames, each video
 
master disc unit can store up to 15 such programs If users require
 
more programs to be available on-line, it may be necessary to use
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several master disc filcs In+he future, itmay be possible to emoloy 

device specialization, whereby a single record-only device--perhaps a 

form of videotape recorder--caotures the siqnals from the satellite 

Then, the information could be transferred to a battery of playback-only 

devices for local distribution Ifmagnetic disc units can be brouaht 

down in cost to a few hundred dollars, they can be Incorporated into 

individual television receivers This would be useful for those schools 

which are not connected by cable or microwave to any center, and must 

receive programs by direct broadcast 

Still-picture television also may be possible by using low-cost 

non-magnetic video disc or cassette systems, as described in Section 4 6 

However, programs inthis form must be physically distributed Still 

other possible systems include the use of storage tubes and signal con-

version devices, as mentioned in Section 2 4 2 

Video technology has the potential to provide the means to display 

diverse media on ordinary television sets Complementing television 

programs with other services can widen the choice of instructional mate-

rial available to educators, and cater to more specialized Interests 

than the economics of full-motion television allows 

Recapitulating Section 2 3 1, the advantages of the still-picture 

medium may be thought of as follows The selling price of a 35-mm sound 

filmstrip print isonly about $8, or 3% of the price of a $250 16-mm 

sound motion picture print of equivalent duration (see Table 5) The 

major portion of this cost difference Iscaused by the amount of film 

required 4 feet versus 800 feet Film uses 38 times more material 

than filmstrip, even allowing for the latter's 5 3 times larger frame 
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size (see Table 3) However, the Portion of these savinqs which can be
 
realized by still-picture television remains to be determined
 
Another advantace is that less bandwidth is needed to transmit the
 
still-picture television equivalent of a motion picture, however, this
 
savings is difficult to euantify (see Section 2 4 2)
 
Balanced against these advantages are the additional equipment which
 
will be required to utilize sti l-picture programs, which adds to the
 
cost and complexity of the communication system A detailed investiga­
tion of the necessary additional equipment and its cost Is recommended
 
to establish the viability of sttll-picture television as an alternative
 
and supplemental service to satellite-based full-motion television
 
2 4 2 Audio Requirements
 
As has been described, the number of programs broadcast in
 
satellite-relayed television may be enhanced by a large factor, if
 
motion is not required However, to retain audio-visual capability,
 
each TV frame should be accompanied by voice, music, and other sound
 
information
 
In analog form, only about IOl<z is required to transmit high­
quality speech, as compared with 4 2 lWz for video Thus, there would
 
seem to be little to be concerned with interms of bandwidth necessary
 
for the sound transmission However, Ifwe are transmitting a sequence
 
of still pictures to be used In a manner similar to the sound-filmstrip,
 
the 30 pictures sent may be viewed over a duration as long as 10 minutes
 
These 30 pictures can be transmitted in just one second over the 6-Wz
 
bandwidth of television, but ten minutes of sustained sound would have
 
to be sent with them For English, it takes from a third to a half second
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to speak a word, in oral readino and conversation, -espectively 

Therefore, in normal television, from 10 to 15 frames are sent for the 

utterance of every word If it is desired to maintain a 50 50 ratio of 

audio to visual information transmission, 30 still pictures might be 

sent in one second followed by the sound to accompany them in the next 

second This would require an audio compression of 600 1 (10 minutes 

times 60 seconds in I second) 

One technique available for time compression of this magnitude is 

digital encoding Mathews aives an analysis of analog versus 

digital trade-offs Inhigh-fidelLty sound recording (89) He states 

that if one minute of sound is sampled at 30 <Hz, it produces 1 8 mil ­
lion samples Using conservative digital-magnetic-tape technology 

(2400 feet of l/211-wcde 6-track tape, recorded at 800 bits per linear 

inch), and assuming that 12 bits are required to resolve the analog 

sound wave, 400 sound samples could be packed into an inch of tape 

Assuming that 10% of the tape length would have to be sacrificed for 

recording gaps, the entire tape could then hold approximately 10 million 

samples, equivalent to 300 seconds or 5 minutes of sound However, 

Mathews assumes that the tape is not continuously moving, but must be 

searched, and therefore started and stopped, record gaps are essential 

when this is done to allow for the inertia of the tape and mechanism 

This would not be necessary in the application considered here 

Each 2400-foot tape costs about $50, and a tape write/read 
mechanism able to use it costs at least $2,000 On the other hand, 
the same length of 1/4" audiotape, used for analog recording, could 
hold over an houris worth of top-quality sound for about $5 ( at a 
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sneed of 7-1/2 inches per second), and could be reproduced at good fi­
delity on a $100 audiotape recorder Thus, it appears that present
 
analog recording is about ten times cheaper than digital in terms of
 
material costs, and at least twenty times inhardware investment
 
Mathews also states that digital tape can be moved at soeeds of
 
from 60 to 150 Inches per second When multiplied by 400 samples per
 
inch, this isequivalent to data transfer rates of from 24 to 60 XJ-{z
 
At the latter speed, five minutes of sound could be sent in 18 seconds,
 
a time compression of more than 15 1--but this falls far short of the
 
600 1 goal previously stated
 
If we restrict the analysis to speech capability, and without em­
ploying elaborate redundancy-reduction techniques, 35 kilobits/second,
 
or 12 to 18 kilobits per word, are required to send speech Thus, 10
 
minutes of sustained speech would require 35 x 103 x 60 x 10 = 21 mega­
bits Ifthe over-all signal-to-noise ratio of our transmission system
 
is 30 db (1000 1), then in theory 21 megablts could be transmitted inone
 
second over a bandwidth of about 2 MHz In terms of the 6-MHz video band­
width, about 9 frames would be needed to store or transmit this digitally­
coded speech signal
 
However, itwould be difficult to achieve half this rate In practi­
cal systems Therefore, 20 frames might be required to hold 10 minutes
 
worth of speech--and to transmit it in one second, almost the full video
 
bandwidth would be required But the cost of storing this speech digi­
tally should be no more than one fourth of full-range sound, that is, a
 
$50 tape should hold 20 minutes of AM-radio quality sound The 20
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1irutes of sound could be sept in 18 seconds, a 65 1 tirre compression, 
,ut this isstill five tines below the goal of I second for 10 minutes 

,fsound 

Recently, very high-speed audiotape handling equipment has been 
leveloped Newel) Industries has marketed a unique transport design 

hich moves tape at sneeds up to 960 inches per second (ips) (9D) 

hus, high-fidelity sound recorded at 15 ips on a Newell drive could be 

eproduced and sent out at 960 ips, which would be a 64 1 speed increase 

ignals could be recorded at the other end of a satellite conmunicatlons 

ink on another Newel l drive running at 960 ips, and played back for 

istening at the 15 ips sDeed Thus, analog compression techniques 

eam 
itre promising at the present time than digital techniques 
owever, the problems of audio speed buffering seem to be comparable 
'athose of video speed buffering for still-picture television 
Sha-ma has compared three alternative schemes for sti l-picture 
elevision transmission in a forthcoming thesis slow-scan, time-
hared video with frequency-shared audio, and time-shared video with 
"ime-comoressed audio (91) For the latter scheme, Sharma has calcu-
ated the theoretical number of subchannels possible under various 

:ombinations of frame rate and audio compression These calculations 

'epresent the upper limit of practical systems, because they make no 

,revision for guard bands, sync, and other control signals which must 

,eprovided for video transmission Also, no provision is made for 

;ignal degradation caused by noise, which is always present in real 

•ransmisslon systems, and which may become much more noticeable when 

'frozen" in a still-picture 
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Therefore, only the theoretical maximum number of stt I-0icture 
television subchannels which may be sent over a standard television
 
bandwidth are given inFigure 6 For example, 90 subchannels would 
be theoretically possible if the composite frame time is 4 seconds, and 
if 10-kHz audio iscompressed 420 times and transmitted using double­
sideband amplitude modulation To double the number of subchannels to
 
180, the frame rate must be slowed to one every eleven seconds Using
 
more complex single-sideband (SSB) modulation, 5-kHz audio could be
 
used for an audio compression of 840 This would enable 105 subshannels
 
to be transmitted at one frame every four seconds, 225 subchannels at
 
one frame every eleven seconds, and so forth
 
Various moans to accomplish time compression and expansion of 
audio signals are suggested by Sharma. One possibility isto use an 
electronic storage tube to store images composed of frequency-converted 
PAM-sampled audio Such storage tubes are commercially available from 
such firms as Hughes Aircraft, International Telephone and Telegraph, 
Princeton Electronic Products, Rauland Corporation, and Tektronix, Inc 
They range Inprice from about $500 (without electronics) to several 
thousand dollars (with electronics), depending upon such factors as
 
resolution, picture size. rapidity of picture change, and whether or 
not scan conversion Is required
 
An impression of the capabilities of still-picture television 
transmission can be obtained by assuming that one composite frame 
is sent every four seconds, and that a television channel is 
avai Iab[e 24 hours a day for this transmission Also, assume that 
5-kz SSB audio is used, so that an 840 compression factor Is possible 
Then, 24 x 60 xr15 frames/minute x 105 subchannels, or over 2 million
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N = number of SubchanneIs (eo& cchprised of one st II-vIdoo plus one Corpressed audio frame) 
T = composite fram time for transmittal of N subchanneis 
Vi- V2 ' = still-yideo frames transmitted durinq T
vN 

a , a2, , = compressed-audio frames transmitted during TaN 
ty = tim to transmit one stll-video frace 
In -tim to transmit one compressed-audio frame 
C = - = audio cocprossion factor (also equal to ratio of orlglnal video to audio siqneleta bandwidths) 

(ll times in seconds, time guard bands, and AGOand frame sync bursts Ignored)
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Figure 6 Time-Shared Video wienth
Tlme-Copessd Audio
Cotter reference 91) 
stilI-pcture frames with accompanying compressed audio may be trans­
mitted In 24 hours If the average still-picture program is 50 frames 
long, up to 40,000 such programs could be broadcast every day Typi­
cally, a 50-frame program would be viewed over about 8 minutes Only 
180 full-motion television programs of similar duration could be trans­
mitted during a 24-hour period Thus, still-picture television could
 
theoretically provide more than 200 times as many programs over a given
 
bandwidth as full-motion television, but how much of this advantage can
 
be realized in practice remains to be determined
 
2 4 3 Functional Motion
 
After still-picture television programs have-been picked up by a
 
station, It is possible to reintroduce some types of motion 
Such techniques have been used in motion pictures since their invention
 
A motion-picture segment which has been made entirely from still pic­
tures is called a filmograph Animated motion pictures are also created 
from stills, but in such a way that they convey the illusion of motion
 
just as though they had been made by a camera In the natural world On 
the other hand, in a flimcgraph no attempt is made to give the illusion
 
of real-world motion That is, the "micromotions" of limbs, lips, and
 
other muscular motions are not attempted, but only the imacromotions" of 
entire organisms and objects against a background 
still-picture television, not film but probably some form of mag­
netic storage is used at the receiving station Therefore, the name
 
filmograph would be inappropriate The analogous still-picture tele­
vision capability will be termed functional motion. As In filmography,
 
rapidly changing noncyclic motion cannot be conveyed, but the
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considerable variety of cyclic and linear motion possible may be very
 
useful for instructional and motivational purposes
 
Functional motion has been used in commercial television for a 
number of notable art and history programs Some of these were initially
 
created 	as f( lmographs for di rect projection, and some made especial ly 
for television viewing Still pictures of paintings, drawings, and 
photographs have been given a feeling of motion by camera and/or lens 
movements relatve to the objects being photographed or televised If 
these techniques were not avail able, looki ng at a sti I I picture for 
more than 10 or 15 seconds would become boring Inmany situations
 
However, creative cutting, panning, zooming, and other functional 

motions can help sustain Interest in a single picture for periods up to 
a minute or more 
When functional motion sequences are analyzed, they are seen to 
be the 	result of combinations of a small set of physically or electron­
ically controlled movements (see Figure 7 For example, zooming is 
obtained by rotating one portion of a zoom lens in relation to the rest 
of the lens, panning and rolling by relative motion between camera and 
object, fading by moving a diaphragm or shutter in film cameras, or
 
electronically intelevision, and so forti Itwould not be difficult 

to recoro signals for these motions in analog or digital form on 
a
 
separate track, running in parallel with the picture and sound tracks
 
on videotape
 
Thus, programs telecast via satellite could have subchannels for 

video, 	 audio, and control information On the receiving end, this con-
trol information could be used to provide functional motion As each 

still picture Is retrieved from the store, the control information
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scene appears progressively cose- dcre nz= in") 
or further away (camera zo, .t ) 
pan scene appears to ove tware, Iet- Cce-aro "ight 
- - pan") .--or ight (caera "let- pen") 
CrawI words or artwork appears to ove 'n right to loft 
(usual) or leftto right, superimposed ona back­
ground scene or blank screen
 
Tilt 	 scene appears move up oa,cr 1 n } or 
down (canera tit It up,,) 
RollI 	 lines of type or artwork appear 'onove vertically 
from bottom to top (usual0nop or to bottoe, up or 
screen
 
Fde 
efc S 
Blink 	 provides subjective animation effec- ay rapid 
alternatIon of Lositive slidnoga+ive fr-are
 
There ar any other possible functionai motion techniques such 3 imrted animation 
progressive disclosure, polarity reversal, electronic matting, etc Ze'ti describes 
mary of these in detal (92) 
Figure 7 Functional Motion Techniques 
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alters itelectronically or electromechanically before it is sent out 

as a full-TV signal This may be done with a flyinq-spot scanner, scan 

converter, or film chain linking a still-picture projector with a 

television camera 

Furthernvre, a local user could add a functional motion track to an 

existing still-ptcture television program, or create a different track 

than the one received 

It is reasonable to ask why, if this technique can be so effective, 

it has not been more widely used with still pictures Heretofore, there 

has been little reason to try to separate out motion, because commercial 

television has the full-motion capabilities of the medium available 

However, if It becomes important to conserve the electromagnetic 

spectrum, there isgreat advantage inseparating out the motion function-- 

as long as the limitations of this technique are fully appreciated This 

ts particularly true insatellite-distributed television, where band-

width conservation is highly desirable, provided that ground stations 

are equipped to redistribute previously stored still-picture television 

programs, either by broadcasting or cable Inthe latter case, a much 

larger number of local full-television channels may be accommodated 

then isavailable In the former--perhaps up to 40 CATV channels versus 

10 VHF/UHF channels 

However, functional motion has its price For example, conven-

tional television resolution is not capable of providing sufficient 

information in a single frame to permit a "functional zoom " To see why 

this isso, consider a still-TV frame which Is to be zoomed At the 

beginning, its contents will fill the TV frame, but as the zoom proceeds, 

less and less of the original contents will fill the frame Therefore, 
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if the original vertical resolution was 480 lines over the whole frame,
 
at the end of a 3 1 zoom, only 160 of these lines will be present (and
 
less than this horizontally) That is, if a zoom ratio of n I is em­
ployed, both vertical and horizontal resolution must be increased n
 
times to maintain equivalent picture quality Therefore, at the begin­
nlng of the zoom, the picture must contain n2 times as many elements as
 
at the end to provide the standard number of picture elements
 
However, this does not preclude the use of functional motion in
 
still-picture television, for inthis case bandwidth may be traded for
 
time Thus, either n2 times the bandwidth may be employed to maintain
 
resolution, or n2 times as long may be taken to transmit the Information
 
2
For example, in a 3 1 zoom, n = 9 The plcture could be sent in 1/30
 
second over 54 lIz, or In 9/30 second (9 sequential TV frames) over 6
 
MHz, using conventional AM-VSB modulation
 
Even this multiplication of frames may be unnecessary Ithas been
 
assurred that the eventual viewer will have a chance to observe each
 
frame critically during the zoom progression In reality, he will be
 
unable to do this, and during the zoom the apparent resolution may
 
change as Itwill, as long as the beginning and ending frames have full
 
resolution The same thing is true of panning and other transitional
 
motions Thus, Instead of an n2 factor, only a factor of 2n may be
 
needed to provide a reasonably good functional motLon capability
 
The provision of a functional motion capability will add to the
 
complexity and cost of any still-picture television system Provision
 
must be made to encode the motions onto a separate track, or multiplex
 
them with other signals At every receiving point, provision must be
 
made to decode the signals, and automatically controlled physical or
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lectronic devices must be employed to translate these signals into 

ztion No estimates of the cost of providing this capability will be 

ttempted inthis report Therefore whether functional motion can be 

ustifled economically remains to be determined 

4 4 Distribution of StilIl-lcture Television Programs via Satellite 

In distributing still-picture TV programs via satellite, no exten-

ye modifications of existing or proposed transmitting stations should 

e required That Is,existing film chains can send still pictures at 
he standard TV frame rate of 30 frames per second, ifthey are con-

erted to 16-mm form Sound requires separate handling, but if spatially 

needed, it could be placed on alternate frames, or in a contiguous 

rles of frames after a series of still-pictures 
However, at each ground station,means must be provided to store 
he still-picture frames and convert them to standard TV signals by 
egenerating each stilt frame thirty times per second Also, the en-
:oded sound frames must be converted into normal FM audio 
However, given a ground program-buffering capability, there Is no 

-eason to follow conventional television distribution practice, in 

hlich all programs are sent simultaneously to all schools Instead, 

)rogram choice may be made highly selective Appendix 2 provides an 

snalysis of demand-access requirements for still-picture television 

>rograms 

Selectivity is possible using multlaccess communications satellite 

technology, such as the MESA technique proposed by Campbell (93) In 

MESA, each ground station would send out bursts of several kiloblts 

At the satellite, the received signals would be amplified by a simple 

broadband analog repeater Each ground station burst would contain 
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an address signal to enable the addressee to pick out The correct bits 
from the total bit stream One ground station would also transmit the 
required frame reference 
In MESA, both information and address are digital strers, but 
analog information could also be preceded by digital address codes
 
For example, each still-picture sequence to.be transmi 'ed from a
 
ground station might have the following format
 
transmiter item #1 item #1 item 02 1item #2 
or receive ident (eg , still pix + sound) ident 
time I 
Identification numbers might follow the practice of the International
 
Standard Book Number (ISBN) scheme (94), which also provides informa­
ton about the country of origin, and publisher or producer Also 
other digital information could be provided concerning Intended audi­
ence, number of frames in the program, length of viewino "1re, etc 
To pick out a particular still-picture program from the mass 
being broadcast by several sending stations, a special-purpose digital 
memory and control system could be provided at each receiving center 
If programs were received at random--the most likely case--sufficlent 
memory capacity would be required to handle the maximum daily require­
ments of that center's customers, or perhaps between 100 and 1,000 
programs If we assume complete identiflcation takes 20 decimal digits 
per program, a memory of from 2,000 to 20,000 decimal digits would be 
required 
Items to be received on a particular day could be chosen from a
 
printed catalog Their identification numbers could be entered via
 
keyboard or optical reader at each user location Ifthe fecelving
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equipment was left on standby tqenty-four hours a day, whenever the 

desired program was broadcast the receivino station would be able to 

select It automatically by address matching 

If all Drograms were to be sent in ascending order by serial 

number, receiver memory requirements could be greatly lessened, perhaps 

to the extent that only 20 decimal digits per receiver would suffice 

After one desired program had been received, the stored decimal identi-

fication would be erased and replaced by the next desired number in 

order, and so forth However, ifseveral different stations are sending 

simultaneously, there is no way to assure programs being received in 

ascending order at a particular ground station 

Using message store-and-forward techniques, problems of time-zone 

differences and local viewing convenience inconflict with broadcasting 

schedules would be eliminated Programs could be made available from 

local centers whenever, ard however many times a particular user wanted 

them These techniques imply a hierarchy of access, beginning with the 

transmitting station, going through ground receiving and redistribution 

centers, and finally ending at the individual school, and perhaps the 

individual classroom or even student In such a hierarchy, buffering 

equipment is essential 

However, if individual schools do not have buffering capability, 

complete flexibility of use is not possible That is, only so many 

still-picture programs--now processed for local transmission over the 

full television bandwidth--can be sent simultaneously With coaxial 

cable distribution, this limit ispresently thirty to forty channels, 

and should suffice for all but the very largest school systems Of 
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course, specilized receiving centers could be employed, each serving
 
a different educational level, subject interest, or geographical area
 
within a single metropolitan region
 
Another problem arises Ifwe want to determine which programs are
 
being used While it would be cheaper not to gather this information,
 
it is likely to be required for legal and accountability reasons, sLch
 
as copyright and royalty payments, and to insure that the system Is
 
operated on a financially sound basis Also, it is useful to know the
 
frequency of use of each program by each receiving location Less
 
popular programs might then be kept in less-accessible form
 
A reliable way to gather this information--without requlrinq each
 
receiving station to have sending capability--is to employ a recording
 
mechanism on the ground that stores the Identification numbers of all
 
programs as they are received at each center Tapes for these recorders
 
could be packaged in convenient lengths to insure that they are
 
returned within a reasonable period of time For example, when one
 
hundred Identification numbers had been recorded on It, a tape might be
 
filled Itcould be mailed to a distribution center or central facility
 
for billing, accounting, and statistical processing BIlls could be
 
sent to the receiving stations, or funds debited from a yearly credit
 
pre-established with each receiving point
 
These schemes for obtaining individualized program access are
 
based upon the assumption that no return capability will be provided
 
from most receiving stations However, this assumption may not be
 
sustained inactual practice Some centers may well have return cap­
ability, and accounting information then could be sent back to the
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originating center or a specialized countrywide satellite-education 

headquarters processing center via satellite Rapid two-way commun-

Ication is only essential for such-applications as teleconferencing and
 
computer-assisted instruction Some of the initial experiments with
 
satellite-based educational networks may try out these applications 
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3 COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRtj(TIr
 
3 1 INTRODUCTION
 
Few technological innovations In education have stirred as much
 
expectation--and as much hostally--as computer-asss-ed instruction
 
(CAI) Many of the ideas In the field of comouter-ass sled instruction
 
have developed out of the earlier innovation of prog-aved insTruction
 
Some advocates of programmed instruction maintained +hat The original
 
linear program format devised by B F Skinner (95) was too rigid, and
 
that to provide a significant degree of individualizalion, itwould be
 
necessary to provide alternate paths for learners (96)
 
However, the crude teaching machines which were all the rage In
 
the initial wave of enthusiasm for programmed instruction during the
 
early 60's were Incapable of providing more than one or two levels of
 
branching Hence, branching enthusiasts turned their attention to the
 
rapidly developing technology of digital computers, ano CAI was born
 
Computers can provide an unlimited degree of branching, as well
 
as evaluate constructed student responses rapidly uowever, the
 
expense of developing truly flexible programs for a wide variety of
 
students is extremely high, and present languages developed for CAI
 
underutilize the vast logical capabilities of the computer An
 
exception to this is an extremely powerful general-purpose programming
 
language--APL--developed by Iverson (97) Present irolementations of
 
APL are all interactive, and lend themselves naturally to CAI (98)
 
One of the most advanced CAI systems isPLATO at the University
 
of Illinois Alpert and Bitzer have described PLATO, CAI ingeneral,
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and the costs of CAI (99) * Sedcl, Koostein, and Swallow (100) rebutted 
what they call "four technological misconceptions" inthe Alpert and 
Bitzer paper 
Previously, Kopstein and Seidel (101,102) had done one of the first 

detailed economics studies of CAl, inwhich they maintained it could 

probably be made available at a cost as low as 11 cents per student 

hour, ifthe software and instructional programming costs could be 

shared by enough students They also claimed that CAL could then 

become competitive with traditional teacher-assisted instruction (TAI), 

which exceeded 11 cents per student hour by 1959-60 even in rural areas 

Another economic study by Carter and Walker (103) compared the 

costs of installing and operating ITV and CAI in U S public schools 

The daily costs of supplying a typical school system of 100,000 students 

with one hour each of ITV programming and CAl were estimated over a 

aere from 5-1/2 to 30 cents per student
150-day school year ITV cos-s 

hour, but CAI costs were estimated to be $1 80 per student hour for 

the simple drill-and-practice mode of instruction, and $4 80 per student 

hour for the more complex tutorial mode The drill-and-practice mode 

issimilar to the simplest type of programmed instruction--or even to 

flash cards The tutorial mode involves a combination of programmed 

instruction and drill and practice, and may require terminals with 

more versatility than teletypes 

It isapparent that even well-conceived and intentioned economic 

studies of such new fields as CAI suffer similar problems of trade-off 

determination as will be seen in Section 4 7 Ifone is allowed to pick 

his assumptions, the cost evaluation easily may unduly favor one of the 

alternatives A better way to do these studies would be to define
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objectives as precisely as possible, and then find what technologies,
 
or better mixes of technologies and people, might best serve these
 
objectives Then, if hard costs are available, the competing system
 
which can do the job for the least cost can be ascertained with a fair
 
degree of reliability This sounds simple, but inalmost any real
 
situation, the number of unknowns--particularly when dealing wiTh a
 
new technology--is very large, end even the knowns may have a consi­
derable range of variation
 
3 2 COMPUTER-CONTROLLED INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION
 
One of the most interesting recent developments inCA is the MITRE
 
Corporation's TICCET (Time-Shared Interactive Computer-Controlled Edu­
cational Television) proposal TICCET was originally conceived as a
 
completely communications-oriented system, but evolved over a couple of
 
years into a system whose only communication links are cables within a
 
single school
 
Originally, TICCET involved a massive $10 million central computer,
 
which was to be accessed from 10,000 interactive terminals Ina hundred
 
different schools Nuthmann (104) estimated that the one-time cost of
 
such a system would be about 25 million dollars, with recurring software
 
costs of a mtllion dollars a year, and annual operating and maintenance
 
costs of 2 million (see Tables 6 and 7)
 
Of particular interest in the context of this report was his state­
ment that "if the apparent continuous motion of television is for­
feited a large number of television sets may receive different still­
pictures over a single television channel" The system was to
 
have handled four distinctly different types of Information
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Table 6 TICCET Design Parameoers and Costs
 
Educational Computer Utility (orlinal) Proposal (see rof 104) In-School CAI/CMAICorsuter Pronosal (see ref 105)
 
one system to serve 100 schools single-school system Systeis In Syste's in 
System In one 100 schools 'CM schools 
school (linear ({reposel 
(unit seen sca lecow-) kSs) 
Hardware 
Te-inals I to 1 5 students/terminal 5 students/tenminal/day 
128no o terminals 10 000 

terminal use 6 to 12 hours, 250 days/year 5 hours
 
avorage s'udent Input tire 0 I se (I to 30 chars )
 
ave ge lnterfraye interval 10 sec 
 10 set
 
tominal servicing rate 1000/sec 2 to 3/sec
 
3 $10 million $300 each $50,000 $2 5 mlillom $25 nilloncost of teminals a $2000 each 
I IncludI ng cab les 1
 
Cor'uor, 800-ns cycle time DOP-516, 960-ns cycle 1970 $120,000 $12 riIio' 5120 nilliTon Cost) 1974 70,000 7 mi.lo 30nub 
10 bIts bi-G core 380,000 60-bit registers 29 x 106 bits core 64,000 16-bit words I06 bits 
disc 10 to 20,each disc 4 typo 273 disc packs 10 11 
x 107 to 108 chars 4 to 8 x 109 bit each 18 4 x 106 chars 6 x 108 bits 6 x 10 bh's 6 x 10 bits
 
display 1970 $120,000 $8 million 550 million
display 
 (ost 1 2974 65,000 4 mIlliOn 40 million
generator 2 72-channel disc units 60,000 generator 

cost 510 million
 
Corpunications 33 full TV channels on coax cable & microwave, coax cables within each school <no transmitters or iicrowave) 
each channel time-shared by 30D terminals
 
traismlter cost O 4 mIllion
 
cable & microwave $1 8 mIllIon
 
cost $ 2 2 million
 
S 2 million lultiploxers, etc 1970 $70,000 $3 5 ml lic $35 millionFacilities cost (olt) 1974 30,000 2 million 20 mlIllon
 
Total hardware costs $24 2 million
 
Annual oeraeting costs $ 2 4 million $39,000 $3 9 nIllion S39 million
 
Softare costs i 
Initial curriculum development $2,000 $200,000 S2mliloninitial system development S I ml lion $200,000 S2 mlIllon$ 1 muilion annual curriculum development $2,000
annual development 

500 50,000 500,000Students sorved, 100 to 150/schoOl 10,000 to 15,000 (I hour/day) 
12 to 374 Intensive use 2000 hr/yr 60C 20 to 35a Total cost/student tormInal-hour 40 to 73C
tnorra$ use, 1000 hr/yr £120 
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Table 7 TICCET Frame Requirements
 
Educational Computer Utility (original) Proposal In-School CAI/CMI Computer Proposal
 
one system to serve 100 schools* single-school system+
 
no. of
 
no.of frame bit bit different frame frame total data
 
frames type requirement rate frames type capait requirement
 
900 alphanum, 10 Kbits each 9 Mbits/sec 80,000 text 350 bytes 28 Mbytes or 224 Mbits
 
100 still TV 200 Kbits each 20 Mbits/sec 30,000 pictures i 1000 bytes 30 Mbytes or 240 Mbits
 
& voice
 
1,500 voice 4000 bytes 6 Mbytes or 48 Mbits
 
1000 terminal 14 bits each 14 Kbits/sec
 
address 2,000 user recordS1000 bytes 2 Mbytes or 16 Mbits
 
100 alqorithmic 2000 bytes 0.2 Mbytes or t6Mbits
 
Total, system output channel 30 Mbits/sec Total all frames 66 2 Mbytes or 530 Mbits
 
*response contingent addressing, assume 90% +priority queue addressing, picture frames are , TV
 
of frames contain only alphanum. info.; screen width each, one-third of text frames have
 
frame change rate, one per second. pictures, voice frames are 1-second duration each
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alphanumeric, graphic, voice, and algor thmeic An average 10-second 

interframe interval was specified for all terminals 

Recently, the TICCET project has been reorganized Although still 

devoted to CAI, the TICCET system has been redesigned to be small enough 

to be located at each school, and thus be independent of comimunication 

lines In this new proposal, there would be 100 TV-based terminals in 

each 500-student school, for a present unit cost of $480,000, which is 

estimated to drop to $265,000 by 1974 (105) 

Furthermore, TFCCET's new manager, Kenneth Stettin,maintans that 

if a thousand TICCET systems could be marketed, the present cost would 

drop to $260,000 per unit, and to $155,000 by 1974 Maintenance would 

be about $25,000 a year, software and curriculum development $2,000 a 

year (pro rated on a per-school basis), installation and engineering 

(amortized over 8 years) $10,000 a year, and floor space and consumables, 

$4,000 per year 

One way to compare the costs of the old and new TICCET proposals 

is to simply multiply the present figure of $260,000 per system (in 

quantities of 1000) by 100 (the number of terminals in a school) If 

this Is done, it Is seen that the total capital cost of 26 million
 
dollars isjust about what the cost would have been for the original
 
system, which included costs of broadcasting, microwave, and cable for
 
the equivalent of 33 full-television channels However, the approxi­
mately 5 million dollars saved by eliminating these communications 

links mav (but this is difficult to ascertain) be traded off for a more 

responsive or more versatile system as far as students and teachers are 

concerned Some of the desirable features of the new TICCET are that 
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1 the system should accommodate enouch simultaneous terminals
 
to serve an entire elementary school,
 
2 the system should provide most sensory and response features
 
desired by educators (alphanumerics, still pictures, voice,
 
and silent keyboard response),
 
3 the data base should contain all data sufficient to teach
 
basic reading and basic math on-line
 
4 the entire system should be based on existing hardware,
 
5 the first equipment put into the field should be low enough
 
incost (perhaps $300 per terminal) so that participating
 
school systems could afford to continue use on their own
 
after the experimental period
 
TICCET has been funded by MITRE's independent R&D Program,
 
"Computer-Controlled Education TV Pilot System" (project 9710) They
 
are now actively seeking outside support Poweve", as "'elson notes
 
"MITRE is developing TICCET at a time when most firms
 
are retrenching their CAI efforts indisillusionment after
 
overoptimistic predictions of past years and illusory profits
How the TICCET system could eventually be marketed is as yet
 
unclear MITRE itself Is prohibited by its charter from
 
being in the hardware business " (106)
 
Another potential problem area of the proposed system concerns its
 
use of digitized voice vocabulary In their proposal, Stettin, Morton,
 
and Mayer state that
 
"The number of bits per second required to synthesize
 
each second's duration of voice is surprisingly large 6,000
 
samples per second Each sample [must be] six bits to pro­
vide the degree of accuracy required (or] 36,000 bits per
 
second to reproduce telephone quality voice To avoid
 
using enormous amounts of the data base for the voice mes­
sages accompanying many of the instructional frames, a system
 
isused in which each of 1,500 one-second voice segments is
digitized and recorded only once inthe disc drives " (105, p 19)
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Therefore, they conclude that only "130 percent of the 128 terminals are 

using the voice feature at any given moment " The 1,500 phrases 

to be stored are probably a reasonable amount for the two subjects to 

be included--reading and math for kindergarten through the sixth grade 

However,the mechanical quality voice synthesis, coupled with the other 

robotic features of the system, could cause trouble with parents and 

teachers, if not students. Furthermore, systems are now available 

which can synthesize a more natural sounding voice directly from a 

stored repertory of basic speech phonemes, such as VOX I,a product of 

the Culler-Harrison Company (107) VOX I could also be used to alter 

the rate of speech presented to the student, without decreasinq the 

Intelligibility or natural quality of the synthesized voice 

However, from the standpoint of cost both the proposed MITRE system 

and VOX I are not likely to be competitive with some of the newer 

adaptations of analog audio technology Recent developments in 

tape cassette technolocy have made It possible to provide up to 

four Independent tracks on a tape cassette, so that limited branching 

capabilities are made available Also, several hundred voice segments 

could be made available via 8-track stereo cartridge technology, as 

has been done for dial-access medical information at the universities 

of Wisconsin (108,109) and Missouri (110) 

Also, digital magnetic disc hardware, which is the major storage 

element for all four forms of information--alphanumeric, graphic, voice, 

and algorithmic--is extremely expensive The original TICCET proposal 

employed Data Disc 72-channel systems, at a total cost of almost 

$60,000 The high cost of Data Disc equipment is in large part due to 

the necessity to design the discs to record and retrieve very 
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high-density diqital information, hence the heads must be in intimate
 
contact with the recording surface An additional disadvantage is
 
that the discs used in this unit are quite expensive, and must be
 
physically changed Inevery school to change or update the curriculum
 
In conclusion, there is considerable doubt whether an all-digital
 
system Is the correct choice at the present state of development, or
 
whether analog technology should not be retained for the bulk of the
 
Information stored, with digital technology employed only for control,
 
response, and logging purposes With the proper mix of these tech­
nologies, an even more cost-effective CAI system could be made available
 
Furthermore, until effective, low-cost two-way communication with
 
satellites is available to a large number of schools, their main CAI
 
role is likely to be In the distribution of CAI programs However,
 
this Is a highly useful function, as CAI in its present state of devel­
opment requires more revision than conventional instructional materials
 
Also, given the distributional power of a television broadcast satellite,
 
CAI program writers may be encouraged to modify their overly verbal
 
techniques in favor of more -udiovisual content
 
A major stumbling block of most CAI efforts in the past has been
 
in the limitations of the terminal, usually a teletypewriter linked to
 
a remote computer via the telephone network Although undoubtedly
 
one of the lowest cost interactive devices available ($600 to $800 each),
 
teletypewriters are very noisy and slow (10 characters per second)
 
However, many manufacturers are now attemptinq to surmount the
 
defects of the teletype as a remote terminal, while keeping costs within
 
its range One of the most promising terminals for CAI use is
 
Picturephone (see Sectlon 4 ,5 1)
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3 3 INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC DISPLAYS
 
Particular attention has been given to cathode-ray tube (CRT) 

displays, which produce no hard copy, but enable their users to qet 
access to the most up-to-date version of computer-stored information, 
at a convenient location, and at a pace and amount consonant with their 
needs and preferences A comprehensive review of interactive display 
terminals isgiven In a three-part series by Brick and Chase (111-113) 
Most low-cost interactive display terminals on the market are 
capable of handling only numerals and etters--"lphamercs Such 
terminals usually are employed as replacements for Teletype machines, 

and consist of a keyboard coupled to a CRT, with local electronics for 

character generation and control Present unit prices for CRT 

alphameric terminals are about $2000 

CRTs are bulky, heavy, and require high-voltage power supplies 

Therefore, numerous attempTs have been made to replace them with opto-

electronic devices (114, 115) Table 8 compares recent non-CRT 

display technolooles (116) Promising solid-state techniques are 

electroluminescent panels, light-emitting diodes (LED), and ferro-

electric ceramics (117) Other devices are gas-filled, such as the 

plasma display panel (118), or liquid-crystals (119) However, until 

CRTs can be displaced as the preferred technology In television, there 

is little lkelihood of such devices taking over in other than 

alphameric appli[cations, where TV provides the mass market base 

essential for keeping costs down (120) Furthermore, display devices
 
which have graphics capabililty allow for a much more natural man­
machine interface, and the vast array of CRTs available provide the
 
display designer with great choice and flexibility
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Table 8 Comparison of Recent Electronic Display Devices
 
116) 
Disadvantages
 
Complex logic
 
Catastrophic failure
 
Requires 250V, I iW.power supply
 
Severe temperature and humidity

limits
 
Poor contrast
Complex 10giC000 hr lifetypical

1000cost
 
Complex logic
Segmental size limits
Negative temperature coaffllent 
Severe halation
 
Requires ISOY, I 141zpower supply 
Comrplex logic 
Severe temperature limits 
Dependent on ambient light for
 
brightness
 
Slow display speed
 
Significant halation
 
Poor contrast
 
Severe parallax problems
 
Radio frequency interference
 
Catastrophic fal lure 
High cost
 
Complex logic
260V power requirement

Slow display speed
 
Temperature and humidity limits
 
Narrow viewing angle 
Display Technology 

Solid-State 
Fiber octics 

Powdered Phosphor 

Liht-emtting 

diods (LEg) 
Light-emlttino thin 
films (LEF) 

LiuId 
LIquid crystals 
Gaseous
 
Cold Cathode 

example 1 Burroughs

"NIXi ' 

Gas discharge 
examples plasma
display, Burroughs

"Self-Scan" 

(adapted from Reference 
Advantages 

High contrast ratio 
Low voltage requirements 

No Parallax problems 

Fast display speed

Thin package 

Lo cost
No catastrophic failure 

No Paralax Problems 

Fast display speed
Thin package size 

Law voltage requirements 

Indefnite life
No catastrophic failhure
 
Adjustable brightness 

High contrast ratio 

No pdIslay problems
Fast display speed
 
Thin package size 
Nigh temperature and humidity
speclfcatilons 
Complotely dead front 
Low cost St 50/dlglt
 
100,000 hour life
 
No catastrophic failure
 
Color versatilIty
Thin package 

No catastrophic failure 

Simple logic 

Widely used 

Production econoaios 

No parallax problems
No catastrophic fai lure 
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Some terminal systems also provide for interaction through manipu­
lative devices, in addition to the usual typewriter keyboard Sutherland
 
(121) gives a good review of the state-of-the-art of these devices
 
Tektronix has interactive graphic units available for from $8000
 
to $9000 Optical joystick control Is available for the T4002 terminal
 
Parallex-free crosshair cursor positions are continually monitored, so
 
that the ooerator may use them to indicate locations to be acted upon
 
by a remote computer (122)
 
Bendix has designed a joystick controlled interactive terminal
 
specifically for use with an IBM 1130 computer, which has enabled them
 
to provide plug-in hardware and a FORTRAN software package 
for only
 
$5500 This system has plofter/ORT compatibility so that ploftrer pro­
grams can be displayed on demand, and vice versa (123)
 
Spatial Data Systems Datacolor systems use a black and white
 
TV camera and video recorder or film scanner to generate a standard TV
 
sIgnal, whose gray shades are analyzed by a digital processor Then, a
 
different color is assigned to each of up to 10 categories 
of gray
 
a color monitor
 
shades, and a color TV signal generated and displayed on 

be used for qualitative or quantitative analysis of
 These systems can 

aerial photos, x-rays, and other graphic Intelligence 
without elaborate
 
photographic processing (124)
 
Computer Image Corporation has developed Scanimate 
and Animac, in
 
which special purpose computers are directly linked to sophisticated CRT
 
displays to provide very versatile animation for film and TV production
 
(125,126) Scanimate converts artwork into a movina imaqe, which then
 
is filmed or videotaped Animac, a more advanced device, generates its
 
own images Internally, and each image can have up to thirty different
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segments which can be manipulated with six degrees of freedom Animac
 
also can generate cartoons and move them on the screen in response to
 
the muscular motions of a person wearing a harness Thus, a cartoon
 
character can be made to move its mouth in coordination with a speaker,
 
to provide lip synchronization in any language This extremely sophis­
ticated device Is probably the closest we have come to providing the
 
simulated world envisioned by science-fiction writers Also, it is
 
claimed that these devices can save more than half the cost of manually
 
produced animation, for example, one minute of animation can be pro­
duced for between $2500 and $3500
 
There has been a see-saw battle between the advocates of simple
 
terminals linked to sophisticated computers by communications lines, and
 
sophisticated terminals which either "stand-alone" (Scanimate and Animac,
 
for example), or only communicate with a remote system when their compu­
tational capabilities prove inadequate The present trend is to build
 
more capability Into terminals, so as to free up the central computer to
 
handle a greater number of terminals However, It is quite possible
 
that as more competi tion causes communications to drop In cost, the
 
pendulum will swing back towards very low-cost simple terminals
 
Oommnunicatlons satellites and CATV utilization could certaInly speed
 
such a swing The trade-offs between conmunications-oriented and
 
stand-alone terminals should become more apparent as new computer­
communications services become more widely available­
4 
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ELECTPONIC VERSUS PHYSICAL DISTPIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL MATFRIALS 

4 1 INTRODUCTION
 
This chapter surveys emerging technologies for physical and elec-

The emphasis throughout is upon
information
tronic distribution of 

selective dissemination, rather than the mass 
dissemination charac­
teristic of broadcast services It starts with an analysis of two
 
historic rivals for individualized information 
interchange, postal
 
and telephone services, and then discusses 
mass broadcast services
 
and the potential of electronic distribution of educational materials 

by satellite
 
Then, facsimile, a system for the electronic transmission of 

in graphic form, is discussed This is followed
Information already 

by a description of new microimaging systems which are expected to 

reduce the cost of physical distribution of 
printed information
 
The discussion then shifts to nonprint communication, as exempli-

fied by the visual extension of the telephone 
system, Picturephone,
 
and a potential rival, cable television Then, new physical distribu-

tion media for audiovisual materials--cassette and disc storage of 

television programs--are described
 
The chapter ends with an evaluation of these various forms of
 
information dissemination, and their place in the future of education 

COMMUNICATION VERSUS TRANSPORTATION
4 2 TECHNOLOGICAL DISPLACEMENT 

The extent to which telecommunications has displaced the physical 

ismuch greater than
transport and delivery of messages inour society 

Wen the United States fLrst became a natton, no
generally reaiLzed 

form of electronic communcation was available, so that all communication 
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other than face-to-face contact among small grouos of individuals
 
entailed the writing and physical delivery of messages However, once
 
telephonic conmunications became established, the reed for the physical
 
transport of messages was subJect to severe competition Telegraphy
 
is an intermediate case, which requires either physical delivery of
 
the message to its Intended recipients after electronic transmission,
 
or uses the telephone system for this last phase
 
Figures 8 -10 Illustrate the history of postal service (127) and
 
over the last three decades
telephone common-carrier operations (128) 

in the United States Figure 8 shows annual mail volume versus tele­
phone calls originated By the end of the 1930's, calls placed exceeded
 
items mailed, and since then calls have been growinq exponentially,
 
linearly In 1966, annual calls completed
while mail volume has crown 

exceeded 140 bli lion, which was about twice the 1966 mail volume
 
Recently, telephone calls have grown at a compound rate of about 6%
 
a year, while the number of telephones installed has been increasing
 
at about 5% a year This difference may be attributable--at least in
 
part--to the ability of the telephone subscriber to have ever greater
 
access to other subscribers without any increase In cost Also, some
 
of this traffic may have been gained at the expense of the Post Office
 
Figure 10 shows annual revenue and expenditures for the U S Post
 
Office and U S telephone common carriers Operating revenues of the
 
telephone carriers have increased exponentially over the three decades,
 
but although carrIer operatlng expenses and taxes have also grown
pe g e
 
exponentially, this rate of growth is considerably less This is a
 
particularly advantageous situation for the telephone common carriers,
 
as 
it Implies increasingly profitable business
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4 2 1 PosTal Services
 
During the sixties, while telephone calls were increasing at a com­
pound annual rate of 6%, the growth of mail volume has averaged about
 
3% a year And whereas Post Office revenues and expenditures %ere In
 
balance during the early forties, an increasing deficit has been iTs
 
plight ever since This has led the Federal government to re-examine
 
historical subsidies for certain types of mail (129), culminating in
 
the Postal Reorganization Act of 1970, which will turn the Post Office
 
Into a quasi-public corporation inmid-1971 The newly designated
 
United States Postal Service will attempt to reduce the deficit, and
 
eventually each service will have to pay its own way (130)
 
The Postal Service will be run by an li-man Board of Governors, who
 
will have autonomy in making day-by-day decisions Fundamental policy
 
will still be determined by Congress, but ratemaking will be the prerog
 
ative of a 5-member Postal Rate Commission A Postl Advisory Councl I,
 
with four members representing major mail users, four postal labor
 
unions, and three the public at large will consult with the Governors
 
these changes, there Is little likelihood of vastly im­
proved postal service as long as messages of widely varyino form and
 
content must be physically delivered to a recpient A ccmparison with
 
the telephone system shows what the postal corporation is up aqainst, 
the only profitable class of mail is first class * Letter mail will 
cost 8 with the inauguration of the Postal Service, and they will offer 
Priority rmala priority mall service with a sliding cost scale I will 
II 
*Parts of other classes also have been profitable In the past, such as
 
second-class control led-cpirculation publications, third-class sinQle­
piece and bulk-rate mall, fourth-class zone-rated and catalo malt,

and various government and special services (130) 
1 
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get the most expeditious handliro, with local same-day delivery a 

major target However, a local telephone call still only costs i0¢,
 
and long-distance rates at of'-peak times are less than $1 to any part 

of the country This may be a much better bargain for the customer, 
because the contents of an entire letter, and furthermore an immediate 
response -o it,can be coweuncted in a couple of minutes Only ifa 
hard-copy of these messages isdesired isphysical delivery necessary, 

and within certain legal constraints, the same goal may be achieved 

anwithi cercassttetain coraintsthed csm b ehned
e eoal 

with lcd-cost cassette tape reco-ders attached to customer telephonestrnaiomllste
 
Certainly, hodever, the Postal Service has a unique function to 

perform where physical delivery of vast quantities of messages to 

Individuals over great distances isnecessary Until satellites for 

telephonic orirunications become avai lable, sending a letter should
 
continue to be an order of magnitude cheaper than making a phone call 

over long distances However, cormunIcation satellite costs are 

essentially independent of distance, and common-carrIer toll tariffs 

will have to reflect this Then even long-distance mailing may become 

of questionable value for many classes of material
 
However, there is no inherent reason why the Postal Service cannot 
Take advantage of electronic transmission for mail service Electronic 
messages which are to be received as hard copes are essentially of to 
types--those which are composed by means of keyboarding operations, and 
those which already exist In written form and/or may contain graphic 

Information The former can be transmitted by telegraphy techniques,
 
For example, electronic mail could be a service which works in
 
conjunction with cable television 
 Gross (132) claims that an elec­
tronc "transaction-mail" system can be provided at 10 cents per letter,
 
a telegraphy type of service is used, that is,store-and-forward
 
transmission of alphanumeric messages Traisaction mail, which Includes
 
bills, purchase orders, proposals and the like, comprises 40% of the
 
p d
 
ttlvlm fmis htalreprino h hscldlvr
 
demands on the Postal Service could be alleviated by an electronic
 
transaction mail system
 
It is Important to note that the new Postal Service intends to put
 
all services on a pay-theIr-own-way basis. but non-profit rates cannot
 
be raised above their directly attributable costs over a 10-year
 
period--unless Congress 
fails to appropriate an annual subsidy for them
 
(133) In any case, there Is a strong possibility that advantageous
 
rates for educational materials will be eliminated eventually, and it
 
Is not too soon for educators to look for alternatives to physical
 
distribution This chapter Is intended to provide same knowledge of
 
these alternati as
 
4 2 2 Telephone Services
 
At the present time, a sharp demarcation exists between those
 
electronic communication systems which are intended for individualized 
use, and those designed for mass dissemination The former is exempli­
fied by the vast switched telephone network This Is used largely for
 
and he a~trB h b facimieeleommnicaionsysemsperson-to-person communication, and to Some degree for person-to-machine
f thse 

and the latter by facsimile Both of these teLeconminication systems communication using keyboard input and voice-answerbaek (134) However,
 
have not enjoyed much success recently, but they are expected to take on
 
special arrangements must be oade for simultaneous communication among
 
new vitality under new technological and marketing conditions (13fl
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more than two telephone sets Such arrangements are necessary for 

teleconferencing (135-138) and telelecture (139-146) hook-ups, and until 

recently, have required the services of a conference operator However, 

an organization called Telesessions is now offering small groups of 

people the ability to hold a teleconference using equipment they have 

had developed (147) As will be seen inSection 4 5 1,the diversity 

of services available over the switched telephone network will be 

greatly increased with the advent of Bell's videoteIephone service 

PICTUREPHONE 148) 

4 2 3 Broadcast Services 

At the other extreme from these specialized services are broadcast 

radio and television, designed to reach the greatest number of people 

at the lowest cost The only way broadcasters usually measure their 

audience's Interest and participation is by using rating services, 

which attach monitoring devices to a small but supposedly representative 

sample of homes Such devices generally show only when the set is 

turned on, and what channel It is tuned to This is an extremely 

superficial way to measure complex human behavior (149) As described 

in Section 4 5 2, the rapid develooment of cable television (CATV) is 

expected to increase both the number of channels available In a community, 

and the interaction possibilities of television This should change 

television from a purely mass medium to one with considerable individu-

alization (150) 

This bridging of the communications gap between individualized and 

mass service isexpected to accelerate with the advent of communication 

satellites Messages can be relayed, stored, and individually addressed 
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for local, regional, national, and international communication The
 
word audience will become inappropriate for such services, as it
 
literally means "listener", and implies a passive role, rather than
 
active participation
 
Initial communication satellite applications are expected to follow
 
established patterns of person-to-person voice communications and mass­
audience broadcasting Also, it should not be surprising that these uses
 
will be supplemental to and under the control of existing communications
 
organizations
 
However, many educational needs which are not being adeeuately met
 
by existinq systems can be aided by communications facilities, such as
 
I Teacher training (136, 143, 144) 
2 Interinstitutional communication (142, 151, 152) 
3 Community-school communication (153) 
4 People-to-people communication (137, 147, 154-156) 
Many of these types of communication require two-way or even
 
muitiway hookups--but they seldom require complete symmetry of facilities
 
And they don't fit either present extreme of person-to-person telephony
 
or mass broadcasting The communication satellite should not be regarded
 
as threatening existing telephone and broadcast systems, but as providing
 
a new capability whose place in the communications mix Isyet to be
 
determined
 
4 2 4 Electronic Materials Distribution
 
Another type of service which isparticularly Important for
 
education isthe provision of supplementary materials for Instruction
 
and reference Most common are textbooks, reference books, workbooks,
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and tests--print materials, in library parlance, and various forms 

of audio-visual aids--nonprint materials 

Most of these materials are obtainable in only one way at present--

by physically transporting a copy and reproducing it locally, or by 

transporting multiple copies to various locations These materials are 

usually purchased directly by school systems or cooperative regional 

educational processing centers Much paperwork and a long lead time is 

required before the materials can be utilized in the classrcom--somo-

times as long as a school term Even more serious is the rapid 

obsolescence of many of these materials On the other hand, ifmaterials 

are borrowed or rented, we are also faced with long lead times, and-- 

because the materials must be returned--even more elaborate record-

keeping 

For example, motion pictures are usually borrowed rather than 

bought, because each half-hour 16-n color sound print costs several 

hundred dollars to acquire In 1964, the New York State Education 

Department reported that f ilms were out of circulation for two weeks
 
for each actual Lse"--and that 58% of teachers responding to a survey 

could not depend on the film arriving intime to fit inwith their 

lesson plans 157) Certainly, this type of service can discourage 

even the most avid film user 

However, with the advent of educational television networks and 

videotape recorders, it has become technically feasible to send an 

"electronic copy" to those locations desiring it, instead of mailing 

or trucking it Furthermore, although ETV networks usually air their 

programs on a scheduled basis, they have the potential to provide 

materials on a request basis--"on demand" 
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An extensive proposal emphasizing electronic flm distribution was
 
aeveloped by the North Circle Production Center Project in St Louis
 
County This concept was dubbed "television is a truck" by Paul
 
Andereck, Director of Audiovisual Education of the Cooperating School
 
Districts of the St. Louis Suburban Area (158-160) Educational
 
materials--particularly films and videotapes-would be transmitted via
 
microwave or cable from an audiovisual center on high ground inthe
 
middle of St Louis County to a number of "production circles" Each
 
production circle would store received material on videotape recorders,
 
and hold it until requested by school districts or teachers within the
 
"circle" At that time, or during the preceding night, they would be
 
retransmitted to videotape recorders ineach school However, as of this
 
time, the North Circle Project has not been implemented
 
A less versatile type of electronic distribution is in use in a
 
number of schools and colleges, called "dial-access information retrlev­
a( systems" (DAIRS) (161-164) DAIRS make a number of audio, and In
 
some cases video (165), channels available simultaneously Students
 
and teachers use a simple telephone dial (or TOUCH-TONER buttons) to
 
obtain programs of their choice which are transmitted by private wire
 
to individual headsets, or via the shItched telephone network to regular
 
telephone sets Properly set up, DAIRS can provide effective, economl­
cal audio information service (166) However, most DAIRS have not been
 
used extensively for demand access to a large body of materials
 
Instead, they make a limited selection of curriculum-related audio
 
programs available on-demand for a limited period
 
To extend demand access, elaborate Information retrieval systems
 
(88), and a larger number of audio-video channels need to be provided
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Viable solutions to the information retrieval problem will entail much 

greater cooperation with lares materials depositories, and electronic 

computers may be required to handle the involved searching, switching, 

and bookkeeping required (167) 

For the electronic distribution of printed materials, some form 

of facsimile transmission may be used Inthe past, facsimile has been 

found to be too costly as a reolocement for physical transport and 

delivery, as shown in a number of telefacsimile experiments to replace 

interlibrary loan service (168-172) However, as communication satellites 

inpresent facsimile
become available, one of the most costly elements 

transmission--common carrier lines--is replaced by broadband communi-

cation links, 
and facsimile may become an attractive alternative to 

physical distribution for many types of printed educational materials 

4 3 FACSIMILE SYSTEMS 

Facsimile provides a permanent recording or 'facsimile" of an 

original on paper or a reproducible medium (e g , printing master) at 

a remote location Facsimile transmission techniques have been 

and they stem from the same
available for over half a century (173), 

inventive fount as television (174) Both facsimile and television 

involve dissecting a tio-dimensional spatial image, usually by scan-

ning, into a one-dimensional time-varying signal for transmission 

At the receiving end, the image is reconstituted through an inverse 

process Television is usually used in transmitting Images of the real 

world, whereas facsimile is usually used to transmit printed documents 

Where rapid delivery of a newly written verbal message Is required, 

telegraph and telephone are preferred, it isonly when itcomes to 
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rapidly transmitting graphic materials that facsimile offers a unique
 
service Thus, the biggest present user groups of facsimile are news­
papers which obtain photographs over phone lines via "Wirephoto" service,
 
and such government organizations as the Defense Department and the
 
Weather Bureau (175)
 
Table 9 summarizes a wide variety of facsimile-type systems (176)
 
Scanning of the original document or image may be accomplished optically,
 
by means of a cathode-ray tube (flying-spot scanner or image dissector),
 
by electron-beam, or even by laser beam (177) At receiving points, the
 
image may be reconstituted on paper or film by pressure, heat, electro­
statc,oelectroylytic, or photographic means, or possibly on storage
 
cathode-ray tubes Transmission may be over a telephone line, Ifone
 
page Insix minutes is sufficiently rapid, or in a fraction of a
 
second using wideband conmmunications systems
 
One of the puzzles of communications technology is why facsimile
 
has never fulfilled one of its brightest promises, the "newspaper in
 
the home" Finch Telecommunications, lnc and Radio Inventions, Inc
 
marketed home facsimile sets using the FM broadcasting band in the late
 
1940's (see Figure 11) (173) In 1967, RCA announced--but decided not
 
to market--a "Homefax" system which "hltchhiked" on regular TV program
 
by making use of unused lines inthe vertical blanking Interval (j78)
 
However, the viability of this concept isapparent inToshiba's
 
newly marketed home facsimile receiver, using a nearly identical
 
trade name--Home Fax This receiver will deliver a 13 X 18-inch
 
newspaper page of 200-line-per-inch resolution in 5-2/3 minutes over
 
a 240-Mz wide channel situated just below UHF channel 14 Toshiba
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Table 9 Comparison of Scarned-Image Transmission Systems
 
y
 
Transmission Speed Ustq 
 Seanoenthl

Types of originals Transmitter Resolution Scan rate iines/ I voice gride Receiver Price leasino
 
which nay be sensing/scannng scan lines in (unless line 
fsw ohone Broadband scanning/printing Receiving (transceiver unless
 5 

system per inch otherwise noted) notwork) facil1les system material otherwise noted)APPLICATIcN/MAR<ET transmitted 
-=SCc T TEC'-'.Le'CIES 
C ,ce Cvr urcat.ions
 
120 6 8 mn/pane
II 424"wide, any lenqth flatbed 961Alden DOcuFFAX 240 3 4 min/pace $9950 or $150/mo
 
electrosensitive $2900 or $75/n
C-aehlc Sciences, Cex I drum 88 

2 3 mn/pWas paper
Graphic TrarsmissicnsBandcom flatbed 96 450 rpm 
96 360 7 min/pope electrolytic paper SI0/rnIn-'l Scana'ron with Pacfax modem flatbed 
3 Wlnpiwgi $75/moLitcam, Pessacefax -30]0 drum 100 (180 6 min/page 
lautrhead, $ufax drum $3500 Xntr/3200 rcvr 
$2759 or $65/rn89 (142 6 7 mln/pace $99 o tog/tShinotron, QIX 503 6 216 4 5 mIn/pane 
$99 to 109/Mo$3000 or 124/mo xtr45 mIn/p16 e(120 I mn/paeQO0
Stewa-d-ularner, Datalax 00 so 6 min/page 2800 or 119/m rcvr 
Teleautograph 85 300 3 min/page 
6 min/page pressure stylus carbon paper set $2500 or 155/1M 
Xerox drum 60 4 min/page scriber hlaecoted 50/o
Telecopler 1112 481 x 14- drum 90 
400 Teio9ot Of X 11. 90 6 min/page paper_ ablack 
3 
 cv
0 57 mIn/page CRT/selenium drum ordinary Paper St50/ro135 0 1 1 5 / 1 " o twt¢ o ccu t t er ) $4350 91" wide. aOX (190 1 I min/page . Or offset master rot Is 5 /trny length FSS 
Per1Od0Cls 1100 60 rppo 7900 or 350/wr rcvr 
5sco or $/o!rVji read 10 x 10" photo(o1t0o1t0ccutter) 

I IIpacks $550/pa r/
200 0olor
Litcam. Photofax 8 x W' photo 
rc65-2/3 tr mlnpn aLitcom, Coiorftx Polaroid color prints 20 sac to 1, 
p 
/W,rephoto long newspaper 200 -3 

2 min/photo miniature lamp photographIc paper
 
We50er fl0tbed 96 

Toshiba Hoad FaX AT-3 15"photowide x 18" drTm 60  to 
t 1500 120 4 4 mn/paqe electrolytic paper $9550 or $975/mo 
Alae, AIpurFAK 460" wide, any length.240 2 2 min/paqe
 
4 line/sec
 
APT 75 3-1/3 min/picture
 
S200 up

mecameraTo ndarM 
 cathode-ray tube onltor. $200- up7andard anything which my be Image dissector, 525 i nes 1/30 
Imaged by a lens FSS, vldicon 21sec 6 cathode-ray t up to soy SI rcatodera tube
I2pages/sc
1280 TV lines In /2 sec 

.xt4" pages. fan-fold TV comprs
Ampex Videofi e or 35-rm/16-paper, 
microfilm 
MCafIFUITUP&TE iNLOGIES electron beam micoflm FSS 6- spot 100 Mbits/sec;ronFO'recording 
size

Kodak (also CBS, 3M) 

M 2Ele 
laser bew photographic fiilm 
modulated laser >2000, 100 scars/secLaser Sc3 i meording ZK al /[CBS Labs, Image Systears, Inc I beam line 
laser photographic film 
multibeas laser 108-10 
q bits 
wolography 
166 Ipiavail ibVsIna ra-uai switch 5 In 'his column all pages are assumed to be 81 X 11" output 84" wide, 9 pacfax bandwidth ccmpressioi 
on 7 6 *1zcable 
sare is Telecopler 1) 62 oaqes/mtnuteSer Iis 8000 to 15 pages/second 2,agavox 'aqnafaxun, is the orialnil 

feeder3Seres 8000, 4R 7z24D Ioz bandwidth over 469 1I Z HF carrier 10 automatic documant 
4 Series 3000, 4 Mi or five tires foster over Serius 5700 2 0 KHZ (optional, $40/o 
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Sintends to sell these receivers for as little as $300 If the market
 
allows mass production techniques to be used (179)
 
Such a development culd have great utility ineducation,

:1 a duplicating master can be produced directly in 
Facsimile transmitters 
A..particularly if 

the receiver, as described in Section 4 3 2 

would only be needed in relatively few information-originating
 
.' , centers, which would prepare various materials for transmission
 
.. 
 Besides the "newspaper of the air" potential, a 13 x 18-inch area
 
'N-" at a 200-line-per-inch resolution could be used for a variety of
 
liFw~mlC ,od~ 0obin~i~ AmAM VN'!, at dd'otabc 

.. one adohnm VIZenuie'dt , other printed materials, such as maps, charts, and multipage docu­abo=eat*bre (c,u,o '="'= 
ments Four book-sized pages could be transmitted together and
 
jog,, folded into a booklet for distribution, without collating, cutting,
 
or stapling, as shown in Figure 12
 
-
- Undoubtedly, the lack of a mass market has held back the growth 
S '-- - -__.- ,_---- of facsimile, as well as the lack of a beneficial time-cost trade­
'I I, off to most potential customers Unless there is great urgency to 
-
deliver a hard-copy message, it is hard to compete with a physical 
delivery system, particularly with messages of article and book 
, I I length 
1 C4 3 1 Using Facsimile in Education
-I ! 
For educational use, printed materials may be divided into
 
I o....... two categories instructional materials and reference materials
 
boMt I- ofbothooo endfcoeo brad 0(ci'ip o Pri nted instructional materIals overlap transparency/slide media
 
(Comitezdol Toictnmn r'I ,t3 ­
m .lr...Rai 
Fa4. iM fy3 
t 1/2 linear inches- ° per minute -uch to a certain extent, but provide a basically different educational The FCC so standards for a 1/2 pp ot 3higher then t*ot found in other feesinoie onanunications whfle fi was onvioyeci
 
igr 1n Fcaint~ fordInther fasimilthe lcotter refrenceo wa a experience Such materials can be written upon with pen or pencil,
F17pp 2 

Figure 11 Facsimile for the Home a0 the 194O's catr reofrenca 03, pp 32 ffI 
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and used as low-cost student interaction media, such as workbooks 
and tests 
On the other hand, reference materials, such as tables, graphs, 
charts, and lists, are supplementary to instruction, and may be made 
available to students in a form for occasional, but convenient refer­
ral Reference material has oreat potential for individualized in­
depth exploration of a subject, and isthe area which has drawn the 
greatest interest and activity from professional groups Interested 
inmechanized information retrieval 
However, If printed educational materials are to be transmitted 
by facsimile, costs must came down Currently, a public facsimile 
service, FAXMAIL, charges from $2 75 to $3 75 plus a 6-minute tele­
firqt fold 
phone charge to send one 9 x 14-Inch page of information (180) 
Costs should come down as transmission speed is Increased, and when 
0 
lower cost terminal equipment becomes available 
Many companies are actively engaged In developing lower cost 
23 
02 3 facsimile devices employing bandwidth compression to speed up Image 
transmission from 2 to 5 times Also, AT&T is now under competitive 
pressure from new coron-carrier applicants, such as MCI (Microwave 
Communications, Inc ) (181), and Datran (Data Transmission Company, 
a subsidiary of University Computing Company) (182), to offer better 
tariffs for nonvolce services 
Figure 12 Imposition for Facsimile Booklet Transmission 
For educational materials distribution, transceivers are 
not necessary, and a one-way facsimile system should suffice 
Communications satellites could provide broadcast facsimile services, 
and eventually educational materials centers could make available 
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materials in facsimile-compatible form for on-demand satellite 

transmission Any school system or community center with equipment 

capable of receiving and processing these signals could regenerate 

a copy of items of Interest, or make masters for running off their 

own copies Two variants of one-way facsimile systems are partic­
ularly promising for this type of service macrofacsimile and 

facsimile-based duplicating 

4 3 2 Microfacsimlle and Facsimife-Based Duplicating 

At both sending and receiving ends, microfilm images have advan-

tages over paper as a facsimi [e medium (183) A transparent medlum 

provides a much better signal-to-noise ratio, and the smaller images 

can be scanned faster Also, because microfilm is a continuous medium, 

itcan be roved at much higher speeds than Individual sheets of paper
 
In 1948, RCA experimentally transmitted a microfilmed book at 480 

pages per minute over their Ultrafax system, using a bandwidth of 

from 3 to 5 Miz (184) 

If equipment suitable for receiving and utilizing microimages 

were available in schools and community centers, a pure microimage 

system (185) would be an excel lent choice for facsimile recordnq 

However, the current stage of the microimage art does not lend itself 

to easy Individual student use, which Is particularly important for 

Instructional materials, such as workbooks and test This situation 

ischanging rapidly, and microimaging is expected to play a much 

larger role in the future (see Section 4 4 2) 

An alternative system of more immediate availability isto have 

sending centers store all materiats intransparent microimage form, but 
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at receiving points employ a scanning mastermaker Sca-.o stencil­
cutters are made by duplicator concerns, such as Roneo a-d Gestetner
 
Original and stencil master are placed side-by-side on cruIs, whose
 
scanning heads move intandem to minimize synchronizatio- p-oblems
 
(186) There isno inherent technical reason why scanri-g and
 
recording functions cannot be separated physically, and 'he process
 
adapted to long-distance communications Roneo manu-actured a few such
 
units fifteen years ago intheir home country, England, however, they
 
cost nearly $12,000 each, and transmission required six -aeephone lines
 
Once made, electronically produced stencils can be run on that
 
most common of school reproduction equipment, the mimeograph machine
 
Alternatively, masters for dl-to and multilith could be oreoared, or
 
in certain specilized cases, single copies made directly using electro­
static copier technology
 
For instructional materials of a motivating kind, color duplication
 
may be important, particularly in the lower grades The Rono orqani­
zation is now marketing an electronic stencil cutter with a color head
 
for $1575 itproduces 3- or 4-color separation stencils for duplica­
tion on the Roneo 865 Stencil Printer, In which stencil-holding drums
 
can be changed in 25 seconds
 
4 3 Facsimile Design Goals
 
The state-of-the-art of commercial-grade facsimile transmission (96
 
lines per inch) over the switched telephone network issuch that ittakes
 
as long as 6 minutes to transmit an 8-1/2 x 11-inch page Using dedi­
cated and conditioned telephone lines, this can be brought down to about
 
2 to 3 minutes, and to I minute with bandwidth compression Digital
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facsimile isalso a possibility, its advantages and disadvantanes have 

been analyzed by Wernikoff (187) 

Insatellite communications, there is no inherent reason to confine 

facsimile technology within telephone bandwidths Therefore, a design 

goal for educational facsimile via satellite might be to transmit a 

typewritten page in one second at a user cos of 25 cents,which is about 

one-tenth of current costs At the de-facto facsimile standard of 96 

lines per inch, the bandwidth needed for such transmission capability 

would be only 3-1/2 MHz, which is comparable to low-quality television 

A microfilm-to-microfilm system with 100-line-per-mm resolution 
should be able to transmit one typewritten page in 1/3 of a second at a 
user cost of 5 cents This would require the full television bandwidth 
of 6 MHz 
A critical difference between facsimile transmission of a micro-
image document page, and a still picture for audiovisual use is resclu-
tion Intelevision systems, an over-all resolution greater than 1000 
TV lines is necessary to transmit an 8-1/2 x 11-inch page which contains 
8-point type, a size commonly used in magazine printing The television 
raster contains only 500 lines, and the equivalent horizontal resolution 
is usually considerably less Thus, the bandwidth required to transmit 
an entire document page at TV's 30-frame-per-second rate is at least 

3 to 4 times as great as a television program requires However, this 

may be compensated for by slowing down the transmission rate--if we 

could utilize the resulting higher-resolution signal at the receiving 

end 

Again, microfacsimile isan attractive recording possibility, 
because it could be made compatible with audiovisual requirements 
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Thus, much of the equipment necessary to store and process images for
 
still-picture television and for facsimile would not have to be
 
duplicated
 
4 4 MICROIMAGING SYSTEMS
 
A microfiche is a sheet of transparent material upon which an
 
array of miniaturized images, usually of document or book pages, has
 
been reproduced The process of making the original microfiche involves
 
specialized photographic equipment, such as step-and-repeat cameras and
 
high resolution silver-halidefilm However, once a satisfactory
 
original isavailable, copies may be made cheaply and simply by contact
 
printing on diazo, silver, or thermal copy films
 
NASA and the AEC were among the earliest Federal government
 
agencies to use microfiche for the dissemination of technical reports,
 
although they have long been popular in Europe as a medium for out-of­
print books and other scholarly materials
 
The original NASA format placed 60 images on a 5 x 8-Inch micro­
fiche, while the AEC used a 3 x 5-inch format However, the government's
 
Committee on Scientific and Technical Information (COSATI) standardized
 
on a 4 x 6-inch microfiche for the dissemination of technical reports
 
(188) As shown in Figure 13, from 60 to 72 images of 8-1/2 x 11-inch 
pages can be arrayed on each fiche at an 18 to 20X reduction Also, 
the 4 x6-inch size is compatible with the international standard of 105 
x 148 75 , but the 5 x 8-inch format does not have a corresponding 
international standard 
The National Microfilm Association (NMA) in their Standard Specifi­
cation M-1-1967 (189) recognizes three sizes of fiche, and two different
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grid patterns (see Figure 13) However, there isnothing said about the
 
reduction ratios to be employed--the important thing isthe relation of
 
ICC 'hiS, the image dimensions to the optical system of the reader- The reduc­
15. ' tion isvaried to fit different original sized paces into the fixed grid 
Itmight seem reasonable that when the U S government sets 
I-{ I Li up a standard, manufacturers would follow along But in a rapidly 
changing technology--which microforms certainly are--it isextremely
Edifficult and perhaps undesirable to freeze current practice into a 
I I 1 /' I l It a a!, a standard which might substantially underrate the future capabilities of 
'
MbICC ...0 CaIlk [.,.,M ,u, r, ' ~the medium (see Table 10) For instance, many fiche users have found 
it desirable to pack up to 98 pages Into the same 4 x 6-inch area for 
r'- disseminating catalog pages, parts lists, etc (see Figure 13) However, 
l ' this may require reductions up to 24X, and most microfiche readers 
~I I --4cannot handle a range of enlargement from 18X to 24X satisfactorily 
,_: Iwith a single lens and fixed screen size
_LI41
.. 4{UM10F,ltromicrofiche
 
n s a,a:t a t The idea of using extreme reduction ratios--several hundred to 
I -oo one--has long intrigued microimaging workers A visionary proposalC-b 
. ,n.niat.,t,,along these lines was made by Hays In his "A Billion Books for Education 
(Diagrams sloon approximately 60% of fullsize) in America and the World" (190)
 
flomIAins "o of it. of Totai 14 of iaeSae
Format Flol D mensions Rows Couns first card follow-on cards Hays proposed using a 200X reduction to place 2000 pages on a 4 xA 4 x 6" 7-8 14 98 i12
 
IS(crd) 3-1/4 X 7-3/8" 5-6 Is 90 loo
 IC 3 x5". 5-6 12 60 72 6-inch fiche Then, a million-volume library of 200 million pages

2B tab 3-144 x 67-3/8" 54-5 12 07 12
6  6  
2B(card) 3-4 x 7-3/0'could be contained in 100,000 fiche, and stored and shipped In a 4­20 A S" 4-5 10 40 cs 
by 6- by 2-foot cabinet A copy of any fiche could be produced for as
Figure 13 NA 4crofiche Standard (specification M-1-1967) 
little as $1, if copyright laws permitted, for a user cost of only
 
0 040 per page
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By this means, an enTive library of a million volumes could be 

placed in 1000 locations at a total cost of $581 mli on, or only 

$581,000 per library To disTribute the same material in conventional 

form would cost at least $30 million per library, accordina to 

Hays 

In 1968 or 1959, EDUCOM proposed using a 42X reduction to place 

up to 450 6 x 9-inch book pages on a 4 x 5-inch fiche This book-per-

fiche concept, dubbed "microbook", was to employ an innovative dissemina-

ton scheme libraries would purchase masters for $1 25 each, and would 

be allowed to make up to 12 copies locally under a limited copyright, 

to be sold to users for only 200 per copy The mlcrobook concept could 

lead to a new industry mlcropublishing (191, 92) 

Inthis report, "ultramicrofiche" (LtF) will be differentiated from 
microfiche by arbitrarily restricting the UMF designation to fiche using 
reductions greater than 5OX OThers have proposed dividing at IOOX or 
200X, but this excludes most present systems, except those based on 
photochromic microlmaqe (PCMIi technology A better UMF criterion is 
the use of a two-stage reduction W/hiIe it is not difficult to achieve 
30 to 40X at a single step, technical problems become severe above this, 

and it ismuch better practice to make an original microfiche at a moder-

ate reduction (5 to 15X), and from this make a master fiche by another 

sTep OT 10 to 20X, to achieve an over-all reduction of from 50 to 300X 

Microbook libraries have become a reality with the formation of 

Library Resources Inc (LRI) by Encyclopedia Britannica (EB) The 

initial oTfering Inthe MicrobookTM Library Series isa 20,000-volume 

"Library of American Civlization Beginninas to 1914" (193) EB has taken 

many twists and turns in Its attempts to devise a suitable
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format Aoparently, they began their search with 3 , 5-inch PCMI
 
However, they eventually awarded Image Enterprises, Inc of Los
 
Angeles a $4 ml lion contract to produce UMF and readers for LRI
 
They plan to employ a two-step reduction which will achieve between
 
50 and 90X, depending on the size of the original pages Ifa
 
standard book-opening is the original, the reduction will be about
 
70X Only one book will be placed on each 3 x 5-Inch fiche, which
 
holds up to 1000 images (see Figure 14)
 
The basic price of the "Library of American Civilization" is $21,000,
 
including all Microbooks, five sets of book-form catalogs, five sets of
 
book-form bibliographies (dubbed BibiloguldeeTM ) and research guides,
 
and 20 sets of microfiche catalogs and Biblioguides Duplicate or
 
replacement MIcrobooks will be supplied on request by sending a pre­
printed postcard to Library Resources, Inc
 
NCR's PCMI (photochromic microimage) is the oldest practicable UMF
 
technology, and has been used In this country by Sears, Roebuck and
 
Ford Motor Company for disseminating their vast parts catalogs However,
 
PCMI's first public use has been in England, where TIM (Technical
 
Information on Microfilm, Ltd ) offers a "mlcrofi le" system for
 
engineering product information (194) By mid-1969, TIM claimed to
 
have Installed 500 such systems Each TIM 4 x 6-inch UMF contains at
 
least 3000 pages at 150X The complete service is rented for £ 133
 
(about $300) per year, including a reader and two microfiles ("Product
 
Selectors and Data", and "Suppliers Information") Because these
 
microfiles are contained on only seven UMF, they can be updated every
 
six months simply by replacing all the UMF
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LRI Microbook up to 20 rows by 25 2-page columns m 1000 pp 
Each microimaged paqe is approximatelv 2 2 x 3 5 mm at 70X Even at the 
moderate reduction of the Micrebook format, a microimaqed book page is NCR has recently decided to market PCMI 'Ultrafichd' (as they call 
no bigger than one letter of the eye-readable title 
_925 mr them) in this country (195) Each 4 x 6-inch ultrafiche holds from 7 to 
James W PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY 0 LAC 20001' 10 books, or up to 3500 pages at 120X (see Figure 1) Initial offer­
ings are to include five library collections American Civilization
 
(196), Literature--Humanities, Social Sciences, Science and Technology,
 
and Government Documents Each collection till include about 700 books
 
on 100 ultrafiche, for a price of $1200 They also have a "College 
Bound" collection of 500 books for $550, and a "College Catalog 
Service" of 500 catalogs for $250 
At the time that NCR was developing their PCMI technology in the
 
A MICROBOOK by Library Resources, Inc AnEncycIoPaodIaEurOnFICoCOmp , early 1960's, Republic Aviation Corporation was working on a two-step 
NCR PCMI Ultrafiche up to 35 rows x 48 2-page columns = 3360 pp (max) silver-halide technology which was to be capable of over 200X, cal led 
Each microLmaged page is approximately 1 25 X 2 'mi at 120X18pMicrovue 
 This system never was marketed successfully by Republic,
148 75 mm 
E467 002 US -HISTORY CIVIL WAR B'OGRAPHY 000073 but is now avai [able from Microform Data Systems, Inc , Mountain View, 
I& E 1161Si Part, ai ?Ckkti IOU 
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(to-Oil il 016 N.i LIFE &4) MCA0 N OFSSUMi W0 aE
n tor ; 
Q0. C I STJAT (2 011 U6 Rli&. LIFE OFGEN CRE G 1C California Their basic storage unit is a six-inch-long strip of 35-mm 
sot .x4 t 4iT (2 1 tIsettf Il -~ roiFi ,[ 3111 3 if 64 
4A 011dqI sok I Z b =% I , 1, *1 *1 , II, VIS, mscroflm, which they call Ultrastrip (197) Each Ultrastrip can hold 
166,, 5 
 2000 8 x 11-inch pages at 210X Two types of oricinals are proposed 
6 I for input hard copy pages put onto primary microfilm via planetary 
i 1r O± f camera, or computer-output microfilm (COM) The primary microfilm 
SA PLE ... .. at from 16 to 24X from either of these sources Is further reduced 
- " .... ULTRAFICHE, " , .. ... 1OX in the M/790 UltraflIm Compositor Recorder, a numerically­,about 
.*i $ :t3&J ,.1.,i$&flNt,'-L. 6 rQ controlled device recording stroboscopically at 5,400 frames per, 
hour. The Ultrafilm Is processed and copies made in manual or 
* =, 'automatic-stepping contact printers, the latter can produce from 
a ,300 3 to 600 Ultrastrips per hour
 
Three types of readers are available The MINDEX/340 Is semi-

Figure 14 Current IMF Formats automatic, and the 370 and 380 are fully automatic, using cartridges
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holding 10 or 20 strips, respectively, and offering magnifications of 

from 150 to 230X The 370 has an optional video display attachment 

for use with computer data Both automatic readers use keyboards for 

random access image selection, the 370 locating and displaying any ot 

20,000 pages in less than 6 seconds, and the 380 any of 40,000 pages 

in3 seconds 

Still another anproach to the microbook Isthe 'icroaperture', a 

single frame of 35-mm microfilm holding up to 400 pages at 150X, and 

mounted In a standard "Mi I-D" aperture card Advantages claimed for 

this approach are easy manual handling, a uniform location grid (four 

100-page quadrants), and the availability of 90% of both surfaces of the 

card for human-readable Information A description of this proposed sys-

tem has been published, and contains a great deal of Information on how 

high-reduction mtcroforms are created and used It Is particularly 

notable Tor its descripTion of a reader with a microaperture page 

registrator, which uses eight keys incombination to locate any of 

the 400 images mechanically (198) 

Even 200X Is not near the limit of microtmaging technology For 

example, Eastman Kodak has develoued a process which uses a photo-

sensitLve resist and high-resolution plates, whose resolving power is 

in excess of 50,000 lines per inch (2000 lines per mm) (199) They 

claim that such an imaging medium makes possible the storing of an 

entire 24-volume encvclopedia on a 2-1/2 x 2-1/2-inch plate This 

would be equivalent to a 700X reduction 

H Fer6andez-Morgn has proposed a 100-resoiution"ultramicrotape' 

system, based on techniques developed for electron microscopy (200) This 

would be a considerable step from present COM technoloqy (see Section 4 4 3)
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In this system, an electron microbeam probe would engrave texts on
 
thin collodian film at demagnifications of from 1,000 to 50,OOOX At
 
the latter reduction, a 20-mulllon-volume library could fit onto this
 
page--but the problems of locating and utilizing Information at such
 
recording densities will be very difficult to solve
 
UMF does not appear to offer significant per-page savings over con­
ventional microfiche at this time Table IQ shows that on a per-paoe
 
basis, UMF will cost 0 35 cent a page as compared to 0 3 to I cent for
 
ordinary fiche However, itshould be pointed out that commercial UMF
 
prices are being compared with government-subsidized microfiche Even­
tually, ultramiorofiche technology will compete with conventional book
 
and magazine publishing, conventional microforms, and even with conven­
tional visual aids However, audiovisual aids inUMF format will require
 
spatial storage techniques yet to be developed for the audio portion
 
There Is also the possibility that one of the newest mediums,
 
although primarily intended for audiovisual material, will enter into
 
competition with UMF for the storage and retrieval of vast amounts of
 
print material This IsEVR, or electronic video recording (201) (see
 
Section 4 6 2 2) In the last column of Table 10, the characteristics
 
of EVR as a reference medium are put into microinaging terms On this
 
basis, EVR competes favorably with present UMF technology--with the
 
great additional virtue of compatibility with TV
 
4 4 2 Microlmaging and Television
 
At this time, no one can predict the eventual winners in the media
 
battle to come However, it seems certain that there will be more
 
diversity and competition, rather than standardization In conjunction
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vith sore of these emergino technologies, television may become the 

)referred viewer interface TeleviSion,with the addition of storage 

nd response devices, offers the potertial of a universal display 

4indow for all media, even though its resolution would appear too 

limited to handle micrimages 

A marriage of TV and mrcroimaqlnq technologies is highly 

unlikely to occur simply by reducing existing print media photograph- 

Ically While this provides economical storage, it may be very inmon-

venient to use Instead, if the goal is to provide textual materials 
in a compatible visual form--what may be caled "telereading", or 
reading the printed word from a TV screen--suitable formats and equipment 
must be developed In a unified way (202) 

The time-honored book-page format was invented a few centuries 

ago as a solution to the problem of manual access to long scrolls 

however, in reading from a relay slop screen, the page is irrelevant 

What Is required Is the ability to present the eye with a succes-
sion of words and sentences Techniques for doing this were developed 
a long time ago for motion clotures, and are in wide use in television 
toda They are called "rolling titles" or, in telejislon, "crawls", 
and cause words and sentences to appear to move horizontally or 

vertically in relation to the screen In addition to this capability, 

control over size, contrast, and speed of presentation would be useful 
Another marriage--between microlmaging and computer technology-- 

may provide the answer to the vast recomposition that will be required 

to convert existing textual matter for telereadinq 
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4 4 3 COM Computer-Output M4icrofi Im
 
The product resulting from the conversion of digital data to human­
readable microfilm is called computer-output microfilm (GOV) The idea
 
is quite simple, but has been difficult to incorporate into a marketable
 
product Computer-manipulated and generated Information, instead of
 
driving a mecharical-Impect printer, Is made to control the movement of
 
an electron beam In turn, the tracings of the beam are recorded on
 
microfilm, which is then conventionally developed, and read in microfilm
 
readers
 
COIA units on the market use several variations of electronic record­
ing cathode-ray tube (CRT) recording, direct electron-beam recording
 
(EBR), or CRT with fibre optics CRT-based COM's operate like klIne­
scoping in television, but record with a microfilm camera Instead of a
 
motion picture camera EBR systems form a latent image directly on dry­
silver mlcrofi Ia as it passes through an evacuated chamber, thus avoiding
 
an optical interface, and CRTs with fibre-optics facepiates can use
 
contact-printing techniques
 
A COM unit may be driven direct by a computer, but many users find 
they can achieve better flexibility and more effective uti lizatlon via 
computer-compatible magnetic tape units Reductions employed in COM 
practice are usually higher than COSATI microfiche, but do not yet reach 
those found In UMF practice Usually, 24X and 42X are employed At the 
latter reduction, the equivalent of 208 11 x 14-inch pages (in 13 rows
 
and 16 columns) may be placed within a 6-inch length of 105-mm wide
 
film The developed film can then be cut up into 4 x 6-Inch fiche
 
In one of the first books on the subject, Avedon (203) states that a
 
typlcal COM recorder can place the equivalent of 30,000 pages
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per hour on microfilm This is 500OX the speed of an autormatically 

driven electric typewriter operating at 15 characters per second 

For document distribution, a properly designed COM system can 

provide dramatic savings over paper copies(204) For example, multiple 

runs on a line printer using carbon-manifold forms costs at least two 

cents per page The same information can be recorded on a 16-mm 

microfilm master in a COM recorder, and contact distribution copies 

made at costs of approximately 0 1 cent per paqe--a savinq of 

twenty times However, this does not include the necessary cost of 

user equipient for reading the microfilm 

Most COM users duplicate their microfilm output on a non-silver-

halide material, such as diazo or Kalvar microfilm, and insert these 

copies in cassettes The 16-r microfilm cassettes may then be used 

in automatically driven reader mechanisms, inwhich they can be 

searched rapidly by ianual or automatic means Unfortunately, the 

cassettes are seldom interchangeable in different manufacturers' 

readers 

The COM field is so new that there is a great proliferation of 

devices and systems, Avedon listing nineteen companies as marketing 

COM recorders (203) The first COM units have cost several hundred 

thousand dollars each, but several are now on the market for less 

than $50,000 (205) 

The potential of the COM field goes far beyond the initial 

application of reducing the bulk and cost of computer print-outs 

Many of the more sophisticated COM units are capable of vector genera-

tion, which enables them to act as x-y plotters, and some units can 

generate tones and even colors Coupled with ever more sophisticated
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computer hardware and software, tomorrow's COM units may become the
 
preferred method of composition for materials which are normally
 
typeset or hand-drawn Coupled with emerging UMF technology, dramatic
 
price drops for distribution copies of all kinds of recorded materials
 
are likely to be forthcoming Advanced COM-like systems, like Scanimate
 
and Animac could also have an imoact on the audto-visual market (see
 
Section 3,3 )
 
Eventually, COM units could provide a versatile recording
 
capability for satellite-transmitted digitally encoded reference
 
information Centralized data banks of current educational informa­
tion could be kept on digital magnetic disc and tape units This
 
information could be transmitted at very high speed over wldeband
 
satellite links to ground receiving stations, which, after demodula­
tion, could record the digital Information on magnetic tape This
 
Information could be then further processed on local computers and/or
 
put into human-readable microforms on-demand via tape-driven COM units
 
4 5 WIRED TELEVISION SYSTEMS
 
4 5 1 Picturephone
 
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company recently initiated
 
its long-awaited video telephone service, called Picturephone®
 
(148) Initial Intercity service was slated between Pittsburgh and
 
New York City, but New York's deteriorating telephone service
 
has delayed the inauguration of Picturephone Local service was
 
begun in Pittsburgh In 1970, and an Intercity link to Chicago Is
 
scheduled for spring 1971 ConsiderLng the effort that has been
 
made to add vision to the telephone, and the considerations given
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to applications of such service, Picturephone may have as qreat 

an impact upon our modes of communication as did the origination of 

telephone service some 75 years ago 

Picturephone may play a crucial role in the competition 

between communications and transportation Although Picturephone 

employs a sophisticated audio-video terminal set, it is to be phased 

inwithout radically changing the telephone network (148) Locally, 

Picturephone is transmitted over a 6-wire loop and switched by AT&T's 

No 5 crossbar system. The voice portion uses one pair of telephone 

wires, and the picture portion requires two more pairs--one pair for 

transmission in each direction This seems little to pay for the 

advantages of having both sight and sound However, although a 

Picturephone circuit only uses 3 pairs of wires physically, this is 

the equivalent of up to 300 carrier-modulated telephone channels 

Customers can make voice-only calls from a Picturephone set in 

the ordinary fashion with Touch-Tone signaling When they want to 

initiate a Picturephone call, they press a twelfth button on the 

handset, which establishes simultaneous two-wire telephone and four-

wire video switching at the local central office For transmission 

beyond a six-mile distance, picture, voice, and inter-office signal 

information are all digitally encoded and multiplexed into a composite 

6 3 megabit-per-second (Mb/s) signal, using differential pulse-code 

modulation 

Initially, Picturephone service will emphasize face-to-face 

communication between two individuals, but equipment isbeing developed 
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to provide additional services For example, a data set, appearinq to
 
the telephone network just like a Picturephone set, will enable
 
Picturephone subscribers to call a computer, using Touch-Tone signals
 
for input Among the applications envisioned are simple computation,
 
data retrieval, electronic banking, shopping services, etc Also,
 
access to different types of remote specialized information services
 
may be obtained Picturephone is capable of displaying a full set of
 
alphanumeric characters, and simple graphs Eventually, man-to-machine
 
and machine-to-man communication applications may rival Picturephone's
 
primary man-to-man communication use (206)
 
In addition to accessing commercial computer and information
 
services, Picturephone Is a near-ideal terminal for computer-assisted
 
Instruction Few computer terminals available today have as versatile
 
a mix of communication capabilities as does a Picturephone set
 
Presently available terminals usually provide keyboard input, with
 
visual output or voice answer-back, but not both With Picturephone,
 
a variety of different stimulus-response combinations can accommodate
 
different teaching-learning styles The only potential rival to the
 
Picturephone terminal for Instructional use istwo-way cable television
 
(CATV) service Picturephone versus CATV isexpected to be one of
 
the main internal communications subbattles inthe rivalry between
 
transportation and communications (see Section 4 7)
 
Regular telephone service is a compromise between audio fidelity
 
and cost, and Picturephone is a compromise between picture fidelity
 
and cost The band of frequencies sent over the switched telephone
 
network is limited to 300 to 3400 Hz, or less than one-fifth of the
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:,lt frequerc -ange of h-man hearing, which may be taken as from 20 

"c15,000 Hz Io,ever, 3000 hz seems to be an adequate range for 

:onversational purposes 

The spread between the range of human vision and Pictureohone 

apabiltty is simil(ar The unaided human eye iscapable of resolving 

)oints as close togeTher as I minute or arc--equivalent to 4 line-pairs 

)er mjllimeter at a Picturephona viewing distance of 90 centimeters 

rherefore, Picturephone's 12 5-centimeter screen width could usefully 

iccormodaTe 500 picture elements linearly, or about 1/4 million black-

Bnd-white picture elements within a square screen area, if its cape-

Illity ware to equal human visual acuity Furthermore, the ea can 

distinguish approximately 10 levels of tonal variation on an absolute 

aasis, and considerably more on a relative basis 

Neglecting this, and using only the acuity criterion, ina I NI-z 

)anowidth, Olctsrep'one, usfng 250 active lines per frame and 30 frames-

per-second, can provide only about 150 picture elements per line, or 

37,500 elements within the screen area--about one-sixth of the cape-

bi liy a' ionotoral vision, I e no grey scale 

Commercial television provides a picture four times better than 

Picturephone--buT It requires more than four times the bandwidth 

However, because most families own at least one television set, and 

none yet have Picturephone service, It Is reasonable to ask Ifthis 

vast inves ment inexisting TV equipment couldn't be adapted as terminal 

equipment for Picturephone service 

Broadcast television is not likely to accomplish this, because of 

its asymmetrical comnunications design That is, inmost counIties,
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from 2 to at most 10 poderful broadcast stations send signals cnni­
directionally to up to several million viewing locations, but no 
provision ismade for any return signals Furthermore, the higher 
the broadcasting antenna can be placed, the greater the number of 
viewers who can receive an acceptable signal Thus, broadcasters 
tend to share one or two antennas placed at the highest point ina 
locality Thus, commorcial television is largely a point-to-area 
comuntcation system, and at the opposite extreme from points-to­
points systems, such as the switched telephone network Some sort 
of network could be added to broadcast television, but this would 
require broadband llnks to individual sets from a central distribution 
point Such systems exist In the form of community antenna or cable 
television, both terms being abbreviated to CATV Incommon usage 
4 5 2 Cable Television 
CATV Is a technological development whose ultimate Impact nay 
reach far beyond its original purpose of program redistribution 
Telephone companies originally welcomed Tiedgling CATV operators 
who wanted to rent pole space for their cables, but they eventually 
realized that a coaxial cable going into every home could obsolete 
their wire-based service The simple twisted pair of the phone 
company would be paralleled by a sophisticated coaxial cable capable 
of carrying thousands of telephone conversations simultaneously--or 
their equivalent in video telephone, facsimile, Interactive computer, 
electronic banking, and other innovative services--whIch the phone 
company hopes Picturephone will capture 
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However, CATV started out as a simple response to the desires 

or television viewers in poor reception locations for a good picture 

Major capital cost items inCATV systems are the headend, which 

usually consists of a tower, a receiving antenna, and amplifier, 

distribution lines, which contain coaxial cables and their associated 

amplifiers and filters, and smaller coaxial cables, which are "dropped" 

off the main line to serve individual subscribers Initially, cable 

companies were content Just to act as relays, picking up distant 

broadcast sigrals, amplifying them, and distributing a signal of 

greatly increased quality to their subscribers Of course, an antenna 

atop a tall tower could also pick up more different signals than a 

home owner could hope to get, even with a $50 to $100 antenna CATV 

thus offered both quality and quantity advantages 

Today, one coaxial cable can provide a bandwidth of 300 MHz, 

capable of transmitting from 20 to 40 high-quality television channels 

without using up any scarce spectrum space Also, because the signals 

in a CATV system are confined to cables, they may be routed selec-

tively by filtering techniques (207) Thus, diverse public, private, 

and even interactive services can be provided 

Barnett has reviewed a number of these, such as traffic surveil-

lance and control, police, health, and emergency services, automatic 

uttlity accounting, facsimile-based mail, newspaper, and library 

service, video cassette library service, community communications for 

minority and other special interest groups, pro-school, In-school, and 

adult education, employment exchange service, etc (208) The list of 
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potential applicatlons is endless, because the com-nrication channel
 
isso wide, because "wired-city" connections ca be rearranged to
 
suit changing conditions, and because extensive user interaction is
 
possible (209, 210)
 
Because of the way It developed, CATV was unre..laled at the
 
beginning CATV operators were neither broadcasters nor common carriers
 
However, as the enormous potential of cable has becore recognized,
 
various governmental agencies have stepped in to award territorial
 
franchises, and to attempt to regulate the cable corta es (211)
 
One of the most complex situations is In New York, where city,
 
state, and Federal regulatory bodies all claim jurisdiction A recent
 
report to the State of New York Public Service Commission presents a
 
great deal of Information about the CATV industry, its growth and 
costs, and its competitive impact on broadcasters and comon carriers-­
as well as the case for state regulation (212
 
4 5 3 A Comparison Between Picturephone and CATV
 
It is of Interest to compare and contrast these two new wideband
 
services Today, CATV companies provide their customers with a one­
way service providing something like ten high-quality color television
 
program choices, for $5 to $10 a month In addition to this, the
 
amortized cost of the TV set and its upkeep and electricity supply
 
may add another $10 a month
 
On the other hand, Picturephone service inherently offers two-way
 
communication with an ever-increasing number of sources, but has low
 
picture quality and no color capability at present Pittsburgh
 
customers pay $160 for a Plcturephone set, including one-half hour of
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local use per month After this initial period, the cost is 25 cents 

per minute (213) Thus, a businessman who used his Picturephone set an 

average of I hour per day,-o20 hours per month, would Day a total of 

about $450, or over $22 per hour The same businessman would only pay 

$20 to $30 a month, or $1 to $1 50 per hour on the same basis for local 

tel~phone service Therefore, if it isto be widely accepted, Picture-

phone must provide from 15 to 22 times the value or utility of today's 

telephone service--or the price must come down 

The main purposes of Picturephone and CATV are quite different, 

but It is worth contrasting them so that the unique place of each may 

be be41er understood 

A major difference isthat each Picturephone set has a built-in 

television camera and microphone The user can change focal lengths 

'ron a normal setting of 3 feet to 20 feet to take intwo or three 

faces, or direct it dozn by a mirror at a chart only 1 foot away 

The iris automatically adjusts according to the ambient illumination 

To provide such a capability for CATV would double or triple sub-

scriber costs, and there is little chance of this happening inthe 

forseeble future 

Also, CATV companies are not likely to assume the responsibilities 

of a common carrier, that is,they will not be required to provide 

service to all users no matter how sparse their locations may be 

Thus, It seems very unlikely that CATV will reach as large a portion 

of the population as present telephone service, nor will Pieturephone 

be desired by all present telephone subscribers 
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Furthermore, CATV companies will not provide long-distance person­
to-person interaction, which is likely to be Picturephone's forte,
 
while on the other hand the telephone company is not contemplating
 
the provision of entertainment programs
 
However, some CATV firms are considering the provision of a
 
minimal subscriber response capability, such as a set of push-buttons
 
This would enable a variety of querying, polling, and ordering services
 
to be initiated C156, 234, 2351
 
Another way that Picturephone and CATV may be compared is to
 
consider the number of hours of use expected From Figures 8 and 9, it
 
is estimated that 180 billion calls were made from 105 million tele­
phones during 1970, or 1700 calls per phone This is an average of 5
 
calls per day per telephone if the average duration of each call is 5
 
minutes, the utilization of the average telephone set is less than
 
half an hour per day Whether Picturephone will raise or lower this
 
total is problematical, but to the extent that using Picturephone
 
replaces some transportation for day-to-day transactions, utilization
 
might reach two hours a day per Picturephone set, particularly if
 
instructional and interactional situations became attractive Then,
 
utilization would be about 1/3 that of television, which is 5 hours
 
per day In the average home (216) Inbusiness and industry, telephone
 
use Ismuch higher--perhaps two to three times the average, or more
 
than an hour per workday Of course, a good portion of this Is
 
accounted for by within-company (interoffice) calls With the addition
 
of Picturephone service, the time spent on this mode of communication
 
could increase two or three times to perhaps three hours per workday,
 
but still only about half of television use
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Because of these wide differences inpurpose, capacity, and cost, 

It Is difficult to predict whether Picturephone or CATV will have the 

greatest effect ineducation If cable companies add a response cape-

blilty, CATV will be more attractive for educational utilization This 

capability may be encouraged by government, following the precedent set 

by municipalities granting CATV franchises only upon the condition that 

at least one channel be assigned to education 

4 5 4 Communication Satellite Implications for Picturephone and CATV 

In all likelihood, domestic communication satellite services will 

not be permitted to compete directly with existing services At least 

In its initial phases, communication satellite service is likely to
 
complement them (217) Using communication satellite signalS, local 

CATV systems could eventuatly bring in program materials from all 

over the world, and redistribute them to their customers locally (218) 

Similarly, with The aid of communication satellites, telephone companies 

could extend Picturephone service to individuals and businesses on a 

real-time world-wide basis 

However, In some instances, communication sateliites are an
 
alternative to hard-wired communication systems, such as telephone
 
ines or coaxial cable 'zJre and wireless have always comp~eted, but
 
each has tended to stake out a distinct market In the past F C
 
McLean. in nis 1966 Granada Hail Lecture, ,Teleconmunications-.-ThS
 
Next Ten Years", has said that
 
"For any communication problem the first point to be
 
settled is whether it is better to carry out the communication 

by radio waves or whether to do It with wires Wires, of
 
course, were the first in the field, being used from the 

invention of the electric telegraphy in the early nineteenth
 
century Radio started toward the end of the nineteenth 

century and since then there has been a continual see-saw
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inall aspects of the communication fields between the wire

and radio circuit Transatlantic communication started with
 
wire with the telegraph cable, then moved to radio for the
 
first of the transatlantic telephone circuits, and it now
 
seems firmly established by wire with the-latest cables with
 
amplifiers inthem It would be a foolish man however who
 
would say that radio would never core back into such trans­
atlantic traffic we see on one hand enormous investment in
 
satellites and their associated ground stations, and on the
other large and long-time investments in cables and in
new
 
cable-laying ships going on at the same time
 
"For conditions of very high density traffic between two
 
points, the wire, whether It isan actual wire or a tube
 
conveying electric waves, seems to have an economic advantage

This advantage grows as methods are found of imposing noT a
 
single message but perhaps thousands of messages on a single

wire or conducting tube But for traffic of lower density
 
and over difficult terrains radtted signals seem to have the
 
advantage
 
i~r the conveyance of messages to a widespread audience,
 
as in broadcasting, radited waves seem to have, except in
 
special conditions , a very definite advantage It repre­
sents the quLckest, and by far the cheapest, way of bringing
 
messages, whatever their content, to the Individual and Is
 
much cheaper than the printed word or letters
 
"In the very long term, we have to expect that nearly
 
all services to and from fixed points will be by wire and
 
that all radited services will only be used for communication
 
to and from moving objects It will, however, be at least
 
50 years before this stage of telecommunicatton development

" 

is reached (219)
 
Similarly, it is exceedingly difficult to see how the future edu­
cational communications market will divibe itself between coitiunication
 
systems--satellite-based or not--and physical transport of program
 
materials In particular, the rapidly dseieoping technology of low­
cost video storage will compete with many electronic systems in the
 
near future
 
4 6 CASSETTE AND DISC PROGRAM STORAGE SYSTEMS
 
Currently, many new products and systems are being announced
 
for electronic and physical distribution of program material Probably,
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none has had as great an impact on the physical side as has the 
Philips audio cassette, an ingenious, low-cost miniaturization of 
reel-to-reel recording which eliminates tape-threading Injust a 
few years since its introduction, it has become a reproduction 
medium for audio second only to disc (220), and undoubtedly the most OiS T.,. 
widely used audio-recording medium for the general public 
elI 
There is considerable confusion between the terms "cassette" and 
"cartridge" in reiation to film and tape oackaging systems The 1 i 
Philips audio cassette is a two-hub device (see Figure 15) inwhich 
the tape only leaves the confines of the enclosure when passing over the 'r. 'n - _ 
record/reproduce head (221) Incontrast, most cartridaes are one-hub 1 
I 7/a ipi 
44 
P'hiips Audio Tapecasatto (7116" titicid 
enclosures from which tape or filmIs drawn past a record/reproduce to7120 n (2hubs fastapfoard rewind) 
head Some contain a continuous-loop of tape (Orrtronics, Fidelpac, 60 .in PCrside 
Lear) or film (Technicolor), so that after playing, the tape or film is at 1 
its beginneng position Other film cartridges must be rewound back 
into the cartridge (Kodak, Bell and Howell) Some of the new video 
cartridge/cassette systems will use variants of the 2-hub design, 
some will use 2 reels coaxially mounted, and some will use 1-hub 
cartridges Thus, It appears that the lack of standardization in 
the video field will be even greater than inthe audio market(222) 
The reasons for Philips success may be understood best when put 
in The context of earlier tape packaging efforts, such as the basically 1357 
similar RCA cassette, which appeared In the early 1960's Perhaps RCA 5tr1/2 
was ahead of its time, perhaps their design was not reliable, or 
3 3/4 Ips(up tub 
dar Jot Pack a-Track 
no fast forard nctin-Td ($/ ik) 
90 nln ) 
perhaps they never could develop the right marketing technique Also, FluIr15 Audio Cassotte/Cartrldgo Systems 
i-they never succeeded Ingetting anyone else to use their design, 
whether intentionally or not 
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On the other antd,01hDs, a qiant Duth-basod electrical company, 

set out deliberataly to give their design To all firms Willing to aqree 

This was unheard of In 
to use It in a co'ipaTible fashion, free of charge 

, , 

a world where many manufacturers seek to "l out" cospetition by kaeo-

t only for a large royalty
rg a design to themselves, or licensrzg 

4 6 1 The Phi lips AUdi~tape Cassette 

Figure 12 shows the Philips cassette full-slze It is 0 cm long, 

6 3 cm wide, and only 1 1 cr5thick (at its thickest part) Yet it con 

1 

hold up to 650 feet of 4-mm (0 15-inch) I de, 0 3-to 0 5-au
 thIck 

magnetic tape And because tape speed is Only 1-7/8 Ips, up to 60 

minutes of recording is available on each side Blank cassetes a' 
od qualty not for from $1 CO (for 15 minutes per side) to $3 GO 

Sute r minutes per side) 

for from $4 0D to $6 00, and may
Prerecorded cassettes are avallable 

become competitive wit long-playing (LP) record prices, if their ls-

However, educators noew 

count structure develops In a slim lar pattern 

get only 10 or 20% off on Cassettes, compared to 40% to 5G% on L 5 

and Is likely
Also, frecluency range 's usually limited to 10 N-tz, 

However, at least
to remain Inferior to the best LPs for some time 

one cassette manufecturer, 0K Electronics CorporatiOn, clams a hl-fi 

rence of from 30 Hz to 20 YHz with their Super D/namic cassettes, and 

now beig used to enhance the
the Dolby noise reduction system Is 

n
 
performance of all recording/aprOduci g systems (223) 

Record/playback cassette tape recorders may be purchased for from 

a range above $80 Monaural
$25 to $125, with stereo machines priced in 

less than $20 Portable,
playpacK-only machines may be obtained for 

in Japan dominate the lower price ranges
bet-fry-operated units nade 
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Increasingly, prerecorded cassette tapes for entertainment, instruc­
tion, informaton, and data transfer are being produced for thir
 
market
 
Cassettes and carfr~dqes have also proliferated in the audilo­
16-mm COM (computer-output microfilm)
visual market, and in the new 

narket They are now about to impact the vast markets related to
 
television However, the example set by Philips has not, been learned,
 
and iost manufactorers of COM and video-cassette systems seen intent
 
a segment of the market for themselves by devsng
on "locking up" 

media packages which can be used only on their equipment, and vice
 
versa The situation is so bad In 16-mnm COM cartrldges that there are
 
over thirty cmnpetlng formats on the market (224)
 
At the very least, these Incompatibilities are a serious annoy­
ance for many users, but they become critical when there is a need to
 
-

adapt material developed for one medlum for use in another redk,
 
4 6 2 Video Cassettes
 
A new system of physical distribution for television programs
 
is emerging. cassette TV 4225-252) Some of these systems ere
 
modeled upon the highly successful audio cassette developed by Philips
 
However, most firms seeking to enter the market have not observed
 
the major means of Phi lips success (IncludInq Phi lips) compatibility
 
Thus, a proliferation of incompatible systems seems destined to compete
 
with each other, as well 
as with established motion-picture, broad­
casting, and cable television Interests
 
As shown in Table 11, videocassette/crtrldge systems may be
 
divided into three typos according to the nature of the recording
 
material
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Table II Video Cassotl and Disc Recordin/RaproducIra Systems 
P bab! 0scord,, Pe -o'Lonq Picture Audio Ewpecled Accessories? and Cost, Cassette Lint Cos' of Ltr'toertal Cor s
 
"z-_ ar-.rr & 'rketing Tcoh-oiocy TocnnoloGy Pesosltion, Plyo- OdIlars or Disc Cassette cr Disc, Cst of
 
Tr,'e -I, DeO TV Lines Cast, PnylnI Dollars nsoette,.
 
Doola-s 	 TimeMin Dollars 
.,
VA-c "Ill-~.s hel ical-sear. helical-scan, -250 fall)
netratic head maqnetlc heed
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1 Magnetic-taoe cassertes,for both recording and playback 

of television of programs Tape iserasable in contrast to 

2 Film cartridge systems,for playback only, and 

3 Embossed-vinyl tape or disc systems, for olayback only 

The marketing of most videotape cassette systems seems destined 

to be concentrated upon the home Although all cassette systems 

proposed will be color-compatible, and may be connected directly to 

home TV sets, most of them have inferior resolution to that obtainable 

with presently available half-inch color VTRs However, the "home 

movie" potential of cassette recording, once low-cost color cameras 
become availableis a feature of qreat attractiveness 

For educational use, it is important to attain the best possible 

quality As listed in the resolution column in Table 11, maQnetic-

tape cassette (type 1) systems, and the video disc (type 3) are 

caoable oT -esolving only 250 "TV lines" This unfortunate misnomer 

actually refers to the horizontal resolution, which is a measure of 

detail within each TV line Live TV pnd high-band quadruplex VTRs 

are capable of 400 "lines", and both low-band quadraplex and helical-

scan VTRs are capable of 300 "lines" (233) Also, at least one of 

the magnetic-tape cassette systems skips fields, with effects which 

can only be detrimental to quality pictures 

The system likely to prove of the greatest utility for general 

educational applications--especially if high quality still-pictures 

are to be exhibited--is CBS' EVR, a type 2 system Also, this is 

the only system so far on the market Therefore, it will be described 

In greater detail than other systems
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Following EVR, type 3 systems--PCA's SelectaVision and AEG­
Teldec's Video Disc--will be discussed However, no further Informa­
tion will be given on magnetic-tape cassette (type 1) systems
 
4 6 2 1 Super-8 Cartridge Television
 
Before discussing EVR in detail, it should be noted that another
 
type 2 system--Super 8 motion-picture cartridges--can be adapted for
 
TV use very economically Several such systems have been announced,
 
such as by NordeMende inGermany, Vidicord (234) in England, and by
 
Abto, Inc , and GTE-Sylvania In the U S It seems certain that
 
major Super-8 cartridge producers, such as Kodak and Bell & Howell,
 
will follow suit Previously, Sylvania pioneered In the recorded
 
television consumer market with their "Color Slide Theater", a
 
sound-slide television combination (235)
 
Although there are serious compatibility questions within the
 
Super-8 field, particularly in relation to the type (optical or
 
magnetic) and temporal displacement of the sound track relative to
 
the film frame being projected, all Super 8 films are potentially
 
capable of being used in any Super 8 projector, and a vast library
 
of materials Is being put in this format (236)
 
4 6 2 2 CBS t Electronic Video Recording
 
EVR, a type 2 system, will compete with traditional audio­
visual media, as exemplified by films and filmstrips, as well as
 
with commercial and educational television EVR has the potential
 
to unite these heretofore somewhat competitive systems Into a single
 
system, which should then become a more powerful force In the market
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EVR was invented by Dr Peter Goldmark of CBS Laboratories, (237-239)
 
who regards it as the visual equivalent of his oravious A-V break-
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amateur use of these media Without easy loading, itwill be 

increasingly hard to market older systems which requ~re manual 

threading 

CBS and Motorola have speeded up the Introduction of color 

EVR, so that their first customers will get a player with 

color capabLilty at no increase over the originally announced price 

The list price of a Motorola Teleplayer Will be $795, which Includes 

a one-year parts and 90-day service warranty Motorola's Consumer 

Products Division will be able to handle servicing, because the 

electronics (based on Motorola's "Quasar" principle) uses 13 plug-in 

minicircuits Teleplayers will also be available on a 3-year lease 

for approximately $28 a month, with option to purchase at the end 

of the 3 years Renting for lesser periods Is also a possibility 

How the EVR format works Is best understood by reference to 

Figurel6, where a compatible color/blaok-ad-white format is shown, 

A major difference from conventional film is the complete absence 

of sprocket holes EVR film does not have to go through the jittery 

and wear-producing process of coming to a complete stop at each 

frame, rapidly accelerating to the next frame, coming again to a 

complete stop, etc Instead, EVR film moves at a completely constant 

and silent rate of 6 Inches per second, equivalent to 60 frames a 

second Also, the considerable proportion of material taken up by 

sprocket holes in small film formats is freed for Image use Film 
thickness is only 2-5/4 mils, or less than half of standard positive 
motion-picture film, which has a 1/2-1il emulsion on a 5-1/2-mit 
base A 7-inch diameter cartridge can hold 750 ft of film, Which 
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coqtains 180,000 black-and-white picture frames an; 2 Taonefic sound
 
tracks Synchronization isby means of a timtn ra-. between each
 
pair of frames rn the center of the film
 
Black-and-white material is recorded on EVR f I-with two
 
programs placed side by side Ifthese programs are corpletely
 
independent, the second program isavailable only a--er The film has
 
been completely rewound into the cartridge (which taes uo to 2
 
minutes) Powever, in the case of color EVR, the rioht channel
 
(channel B) contains only the luminance Information, which corresponds
 
to black and white Intensity levels and to the gree- com:onent of
 
color TV The left channel (channel A) is called the chrcninance
 
channel, and contains the rest of the information necessary to syn­
thesize a full-color picture Vertical bars, actually rows of fine
 
dots, vary in spacing according to the color Information in the
 
signal
 
A single flying-spot scanner Is the light source for EVR re­
production This scanning beam Is split into two comnonents, which 
are passed through the left and right film channels and directed to
 
two photo-mulipliers by light pipes 'he sync signal is detected
 
by a fiber optics system and converted into a synchronizing pulse
 
The information from all these sources Is synthesized into a standard
 
NTSC*color signal, and fed to the VHF antenna terminals of any TV
 
set which has been tuned to either channel 3 or channel 4 Tele­
players are normally shipped pretuned (by crystal) to either channel
 
3 or 4, as the FCC allows only one of these channels in any area to
 
be used for over-the-air broadcasting
 
*National Television Systems Committee
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EVR partakes of all the good features of TV--while adding some 

of its own Particularly important to educators are these 

1 no room darkening, 
2 no screen needed, 
3 all equipment can be placed in front of a room, 
4 completely silent operation, 
5 high-quality stil-framing 
One of the greet virtues of the EVR format--pa-ticularly In 

terms of flexibillity for future use--is that although the two channels 

are tied together for color, in black-and-white they are completely 

independent One channel can even be made partially dependent on 

the other For example, EVR could be used for programmed Instruction, 

where one channel contains the presentation or stimulus frames, and 

the other channel the response or reinforcement frames EVR film is 

capale of beitg stopped at any single image, held for any length of 

time, and restarted at will, without any noise or picture degradation 

This stopDing and starting can be done either manually, or by pro-

coded signals on the film itself Thus, EVR is an ideal medium for 

programmed instruction Another potential use of side-by-side frames 

is for True stereo television 

Furthermore, because the two sound tracks are also independent, 

each can contain voice InformaTion in a different language An 

innovative educational application by Field Enterprises inChicago 

puts preschool programs on one track, and related teacher-guldance 

information on the other 
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This flexible format also lends itself to so-called "reference
 
EVR", which uses sync marks to locate information in individual frames
 
Inthis case, EVR offers potential competition to conventional micro­
film for the recording and retrieval of vast quantitites of Informa­
tion (see Table 10) Itmay be possible to use the two frames as
 
one, that is, the conventional TV aspect ratio of 4 3 could be
 
doubled to 4 6, and the resolution capabilities of the EVR recording
 
medium thereby doubled The only limitation here is in the monitor
 
Using a cartridce containing black-and-white images, It is possible to
 
get much higher resolution by not convertino the EVR slonal to RF, but
 
by feeding it directly into the video section However, this would
 
require receiver modifications on sets sold only for over-the-air
 
reception CBS claims that the RF signal is limited to 320 lines
 
horizontally per channel, but the video signal (without carrier) has
 
a capability of at least 500 horizontal lines When multiplied by
 
TV's 4 3 aspect ratio, this gives a capability in excess of 650
 
"picture elements" across one scanning line
 
CBS has a laboratory InNutley, New Jersey which will convert
 
any of the following black-and-white or color media to EVR cartridges
 
16-mm motion picture film, 35-m motion picture film or slides, and
 
one- or two-inch videotape The heart of the conversion system is
 
electron beam recording (EBR), using a 0 0001-Inch diameter beam
 
This allows recording at a resolution of 200 lines per mm, the film
 
which has a doped emulsion, has an inherent resolution of 800 lines
 
per mm After they have processed a large number of back orders,
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they intend to attain a turnaround schedule from receipt to shipping 

of about 10 days, and ultimately, 5 working days 

Just as a distribution system, EVR is certain to make a large 

Impression on the market A single Teleplayer can drive up to 30 

conventional television sets without additional amplification, or a 

Teleplayer can be placed at the head end of a community antenna or 

cable television system, thus providing potent competition for 

videotape--at least for playback use 

However, because the process of making the masters and copies 

Isextremely complex, there is no competition with VTR or motion-

picture film for making original programs Also, distribution copies 

will be made only inquantities above 50, where the per copy cost is 
$15 90 for a 10-minute program At 2000 copies, this drops almost 

inhalf, to $8 60 for a 10-minute program Certainly, EVR is less 

expensive than 16-rr motion nicture film for distribution In runs 

of a thousand copies or more, the cost for a 10-minute EVR prooram 

would be only $9 00, competitive with Suoer-8 

Another important decision Is to avoid the home consumer market 
for the present, and concentrate on industrial, education, and train-
ing markets For this purpose, CBS is cooperating with a number of 
educational film producers They have signed contracts with Bailey-
Film Associates, the National Film Board of Canada, and the Great 
Plains Instructional Television Laboratory, and are currently nego-
tiating with Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Coronet, McGraw-Hill, 
and Churchill Undoubtedly, EVR will cut into the market for super-8 
and 16-mm distribution prints, although it Is not a present threat to 
35-mm for large-audience screenings 
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Also, because it can stop on a dime, and present an extremely
 
bright, high-definition still picture, EVR may give severe ccmpettfo
 
to the old-silent filmstrip format However, one difficulty in co­
peting with the sound filmstrip market isto keep the audio going
 
while a still-picture Is being shown A separate audiotape playback
 
system will be required for such use However, should there appear
 
to be reasonable market for this kind of thing, a spatially encoded
 
sound system may be added (see Section 2 4 2)
 
If all program materials which have an expectation of repeated
 
use over time were to be put Into the EVR format, a great deal of
 
transmIssion cost and complexity might be saved For example, a
 
bank of ten EVR Teleplayers could store the entire present stock 
of U S filmstrips A fully loaded EVR cartridge contains 90,000 
full color frames, or the equivalent of 3,000 full-color filmstrips 
Ifmathods can be developed to digitally encode and spatially store 
sound Information compactly, 1,500 sound filmstrips could be kept in 
one EVR cartridge There are 21,500 educational filmstrips available 
today inthe U S ( 77)--the majority of which do not have sound 
accompaniment--out of perhaps a total 40,000 filmstrips, of which 
perhaps 6,000 have sound (73) Nine players could be put Into 
a rapid search mode while one transmits information to the 
satellite system In this manner, using one TVE (television­
equivalent) channel, all the filmstrips inthe bank could be broad­
cast in a total of four hours, and if necessary recycled throughout
 
the day
 
Requests for demand access would not necessarily have to be
 
sent to transmitting locations Using a printed directory (77),
 
-
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users could select those filmstrips they wished to use the following 

day (or four-hour period, allowing for time-zone differences) Each 

filmstrip would have a unique order number, similar to the rapidly 

spreading use of ISEN's--International Standard Book Numbers (94)--

inthe book trade These numbers would be keyed or otherwise stored 

locally in a small randofr-access memory device When the still-

pictures were broadcast, each sequence making up one program--or 

even particular stills of isolated interest--could be broadcast 

preceded by a digitally-encoded Identification number, which would 

activate all receiving locations having the Identical number prestored 

(see Section 2 4 4) 

This process Is analogous to Julebox systems which place selec-

tion mechanisms in a number of different locations The central 

jukebox mechanism stores these keyed requests inan electromechanical 

merory, and plays tre selections in the order of receipt In the 

satellite system, everything happens much faster, and the selection 

mechanism must be random access--but tbe principal isthe same 

Some DAIRS (dial-access Information retrieval systems) using video 

have random-access capability (163), but most tie up a program 

so that each use precludes other uses durinq the proqram time 

Inthe satellite system, because each program can be transmitted at 

very fast rates, and accessed later at human-compatible rates by the 

use of electronic or electromechanical buffer systems, a much better 

over-all solution to the access problem may be achieved
 
An analysis of the demand-access requirements for stWl1-picture 

television programs has been made, and Is given inAppendix 8 2 
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4 6 2 3 RCA's SelectaVision
 
Of the proposed video cartridge systems, none is as technically
 
innovative as SelectaVision (SV), developed by a team headed by
 
Will[am J Hannan of RCA's Consumer Research Laboratory (240) SV 
ut Izes phase holograms embossed on inexpensive vinyl tapes A silert 
black-and-white system was demonstrated Inthe fall of 1969 
This experimental SV tape player incorporated a laser of 632 8­
nanometers wavelength, with a power output of 2 milliwatts The laser
 
beam Is passed through holograms embossed on half-inch wide 1-mil
 
thick vinyl tape, running a 7-1/2 Inches per second The resulting
 
Image ispicked up by a vidicon camera, and the video signal r-f
 
modulated and transmitted to a conventional TV set through Its antenna
 
terminals When the SV player comes to market,* itwould sell for
 
approximately $400p and cartridges containing half hour programs in
 
full-color and with sound would be sold for less than $10 each This
 
is possible because the large-volume cost of vinyl tape material for
 
a program of half-hour duration Isexpected to be only 15C
 
A five-step process isnecessary to convert from 16-mm motion
 
picture film to this tape A color program is recorded on film by an
 
electron beam recorder This color-encoded master isdeveloped, and
 
converted by a laser to a series of holograms which are recorded as a
 
positive photoresist on a Cronar tape base Soft areas of the resist
 
are washed away in a de eloplng machine, the holograms appearing as
 
*However, according to lately received information, "RCA Corporation
 
Is seeking an Interim cartridge television system until the
 
bugs can satisfactorily be ironed out 1 (241)
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corrugations on the surface or the tape A hologram master tape is 

then produced from the original photoresist ho[ogram tape via a plating 

process, similar to that used in the production of phonograoh records 

Finally, copies to be marketed are manufactured on an embossing 

machine by rolling the vinyl tape and the nickel-plated master tape 

together under pressure 

An important characteristic of SV holographic recording is immunity 

from scratching, which Is accomplished by using off-axis recording 

This amounts to a form of spatial filtering, which separates noise due 

to scratches from the image Also, the images will be speckle-free, 

as tne SV holographic system uses multiple-beam recording, which 

creates a number of subholograms each of which is capable of recon-

structing the entire Irage If one or more of these subholograms is 

multilated, the entire image can be reconstructed without it Further-

more, The craunhofer hologram technique used provides a unique image-

imnabilization characteristic, which enables an Image to be always 

orojected onto the TV camera regardless of the position of the tape 

Thus, no shuttering or electronic synchronization between tape drive 

and camera scanning Is needed Furthermore, various types of movement 

can be achieved, including stop-motion without flicker, by changing the 

tape speed of the continuous-motion transport The transport itself 

can have rather loose tolerances, because Fraunhofer holograms provide 

an in-focus image over such a depth that the camera-to-tape distance 

isnot critical 

RCA may devote $50 nillion to the production of programs spec-

fically designed for SelectaVision (242) These programs would be 

rented for from $3 to $5,-ether than sold, and would initially 
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emphasize specialty interests, such as children's programs, cultural
 
programs, theater, sports, and popular singers Not until 1975 or
 
1976 would full-length motion pictures be added
 
The RCA system is aimed directly at the home market Inthe
 
Variety article, no mention at all was made of the education market
 
Whether RCA's present marketing plans will persist is,of course,
 
unknown Even though the RCA system will be among the last of the video
 
cassette systems to be marketed to the public, if they can maintain
 
projected selling prices, their only competition will probably be
 
the AEG-Teldec Videodisc system RCA and AEG-Teldec are after the
 
same markets, and how these markets will divide between the Innovative
 
holographic system and the technologically advanced extrapolation of
 
long-playing record technology is not predictable
 
4 6 2 4 AEG-Telefunken/Teldec's Video Disc
 
From an economic standpoint, the mass production of disc cooles
 
Is so attractive that several electronics firms have tried to perfect
 
a phonograph-based system for the playback of television programs
 
For example, Westinghouse prematurely demonstrated Phonevid, a
 
still-picture TV system, Inthe mid-1960's (243) It used ordinary
 
disc phonograph technology, but required an expensive scan converter
 
to make the resulting signal compatible with home TV sets InJune 1970,
 
AEG-Telefunken, and Teldec, a joint subsidiary of AEG and Decca of
 
London, displayed a prototype full-motion TV disc system (244)
 
Video disc technology Is a radical extension of the state-of­
the-art of LP recording, with greatly increased groove density and
 
rotational speed Surprisingly, the original inventor of the LP
 
record, Dr Peter Goldmark, chose a serial medlum--flm--for CBSts
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video playback system, EVR Hill-and-dale recording with FM module-

tion isused by Teldec, rather than lateral recording, because side-

to-side excursion of the grooves is the critical limitinq factor 

For comparison, itmay be noted that an ordinary LP record 

rotates at 33 1/3 rpm with a microgroove density of up to 250 lines 

per inch across the record In the mid-1960's, a New Jersey firm, 

Wagner Research Company, advertised their Microdisc system, 

supposedly capable of 2,000-line-per-inch recordina density, but 

It never came to market 

The Teldec system uses approximately 3,500 lines per inch, 15 

times the groove density of LPs Dr Horst Redlich of Teldec has 

coined the expression "dense storaqe technology" to characterize 

the areal capability of the discs, claimed to be the highest ever 

attained--half a million bits per square mIllimeter, or 100 times 

that oT LP recoras, ano 500 times that of magnetic tape (245) 

Furthermore, Teldec records spin at a speed of 1800 rpm, 54 times 

that of LPs Taken all together, the ultra-high groove density, 

the use of FM modulation, reduced signal amplitude, and short wave-

lengths are suTficient to record good quality TV pictures The 

resolution and contrast of the presently developed black-and-white, 

picture, and the quality of the sound are comparable to over-the­
air reception
 
Audio is recorded by pulse-position modulation (PPM) inthe
 
vertical interval--the short period between the vertical sync pulse
 
and the comencemert of the next frame
 
An 8-inch video eisc will hold up to 7 minutes of television
 
program material, and a 12-inch disc, up to 15 minutes When the
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system reaches the market in 1972, full-color discs and color­
compatible players will be available The video disc player is
 
exoected to sell for between $150 and $250, with the higher-priced
 
models incorporating an automatic disc changing mechanism capable
 
of a less than 5-second change cycle Repeat-action and st I­
picture modes will be available Home players will generate an
 
RF-modulated signal, so that they can be connected to an ordinary
 
television set through its antenna terminals
 
AEG/Teldec plan to turn out a half million pressings per hour,
 
at a manufacturing cost of something less than $2 50 per hour-length
 
recording, and claim that they can break even with a run of as little
 
as a thousand copies of a particular program
 
It would be surprising if no U S company were developing
 
similar technology MCA, a U S music distribution and promotion
 
company, is rumored to be working on a "teledisk" system "superior"
 
to AEG/Teldec's (246)
 
Taking as an over-all cost-effectiveness criterion the cost
 
per hour of playing time, video disc technology should be in an
 
extremely favorable competitive position compared to other television
 
recording systems oaing on the market
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4 7 EVALUATION OF ELECTRONIC VERSUS PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION 

4 7 1 Introduction 

In this chapter, present and emerging technologies for the physical 

and electronic distribution of educational programs and materials have 

been surveyed Ithas been shown that no one system or qroup of systems 
is likely to dominate the educational distribution channels of the 
future, rather, more diversity and individuality is expected 
However, it is possible to discern a trend in the direction of
 
trading physical for electronic means for many types of messages and 

materials of relatively short length 

4 7 2 Interlibrary Loan Versus Facsimile 

Most past studies of transportation versus communication trade-offs 

seem to have been concerned with the facsimi le transmission of article 

or document pages as an alternative to interlibary loans One would 

thjik that this should be a reasonably cost-effective substitute, 

because conventional interlibrary loans require that the loaned Item 

be returned, thus entailing expenses to both the loaning and the 

borrowing libraries 

An analysis of electronic transmission for interlibrary loans 

was made by King about 1960 (247) For an average conventional
 
loan, the lending library expended $0 62 and the borrowing library 

$1 20 in direct costs, or a total of $1 82 King estimated that 

for facsimile would be only $0 18 and $0 58, respective-

ly, for a total of $0 76 He then proposed that the difference 

between the physical and electronic direct costs--$1 08--should 

determine the allowable expenditure for facsimile equipment and 

direct costs 
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maintenance and communication costs In these calculations, he
 
assumed that the average document to be transmitted by facsimile
 
would consist of 10 pages This isclearly much too low for books,
 
and it must be assumed that Kin9 was considering facsimile service
 
only for periodical articles
 
If an average document is 10 pages, breakeven could be attained
 
at an interlibrary distance of 50 miles, with a monthly volume of
 
500 documents per month More significantly, a potential savings
 
of $0 50 per document over conventional interlibrary loan costs
 
could be realized at distances of about 10 miles, with volumes as
 
low as 250 per month In King's analysis, the most noticeable
 
characteristic of facsimile economics Is its sensitivity to volume
 
He found that distance becomes a minor factor when volume approaches
 
3000 documents a month, where costs drop close to $1 per document,
 
or only 60% of conventional loan costs This sensitivity may be
 
attributed mainly to the high fixed costs of the terminal equipment
 
Similar results, but much higher total costs, have been found in
 
actual interlibrary facsimile tests (168,170) A particularly detailed
 
but short experiment was done In 1967 by Schieber and Schoffner
 
between the Berkeley and Davis campuses of the University of
 
California (171) They found that an average request consisted
 
of 14 2 pages, and cost about 90¢ per page, or $12 75 per request
 
to transmit via Xerox LX and a combined 90-mile Telpak A, cable,
 
and microwave link (see Table 12) Of these costs, approximately
 
one-half went for communications and associatedequlpment, one-third
 
for LDX and associated terminal equipment, and only one-sixth for
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Table 12 Costs of LDX-Telpak A Interlibrery Facsimile
 
They concluded that manual procedures involved in rnterlibrary
(extracted from reference 171) 	 labor 

(376 requests fulfilled, totaling 5280 paqes, loans need to be reorganized before telefacsimi le can be used effec­
max 99 pp/request, av 14 2 pp/request)
 
Cost per Month
 
going
LDX ecuIDment and sunolies 	 The California experiment had costs much higher than a 

scarner
 
installation1 $ 8 3 
 installation would experience, because the learning curve never
 
rental, 1st 2500 cc 
 550
 
40 approached its plateau Also, they experienced nine LDX equipment
autonatic document feeder, rental 

printer
 
11 	 or communication fai lures of an hour's duration or more during the
installationi 

650
rental, 1s' 2500 cc 

month of operation, which amounted to one-sixth of the total tire
extra copy charges, 2800 @ $0 05 2 	 140 
Xerox 915, approx 5000 cc & $0 53/page 265
 
the system was in use Even more damaging, average LOX utilization
 
Total equipment $1664 3
 
was only 35% of stated capacity Also, they apportioned the costs
 
Coriunications
 
of nonserviced requests--about 20% of serviced requests--to the
Series 80003 service, 90 mi @ $15 	 1350 

Series 8000 modems
 
37 5 	 system
installation', $18 75 x 2 

900
rental, S450 x 2 

It is clear that a single scanner, communication link, and
microwave & cable installation i 33 3 

Total communications : $2320 8 printer cannot provide reliable service, nor smooth out demand peaks
 
Labor 0 2 53/hour to provide service times that customers expect at these costs
 
534 req 4 x 0 31 hr /request = 166 hr
 
Actually, users indicated that they would be willing to 	pay 20$ per
+5280 pp x 0 04 hr /page = 211 hr 

Total labor = $2 50 x 377 hr $943 page, but only ifthey could be assured of delivery within a couple
 
of hours, Instead of the eight experienced during the trial
Total cost $4928 1 

A suitable degree of flexibility, and equipment and communi-
Cost per request fulfilled = $4928/376 	 $13 1 
$ 0 93 cation diversity could be achieved by using multiple office facsimile Cost per page = $4928/5280 
units and voice lines, even though these are of far lower theoretical 
capacity than LOX and Telpak A For example, six Xerox Telecopie-s
tamortized over 36 months 

could be placed at each location Even though a Telecopier can transmit
 necessary intermediate to feed scanner 

only one page every six minutes at 90-1pi resolution, multiple units
3fornerly Telpak A (48 kHz channel) 

could be operated so as to provide a continuous transmission capa­4of these 534 requests, 376 were fulfilled via LOX document 

transmission, 106 were notifications of inabilIty to fulfill
 
via LOX, and 52 were serviced by non-LDX means 	 bility of 40 to 50 pages per hour (see Table 9) This might equal
 
2 
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or exceed LOX througnout experience and provide two-way operation, at 

an equipment cost of $700 per month This isdbout half the cost of one 

LOX scanner and printer, which can provide only one-way service 

Furthermore, half the cost of the LOX experiment went for cormuni-

cations Telpak A provides the equivolent of 12 telephone voice 

channels for the price of 8, but six Telecopiers would need only half 

of Telpak A's capacity Thus, ccst savings of 20%, or $250 per month, 

could be realized on the line charges Even more significant is that 

acoustic couplers can be employed instead of phone company modems in 

Telecopier operation This feature alone could save $938 per month 

Thus, the terminal expense required for LOX operation could be reduced 

by 100% Also, in Telecopier operation, communication lines do not 

have to be leased Thus, the switched telephone network could be used 

with some of the Telecopters to increase operational flexibility and 

diversity 

Given the alternative of office facsimile equipment and ordinary 

telephone service, it seems that LOX and Telpak may have been unfortu-

nate choices for this experiment However, even though the cost of 

facsimile service could be reduced to about 50 per page with the 

arrangements outlined, this is still twice what users have stated 

they are willing to pay for the service (171) Could costs be 

reduced further? 

The availability of facsimile channels on a communication satel-

lite might reduce communications costs greatly, while adding the 

valuable features of multiple access and distance independence Also, 

satellite-based facsimile provides a capability beyond that required
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for interl erary loan service, where it is unusual to expect that sever­
al recipients would want to receive the same documents at the same time
 
However, in public elementary and secondary education as presently
 
practiced, it is likely that a great many schools would want the same
 
printed material at a particular time Thus, the cost basis per item
 
received could be distributed over many users This might reduce The
 
cost per page below that of present In-school electrostatic copyina,
 
because facsimile receivers could be run unattended
 
An interesting portion of Schieber and Shoffner's report is a sec­
tion devoted to comparing telefacsimile to alternative indirect access
 
means, such as mall or courier Break-even formulas are provided
 
(Table 13) which indicate that it may be better for a library to use an
 
LOX link--expensive as it is--in place of acquiring an item, if the
 
item is requested by a rush user less frequently than once in 30 years
 
Using a similar formula for conventional non-rush Interlibrary ioa's
 
yields a breakeven point of once every two years, using the values
 
assumed in Table 13, where Z, the cost per conventional interlibrary
 
loan, Is taken to be $2 This means that it would be less expensive to
 
own than to borrow non-urgently requested items only if they are
 
accessed more frequently than biannually And this is actually the
 
situation with the bulk of material in large college and research
 
libraries
 
However, within the last decade, libraries acting as the main
 
lenders in interlibrary loan transactions increasingly have stopped
 
sending their orlginals* through the mails, or even by private
 
*Except for books and other lengthy items
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Table 13 Library Acquisition (Dtrect Access) versus Inter[ibrary 
7
Service (Indirect Access) Breakeven Formulas (after referencei i) 

Library Acaulsition Vrsus Rush Intarlibrary (LOX) Service 

+G. 

A 

ihero X = annual rirmber of rush users of an Item owned by a library 
Q = annual number o4 rush requests fulfilled via LOX 

F = initial acqisitlon cost of item owned by library
 
G = processing cost of item owned by library 

K = life expectancy of item owned by library, In years 

S = annual storage cost of item owned by library
 
A = annial cost of LOX-Telpak A service 
Assuming Q = 2000, F = G = 110, K = 40, S = $0 5, and A $60,000, then X = 0 033 uses/year 
This means That the library should purchase the Item only If itexpects more than one rush 
use every 30 years 

2versus Any Tvoo of
Lib-ary Acquisition Indirect Access 
(bj mail or courier)
 
F+1G + s 
K 

where all variables are the same as before, exceot that X now represents non-rush 

users of an itoe owned by a library, and Z the cost per request via any indirect
 acces mtho (nal, ourerfacsmil,
ec )the 

access method (mil, courier, facsinile, etc)
 
Assunlng Z = S22 'or courier via auto, A - This means that library should purchase
item only if it expects more than one use every 22 years
 
Of course, few if any acquisition librarians are prescient 
enouoh to be able to apply
 
these formulas beforehand However, they could very well be used in determining what 

iteis the library already cans should be transferred to a loan collection, such as the
 
Center for Research Libraries
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courier The rapid development of low-cost hiqh-quality copyinq
 
devices has made this possible Therefore, comparisons today between
 
physical and electronic document delivery, should consider mailed
 
nonreturnable electrostatic copies versus facsimile--not two-way
 
mailing of original material
 
This notion was carried to its logical extreme by He liprin in
 
his "On (dupI cating) library concept (248) Such a library would 
make copies of documents on-demand in preference to circulating
 
them ("C"-library) Heilprin constructed this economic model during 
the early sixties, before electrostatic copying became dominant 
He found that the total cost of a duplicated page depended mainly 
on the overall activity of a stored page (neglectinq growth of the
 
collection, and the cost of borrowing money) He calculated that
 
the total cost per copied page would approach 4 cents as the number
 
of copies duplicated approached the size of the collection, taken
 
over an operating period of several 
years He compared this to a
 
library circulation cost in the range of from 25 to 50 cents per
 
item, which Is considerably lower than interlibrary loans, because 
item does not have to be packed and mailed at either loan or
 
return tim Averaging, it would appear that a library should only
 
circulate items containing more than about nine pages per item,
 
which is quite close to King's 10-page essurrption
 
On the other hand, physical delivery certainly retains the
 
economic advantage when documents much longer than ten paqes are to
 
be transmitted The most extreme case would be the delivery of an
 
entire document collection, or "packaged library" to a remote
 
location As Simonds puts I+
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consider a Boeinq 707 jet freLqhter as a trans-

mission channel Assume that we wish to ship extensive
 
library materials from New York City to Los Anqeles 

The cargo capacity of a 707 jet is6,201 cubic feet
 
Let us load The plane with microfilm on which textual 

irages have been recorded at a modest reduction ratio
 
of 20 1 Asstmino that each page of text contains 5000 

alphameric characters, then, the plane would hold about
 
5 3 x 013 bits of inforoation Ifwe assume an hour for 

loading and unloading, and a cruisino speed of 550 to
 
600 miles per hoLr, the data-transfer rate (bandwidth of 

a sort) wouId be about 2 5 gigabits per second (2 5 x
 
109 bits per second)'' 

"For a TELPAK 0 channel to carry that much information 

would require about 20 months and would cost about
 
$2,700,000 The cost of the 707 jet freighter by comparison 

would be about $10,000 and the total time of delivery

would be about six hours 

"This example, though offered with tongue in cheek, 

illustrates that we must consider very carefully the
 
desirability of designing a network of only electrical 

transmission facilities " (249)
 
However, Sironds has ignored such matters as how the 3-2/3 million
 
volumes are DJt in+o microform Allan Veaner of the Stanford Univer­
sity Libraries has estimated that Itwould take 150 man-years to
 
microfilm each million volumes (250) At this rate, and assuming a
 
cost of $500O/man-year, itwould take 550 man years and cost $2 75
 
million to put this size library in microform Simonds also neglects 
materials, processing, and packaging costs, the cost of reading 

devices and the inconvenience to the user of using microimages, the
 
mroblems of getting copyright permission, and the problem of how
 
22 million microfiche are to be distributed to their ultimate users
 
after the 707 has landed
 
Also, Simonds does not state in what electronic fer, the library
 
materials to be transmitted are in This can make an extremely great 
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difference inthe throughput rate over a communications channel For
 
example, if the materials are only available Inprint, facsimile
 
would be the method of choice Given a somewhat minimal resolution
 
of 96 lines per inch, Itwould take about 3 minutes (180 seconds) to
 
transmit one book page over the switched telephone network, or about
 
three-fourthsof a second over TELPAK DO At the latter rate, 30
 
years would be required to transmit the 3-2/3 million volumes,
 
compared to Simonds' estimate of 20 months Thus, we must assume
 
that the materials to be transmitted are already digitally encoded, 
and probably on high-density magnetic tape This would entail a 
cost several times as great as the microfilming required for physical 
transmission, so It appears that Simonds is giving the benefit of 
the doubt to the communications slde of the argument 
However, Slt-onds has assumed the use of Telpak 0 , an AT&T 
private-line service of 960 Kl4z bandwidth, equivalent to 240 voice
 
channels In interstate use, Telpas A, C, and 0 services have been
 
replaced by Series 8000, 5700, and 5800 (there is no new equivalent
 
to Telpak 8) A new service, the Series 11000, is particularly
 
favorable for the transmission of data, offering a rate of 230
 
kilobits per second for a price of $18 per mile per month (see 
Table 14) This is equivalent to 38 5 megabits per dollar (251), 
or almost twice the value of the old Telpak D service This still
 
leaves a 135 to I advantage wIth the 707, if costs of putting the
 
Information Into microform or encoding it digitally are neglected
 
However, a strong counter-case for communications can be made by
 
choosing a much more cost effective communications medium than
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Table 14 Selected AT&T Intercly Leased-Line Services and Ta
 
service designation tariffs (per month unless )therwise noted)
 
(half-duplex use basl.))
 
service
 
zone, eermlnal $/termIinaI 	 typical monthly tariff
 (100 miles, 2 terminals)
class seriesl type purpose miles S/mile 5 type 
narrowband 1st 100 1 40
 
2oo 1001 remote metering, etc next 150 98 140 + 60 = $200
 
1002, 1003 TTY, radio telegraphy next 250 56 	 25 - 31 25
 
1004 FX TTY next 500 42
 
1005 TrY, TTS, etc > 501 28
 
1006 TTY, FX TTY, etc 13 75 add'l 140 + 87 50= $228
 
voceand send 8 receive
 
2000 2001 voice 1st 25 300 12 50 22 50 + 25= $ 48
 
30CC 3002 data next 75 2 10 100 20 - 25 22 50 + 45= 69
 
z
4300 4002 Telephoto/voice next 150 1 50 202 40 - 50 22 50 + 90= 113 
next 250 1 05 201 75 22 50 + 150= 172 
% 501 0 75 2036 200 22 50 + 400= 423 
6000 (6001 audIm T1ransmlssion 4 O(1st day) 6 75 11day)
(6002, 6003) (for network 2 00 (each add'l 
6004, 6005 radio 6005 consec day) 
(6006, 6007) transmission) 118 00/ma (max) 90 00 (max 1800 + 180 = $19806008, 6009 	 10 00 (lst day) 12 00 (1 day)

6009 6 63 00 (each add'i
 
consec day)
30 00/mo (max) 156 00 (max 20O + 312 = 3312
 
wt deband
 
8000 8800 	 voice, data, fax Ist 250 15 00 8803 425 1500 + 850 - $2350 
(in any combination) next 250 10 50 8801 425 1500 + 850 a S2350 
S501 7 50 
5000 5700 ".-- 30 00 	 5703 425 3000 + 850 = $3850 
5701 425 3000 + 850 3850a 
5751 650 3000 + 1300 = 4300 
11000 11048 s a m ea t a r I f f s a s t y p o a 8 0 0 1500 + 850 = $2350 
11240 18 00 ' 11243 790 1800 + 1580 - 3380 
11241 790 1800 + 1580 = 338011244 870 
 1800 + 1740 = 3540 
5000 5800 " 85 00 same tariffs as 8500 + 850 = $9350 
type 5700 8500 + 1300 = 9800 
7000 7001 TV interexchanae 12 10 (Ist hour) 80lEst hojz) 
ctannel 3 4 40 (each add'l 147 (each addl 
hour) hour) 
42 90 (8 consoc 1,029 (8 consec I 
hours) 	 hours) , 
858 (8 consec hours, 17, 16018 consoc hrs 
20 day/mo ) 20 day/mo 85000 + 17160 = 1102960
 
8
7004 ETV(Interexchange) 27 50 (st channel)	 2750 + 63 = $2813 
B
12 50 (2nd or 3rd) (minimum conflc 
10 00 (4th or 5th) 
afrom Shoinun-Ha-tley law, 9for each signal 
itin ary series and 'ype, 2for this service, add 4for fuIl-duplex use, add 10% CaB log4 (1+ S/N), assuming $40 for 1st chan 
r-leace charoe ' as s'oted, 33% to basic rate, S/N = 250(1, or 24 db above 6th,also, channeln 
-eardless of type of "eriral terminals are $50 each 5 airllne rile basis ressage circuit noise, N location for the 
;'or so't-ly se-vice, same hour every day 7 days a heek, 6 available insend-only, Scolor capablity available also, a dlstribut 
-ccas ona' service. SO 55 per hour per airline in Is acfor Ist c- 2nd channel at plus $1 25 per oi 
and S26 25 per hour for each te,- nal $100, and receive 1/iI,$7 '5%higher tariff 
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Telpak or Its equivalent--commercial television The theoretical 

information-carrying capacity of any channel can be calculated from 

the Shibnon-Hartley law (252) 

C =B 1092 (1 + S/N) 

where C is the channel capacity In bits per second, B is the available 

channel bandwidth inHz, and S and N are the powers of the signal 

and noise in the channel, respectively, in comparable units If 

B = 6 x 106, and S/N = 20000 to I*,C = 6 x 106 x 1092(20000) = 8 4 

x 107 bits per second IfS/N is only 2000 to 1*, C = 6 6 x 107 bits 

per second In an actual channel using today's technology, one would 

do very well to realize a third of this 2 2 x 107 bits per second, or 

8 x 1010 bits per hour Rounding off, one can say that a broadcast tele-

vision channel has the capacity to transmit up to 80 gigablts per hour 

Assuming a program production cost of $50,000 for an hour's 

TelecasT, and a total audience of 10 million viewers, television 

can deliver and present the equivalent of 80 gigabits of information 

to each of 10 million individuals (a total of 8 x 10 17hublts) at 

a cost of only 6 3 x 10 "11 cent per hubit' 

The hubit, a unit invented by Richard Meier, Is defined as 

follows "A hubit is a bit of meanlnqful Information received by 

a single human being According to classical informational 

theory, the receipt of this knowledge by an extra Individual is 

redundant " However, Meier goes on to state that hubits measure 

*Actually, S/N ratios are usually given indecibels The Television 

AllocaTions Study Organization (TASO) has stated that a grade I
 
(excellent) picture requires an S/N of 43 db, which is equivalent 

to about 20000 to 1, and that a grade 2 (fine) picture requires
 
33 db, or about 2000 to 1
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the values of messages to individuals in an interacting population,
 
so that altnough the cultural record, or information "capital", Is
 
properly measured in bits, the per capita flows of these records
 
should be measured in hubits (155, p 131)
 
Using the hubit measure, communications is seen to compa-e much
 
more favorably with the physical delivery of 5 x 1013 bits to only
 
one location That is,comparing just production and transmission
 
-6
 
costs, the 707 delivers 5 x 1013 bits in 6 hours for 5 5 x 10
 
cent per bit , while television could deliver 8 x 1017hubits in
 
1 hour for 6 3 x 10- 11 cent per bit, or 16,000 times more infor­
mation Der caDita at one ten-thousandth of the cost Of course,
 
without the hubit duplication factor of 10 million, air-lifted
 
microfiche would carry 630 times as much Information on a per­
hourly basis, at a cost only 3% that of commercial television
 
However, as a rival to the 707, a much more valid comparison is with a
 
point-to-point communlcations link, such as AT&T's Type 7001 television
 
Interchange channel service, which for occasional use, is only $1375 per
 
hour for a 2500-mile hookup, or less than 5 x 10-6 cents per bit (see
 
Table 14, fn 3) Inany case, no useful purpose Is served by comparing
 
entertainment television with textual materials in microform -- nor
 
by the type of comparison made by Simonds It is easy to slant paper
 
studies one way or the other by changing the assumptions, particularly
 
when one system is put to a task for which It Is inherently ill-fItted
 
Returning to the simpler case of 10-page requests, and assuminq
 
that the lending library can absorb all copying, handling, and
 
malIng costs at a charge of 100 per page (this would be a very
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eficient operation), the cost which must be bettered by facsimile 

is not the interlibrary-loan direct costs ($1 82 in 1960, and probably 

close to $3 today), but only about $i 

However, there are few if any flat-bed scanners in use in 

libraries, even though such investiqators as King have pointed out 

the critical importance of this device to cost-effective facsimile 

transmission for libraries Ifthe document page to be transmitted 

must be fed into a slot or wrapped around a drum, a copy must first 

be made of the original Then facsimile costs must be added to those 

of electrostatic copying, except for postage This makes facsimile 

for such use difficult to justify for all but the most urgent 

document requests 

Some types of flat-bed scanners are now available (see Table 9) 

One caoable of transmitting a book opening (two facing pages) would 
certainly encourage libraries to make facsille transmission the 
preferred mode of delivery for interlibrary requests between high-
volume nearby points (1000 requests a month or more, and from 10 
to 50 miles apart) 
4 7 3 Circulation Versus Electronic TransmLssion of Educational Media 
Surprisingly, the electronic transmission of nonprint media has 

not been given nearly as much attention as that of print via facsimile 

However, an early but very detailed comparative study of the costs 

of providing auditory aids inthe classroom by broadcasting, telephone, 

and phonograph records was done by Hogan and Wilmotte for the Committee 

on Scientific Aids to Learning (253) Cost surves were drawn for 

three cities Baltimore, Denver, and Tulsa To get an indication 
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of their results, the case for distributing 20 ten-minute proarams
 
per day to 160 Baltimore schools will be considered The provision
 
of phonographs and recorded programs would cost about $15,000 annually,
 
while broadcasting or telephone hookups would be about three times
 
more expensive Other cases show similar ratios This 1938 study
 
concluded that over a range of daily program volumes from about 5
 
to the maximum possible, about 40 programs, the physical distribution 
of phonograph records to Individual schools was far cheaper than 
any other method Radio via commercial broadcasting was consistently 
two to three times as expensive The use of school-owned UHF broad­
casting stations or leased telephone lines was relatively volume­
independent, but always at least twice the cost of phonographs and 
records 
The only extensive study found dealing with the use of television
 
bandwidths for the transmission of a variety of educational redia
 
was an Office of Education funded feasibility study by Andereck et
 
al (158-160), which has been mentioned in Section 4 2 4 Andereck
 
ishead of a cooperative audiovisual service for the schools of the
 
St Louis suburban area He found that during 1969-7Q, itcost the
 
cooperative an average of $1 96 to circulate a 16-mm motion picture
 
film, using a fleet of trucks (254) In 1965, the first phase of the
 
North Circle Pilot Project, Itwas estimated that 4-channel ITFS
 
equipment could be provided to one classroom ineach of 200 schools
 
for $21,000 per year Assuming an equivalent personnel cost, total
 
costs might reach $50,000 a year Ifthe system was used two-thirds
 
of the time, or 16 hours a day, to distribute films inplace of the
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truck fleet, The cost apportionment to this service would be about 

$30,000 Assuming a school year of 200 days, this isonly $150 per 

day If films were transmitted "at speed", 40 to 50 twenty-minute 

programs could be sent per channel, or 150 to 200 using all channels, 

at a cost of $1 50 to 2 00 per film, competitive with the cost of 

truck circulation, which was $1 70 per item durinq 1964-65 

However, at that time, low-cost color videotape recorders were 

not available Even today, the provision of 200 of them would 

probably bring the cost of the "television is a truck" system close 

to $100,000 a year, doubling per program cost to about $3 to $4 an 

item Whether this added dollar or so expense per item isworth the 

convenience of electronic distribution must be decided by the schools 

which support the cooperative However, again the long-term trends 

favor this development against the more labor intensive truck system 

In 1965, Sovereign wrote a thesis on "Comparative Cost of 

Instructional Television Distribution Systems" (255) Alternative 

systems considered were airborne television, with and without micro-

wave relay, netvorks of UHF broadcast stations, by microwave relay 

and by videotape exchange, an ITFS network, and closed-circuit systems 

For each of these distribution systems, one, two, four, and six 

channels of television were costed for both one-shift and two-shift 

operation Costs for the preparation of the instructional materials 

themselves were not considered, nor were costs of terminal equipment 

such as television sets, individual antennas for these sets if needed, 

etc 
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Results of this study showed that the lowest cost system was
 
always an airborne broadcast station (i e ,MPATI), whose annual cost
 
per square mile of ITV -istribution for six channels was calculated
 
to be $15 72 This was closely followed by an airborne broadcast
 
station With microwave relay at $17 42
 
Without the airborne capability, a big jump In cost was found
 
ITFS stations with microwave relays cost approximately $40 per square
 
mile, and either ordinary UHF television broadcasting using a micro­
wave network, or UHF broadcasting using a videotape network,cost over
 
$50 per square mile annually for six channels Under these same
 
assumptions, closed-circuit costs totalled a huge $163 However,
 
ITFS or closed-circuit costs should not Increase appreciably with
 
two-shift use
 
Sovereign, continuing to work in the area of his thesis for
 
General Learning Corporation, has completed an exhaustive study of
 
the costs of various educational media systems (75, 256) This study
 
indicates that satellite-based television has a lower per student
 
cost than any of the above systems in covering a region equivalent 
to one-fifth of the United States, and serving ten million elementary 
and secondary students 
In conclusion, there is every Indication that broadcasting has 
provided--and will continue to provide a cost-effective alternative 
to physical distribution for many types of printed and audiovisual 
materials However, with a trend in the direction of more Indlvidu­
alizatlon in education, it remains to be seen whether this advantage 
can be maintained In any case, over the longer term,the breakeven 
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point between electronic and physical transportation is expected to 
favor the former Per-unit costs of electronics equipment continue 
to go down, and operation-should become more and more automatic (257) 
In contrast to this--and despite large research and development 
efforts (258)--physical distribution will probably continue to 
increase in per-unit costs, if only because of its basically labor-
intensive nature 

5 A SATELLITE-BASED MULTIPURPOSE EDUCATIONAL SERVICE
 
5 1 INTRODUCTION
 
In previous chapters, a variety o+ educational technology and
 
communication media are described This chaDter outlines in qualita­
tive terms how such media and technology might be utilized in a 
multipurpose educational satellIte service
 
In presenting the details of such a service, the basis which has
 
been chosen is one full-motion television channel This television­
equivalent (TVE) bandwidth can accommodate a multiplicity of sub­
channels for a variety of media, such as audio only, still-picture
 
television, etc
 
The concept of a TVE channel is used here only for a qualitative
 
exploration of the use of media and technology in conjunction with an
 
educational satellite This study does not address the Issue of what
 
the quantitative telecommunications requirements might be to meet
 
educational needs In the United States Furthermore, it does not
 
address the Issue of how many TVE channels might be available from
 
satellites designed primarily for commercial purposes Plans for a
 
number of such satellites have recently been filed with the Federal
 
Communications Commission These latter Issues are under Investigation
 
by other researchers in the Washington University SatellIte-Education
 
Program
 
5 2 SERVICE DESCRIPTION
 
Figure 17 depicts schematically a multipurpose educational
 
satellite service
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Fiqure 17 Multipurpose Educational Satellite Service 
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Six 	general types oT educational program sources are shown 

I 	 Television, where the full repertory of sensory caDabilitles 

are needed for instruction included are live television, 

videotape, motion pictures, and such new forms as video 

cassettes and discs 

2 Still-picture television, where motion Is not required 

Included are sound fLlmstrips and live telelectures 

utilizing cordinated slide sequences 

3 Facsimile (sti t pictures or text) where neither motion 

nor sound is required Included are slides, filmstrips, 

transparencies, and opaques inblack-and-white, functional 

color, or full color 

4 Telewriting, where blackboard-qualty drawings are sufficient 

for instruction, with or without accompanying live audio 

5 Audio, without accompanying pictorial or textual material 

included (s live radio, audiotape, and phonograph records 

transmitting the spoken word, music, natural and artificial 

sounds, and combinations of these 

6 Data, which may represent encoded text, numerical quanti-

ties, instrument readings, or control signals Included 

are telograph messages (electronic mail), and data generated 

by or for computers such as data bases, calculated results, 

and programs 

Few 	ifany ground transmitting stations are expected to have the 

capability to transmit all six types of program sources However, If 

there Is a variety of such types to be transmitted from one station, 
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particularly ifthere are priorities to their transmission, some form
 
Of automatic control iSnecessary to handle queues and to insure
 
maximum TVE channol utilization Control functions, as well as
 
addressing, accounting, and simple reporting requirements may be
 
performed by means of a smell computer or sP0IaI-purpose controller
 
MXifUm utilization of the channel Is aided by multiplexing the
 
signals from various types of sources The multiDlexed signals are
 
amplified and made to modulate an ultra- to super-high-frequency
 
carrier This composlte signal Is then relayed to the satellite from
 
a directed antenna
 
The satellite picks up the signals, which may be coming from a
 
number of ground transmitting stations, and amplifies them Some
 
frequency conversion may also be done aboard the satellite to
 
minimize interference with Incoming signals Then the signals are
 
radiated towards the ground, where a large number of ground receiving
 
centers store, process, and forward various -ypes of signals for
 
ground redistribution to schools, mobile classrooms, community
 
centers, libraries, auditoriums, and the like
 
For Illustration, Figure 18 depicts a full-complement ground
 
receiving center However, it is not expected that any actual station
 
would have every possible facility, and many may be capable of
 
receiving and redistributing only a few of the many types of programs
 
shown
 
Some types of signals, such as telegraph messages, are addressed
 
to particular recipients, while others are broadcast signals for
 
general use Selective receipt of broadcast programs is also possible,
 
as discussed InSection 2 4 4
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Signals from the satellite are picked up by a directed antenna, 

and amplified and demodulated inthe receiver Then the information-

carrying signals are demultiplexed into their component types of 

program sources A full-complement center must provide storage for 

each type of orogram, and also may provide certain types of processing 

A minicomDuter or snecial-nuroose digital controller isused In this 

syster to insure that the various types of signals are properly distri-

buted to different storage devices, as well as to provide for local 

cortrol and computaflonal needs 

Again, there are six basic types of program reception storage 
facilities, corresponding to the six program sources All of these 
have "live" bypasses except for still-picture television which 
requires buffer storage and conversion, and facsimile which Is real-
tire but slow Furthermore, because there Isexpected to be a consl-
derable diversity of receiving devices Inschools, community centers, 
etc , both closed-circuit and broadcast types of redistribution 
are shown for most program types For-example, ifthere isalready 
a closed-circuit television system within a school which uses monitors 
as the display terminals, unmodulated video and audio may be delivered 
On the other hand, if a school is set up to receive only over-the-air 
programs, stored television programs must be r-f modulated before 
they can be utilized by ordinary television receivers However, It 

must be remembered that Figure 18 is highly schematic, and that un-

less a school is quite close to the receiving center ( a couple of 

miles at most), modulated video may be preferred, in which case a 

school having only monitors would have to use a demodulator locally 
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Some types of programs may not be redistributed electronically,
 
such as facsimile and voluminous digital data In hese cases, the
 
expensive terminal equipment is centrally located, with resulting hard
 
opy or microforms locally delivered by courier However, telegraph
 
messages ("electronic mail") usually are considered Lrgent, and are
 
distributed electronically via wire or ITFS
 
Ifthe full-complement ground receiving center shown makes use
 
of a general-purpose computer for the digital-controller function, and
 
if it Is of sufficient capacity, rt may also be a so.rce of shared 
computer power for local schools and other community educational
 
facilities Such functions as computer-assisted instruction (CAI),
 
computer-managed instruction (CMI), data-base interrogation, desk
 
calculator capability, and time-shared and remote-batch stored­
program computing may all be accommodated, given the proper mix of
 
central processing unit (CPU) capability, communication facllities,
 
and terminal capabilities Only a few of the many on-line and
 
off-line modes of use are shown in the diagram It should be noted
 
that most interactive and computational functions are performed by
 
the local CPU, and that no return path to the satellite is required
 
However, certain centers may have a modest transritti-g capability
 
to send control and accounting data to other centers, either via
 
existing common-carrier links or satellite
 
5 3 EVOLUTION OF THE SERVICE
 
At the first stage of development, only a fed ground transmitters
 
might be deployed These might be best chosen --cm among existing
 
educational media facilities, such as the National Information Center
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Tor Educational Media (NICEM) and the National Center for Audio 

Tapes Other centers, such as the Midwest Prooram on Airborne 

Television Instruction (MPATI), the National Instructional Television 

Center (NIT), and the Great Plains Instructional Television Laboratory, 

have bu, Itup large collections of videotaped instructional programs 

The latter has recently added an electron-beam recorder for copying 

black-and-white videotapes onto 16-mm motion-picture film This 

capability might be adapted for input to a satellite-based distribu-

tion service 

Each site could be provided with appropriate editing equipment 

to enable materials to be converted to a form suitable for satellite 

0mnLnicatlons and storage Also, considerable instructional material 

on films and videotapes might be edited insuch a way that a sequence 

of still pictures could be drawn from the programs, and modified 

narrative developed to accor~pany it Such "abridged' programs could 

be transmitted at a much faster rate than the full program and would 

find use for previewing and reviewing, as well as Intheir own right 

when the original program did not really require 100% full-motion 

capability 

At the end of the first year of satellite operation, three to 

five sites could be transmitting programs, with perhaps a hundred 

school systems and community centers on the receiving end These 

initial receiving locations might be picked on a stratified random 

sample basis, to obtain the maximum amount of evaluation data Some 

should be located inmajor metropolitan areas, some insmall cities 

and towns, and some in rural and remote locations The latter 
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require special attention, because operational personnel may be
 
particularly hard to place In these remote areas
 
To serve the greatest user populatIon--and thereby spread the
 
costs most widely--the eventual goal for an educational satellite
 
would be coverage extending over all of North America Sending
 
channels might be assigned on a proportional basis, such as according
 
to the number of school-age children In each country However, each
 
country should be assured of at least a minimum sending capability-­
perhaps two audio and one visual subchannel--regardless of their
 
population, so that they actively participate
 
Special efforts should be made to develop cooperative programs
 
with our Canadian and Mexican neighbors It would be difficult to
 
exclude signals from border portions of these countries in any case,
 
and an educational satellite with multichannel capability could
 
stimulate cooperation, because both French and Spanish language
 
material could be broadcast This could provide advantages
 
for U S foreign-language instruction
 
5 4 APPORTIONING TlE USE OF A TVE CHANNEL
 
Incommercial TV practice, the broadcast day is from 6 a m to
 
I a m , leaving at least 5 hours unused Let us suppose we broadcast
 
24 hours a day (see Table5 ) and use a TV channel's bandwidth for
 
non-TV purposes a third of the time--S hours a day
 
Assuming that a communications satellite Is In orbit, the mar­
ginal cost of using It 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, Isminimal
 
Of course, this would not be true if we had to employ ground personnel
 
at all receiving stations 24 hours a day However, many services
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Table 15 Eaucational Satellite Service Schedule 

(Assuming one TVE channel inoperation 24 hours a day, the underlined 

program slots are for services alternative to full-motion television)
"-One 

Midnight - 6 a m Schedulco ra~erial s distribution 

Still pictures approximately 50 

to 100 subchannelsam
Facsimile 

Data 

6 -8 am Adult ITV 

a m noon Live in-school ITV 

noon - p in tive etctures, 

teacher training 
 50 to 100 telewriting,
 
interinstitutional still-picture television 

communication and audio subchannaGsI
 
I- 3 pm Live In-school Isuch 

3 - 4 p m Live pre-school TV programs
 
4 - 5 p m Specialized adult programling
 
vocational education and counseling 

consumer education 

6 - 10 p in General adult programming
public affairs and discussion
 
T0 - 1I p M Specialized adult programming
 
professional groups 

hobble'st groups 

11 p m - midnight Live nterinstitutional communications, 50 to 
100
 
telewritflg, still-pcture television, 
and audio 
*The exact number of subchannels possible depends on the mix of services, 
and the technical factors discussed in Section 2 4 
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other than real-tme fulI-motion television can be stored for later
 
access in unattended ground stations
 
nesi blesedue stgini

pssible schedule is given n Table 15' This example uses
 
one TVE channel As has been noted, one TVE channel can be used for
 
the transmission of one full-motion color television program, or
 
alternatively for transmitting a multiplicity of other programs which,
 
taken together, require the same or less bandwidth
 
Inthis schedule, two-thirds of a calendar day have been alloted
 
to conventional ETV/ITV broadcasting However, the remaining one­
third of the day isdevoted to alternative types of educational
 
programs and services
 
For example, inthe midnight to 6 a m slot, various subchannels
 
are devoted to scheduled materials distribution to school systems,
 
as stlIl-plcture television programs, facsimile transmission
 
of documents, texts, and workbooks, and data-base and computer
 
program transmission As educators become more acqualnted with
 
the vast powers of the coputer, they may find It useful to receive
 
data bases and programs for use locally For such purposes, time­
multiplexed digital channels would be ideal
 
From 6 to 8 a m , adult ITV programming Is broadcast, and from 
8 a m until noon, live, In-school )TV 
However, from noon until I p m , the TVE satellite channel Is 
devoted to multichannel telelecture(s052) for In-service training, 
151) Many differentinter-institutional comunlcatlon (137, ,etc 
telelectures may be broadcast simultaneously, accompanied Insoe
 
cases by a variety of visual aids Such a system Is now in use at
 
the University of Wisconsin for medical slide-lectures to remote
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hospitals--up to 120 miles away A single still-picture color tele-

vision channel ismade available via dedicated telephone lines (259) 

This idea would be even more Intriguing Ifsome means of feedback 

could be provided (260) This miqht be done with Touch-Tone pads, if a 

simple response capability will serve It is also possible that a 

reasonable gauge of audience reaction could be obtained by sampling 

those ground receiving centers which are capable of sending back a 

limited-bandwidth digital and/or voice signal via satellite 

From 1 to 3 p r , more in-school ITV isbroadcast, after the 

regular school day,preschool programs, such as the currently popular 

"Sesame Street" (261), would be aired from 3 to 4 p m 

The time slot from 4 to 5 p m is used for specialized adult 

programing OT particular interest to the housewife, such as consumer 
programs, and for vocational education and counseling General-
interest evening programming is aired from 6 to 10 p m 
From 10 to 11 p m , specialized adult programming Is sent This 

may differ totally in its projected audience from day to day For 

example, one evening might be concentrated on Items of interest to 

doctors, one on items of interest to lawyers on another, and so 

forth Also, amateur or hobbiest Interests can be served 

Finally, the slot from 11 p m to midnight is used for inter-

institutional communications, using various mixes of still-television, 

telewriting, and audio-only channels This material could be stored 

locally for access by the institutions the following day 

Instead of breaking down a single television channel into a 

multiplicity of channels, another way to utilize still pictures is
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to employ FM radio channels Each FM channel is200 KHz wide,
 
including guard bands Using half this bandwidth, Itwould take
 
about two seconds to transmit one television-quality still picture,
 
theoretically Subsidiary Communications Authority (SCA) is an
 
FCC category for commercial use of subcarrier frequencies not used
 
in FM stereo broadcastinq, Musak being the best known example (262)
 
Exhaustive histories of SCA are given Intwo theses (263, 264)
 
Pictures sent by FM subcarrier could be stored at receiving locations
 
to be accessed as wanted (265) At least one system of this sort
 
is known to be in development by Educasting, Inc , (266) who term
 
it "PictuRadlo" Such a system could Increase flexibility and 
economy, in that there would be no impetus to use more bandwidth 
than Isneeded at any particular time 
In both the TVE and the FME (FM equivalent) systems, receiving 
stations must have equipment capable of speed-buffering the picture
 
signals, storing coordinated control and sound signals, and then
 
sending these out later over open circuit, microwave, or cable
 
links for reception on unmodified television receivers Such
 
options can greatly Increase the flexibility of the television
 
medium from the users' stardpolnt
 
Eventually, demand access to materials may be provided, perhaps
 
via "Touch-Tone" telephone terminal (267), so that each user can
 
receive materials when and where he wants, use them, and once used,
 
"forget" them Insuch a system, there need be no bookkeeping,
 
paperwork, or physical return In Appendix 2, it is shown that
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additional channels are not necessarily required to provide this 

degree of personalized service 

5 5 A SATELLITE-BASED CURRICULUM 

What does a greatly expanded capacity to transmit live and 

stored massages all over the world mean to education' Sa+ellite 

Technology has the potential to change many aspects of our existence--

and therefore our education, but we reed to develop a whole new 

set of skills end attitudes to utilize this capability effectively 

Some examples from our present subject-oriented curriculum may 

serve to show this One OT the most obvious satellite-related 

subjects isgeography This generation is the first to have seen 

the world from the outside, and only this generation, perhaps, is 

comTortabie with this global perspective In the future, a teacher 

could choose from a library of recorded satellite views of the earth, 

or occasionally provide a highly dramatic and motivating live view 

of the earth A high-resolution camera aboard a primarily communi-

catios-oriented satellite could provide this, or signals from 

existing weather and earth-resources satellites could be relayed to 

the educational communlcations satellite for broadcast to its receiv-

ing stations 

Other subjeCTs which satellite technology may influence directly 

are mathematics and science Solid geometry and spherical trigonometry 

are essential to describe the paths of space vehicles, and the ox-

ploration of cuter space has entailed much basic research and the 

development ot whole new Technologies 
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Less obvious Is the impact of satellite technology upon the
 
social sciences and the humanities While from the far-off vantage
 
point of a satellite, we cannot discern the microcosm of human
 
activities directly--except for the most destructive--the very
 
nature of a satellite as a truly international.object must chance
 
our view of law, of language, of politics, and perhaps even o'
 
government
 
Effects upon the arts are even less predictible, but satellites
 
should enable all the world's peoples to share each others cultures
 
on a day-to-day basis While there have been so-called internatic-al
 
art movements before, they will truly begin to live up to this
 
billing only inthe satellite era
 
5 5 1 Sharing Intellectual Wealth
 
One of the most hopeful aspects of satellite technoloay is its
 
ability to share the intellectual and educational wealth of the
 
developed countries with the rest of the world Vital intellectual
 
resources, such as large research libraries, are almost corpletely
 
lacking inthe developing countries (190) As shown in Figure 19,
 
there is only one millIon-volume library in all of Africa and only
 
one In South America
 
Again there is a trade-off to be made here between transportaTron
 
and communication No longer will scholars, scientists, and states­
men have to expend time and money for travel to exchange informaion
 
Rather, from their own communities, requests for Informatior can go
 
out over the satellite network Acting as a truly global inter­
library loan service, satellites can locate a library which has the
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information sought, and relay the desired information to the requester's 

location--in the time ittakes today just to fill out the request 

Similar methods can be applied to instructional materials, but 

here, because we are dealing with entire populations, "people buffers" 

become even more important Indeed, to use satellites effectively 

ineducaion, or even just to distribute educational materials, we 

must have trained people on the ground One of the first and most 

dlflicJlt tasks will be to "bootstrap" the development of such people 

in the third world 

One might think to get around this problem by allowing the 

greateST portion of these materials to be self-instructional, but 

self-instruction requires greater user sophistication than materials 

mediated by a trained person, particularly for beginning learners 

The program writer cannot foresee all possible responses, and even 

aere this possible, implementing such versatility would be prohibitive 

Also, It may be essential for children to have grown up inan 

Information-rich home environment--or to have experienced the equi-

valent in preschool activities outside the home or via television--

before they can use self-instructional materials effectively 

Therefore, while the importance of programmed self-instruction 

is unquestioned for many purposes, overcoming Initial hurdles of 

literacy and sensory-motor development will probably continue to 

demand those skills and talents that are unique to the human teacher 

A large part of today's learning experiences involve the cognitive 

and affective domaLns, but underutilize psychomotor skilIs When 

we teach such arts as cookery and cosmetology, the tongue and the
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nose become more important sensory inputs than the eye and the ear
 
However, these subjects cannot be taught properly without real-time
 
and hands-on interaction with the subjects of instruction Still
 
more so, when our objective isprimarily the acquisition of psycho­
motor skills, such as inpainting, in playing music, In learning to
 
drive, and to typewrite, we must obtain the actual "feel" of the
 
situation
 
Psychomotor experiences could be made available to learners
 
initially by the use of simulators--but eventually they require access
 
to "the real thing" Thus, it Is of great importance to find out
 
what parts of subjects are best taught by audiovisual methods, and
 
what parts demand more compatible means
 
Although a surprisingly large part of the academic curriculum
 
may be presented by audiovisual techniques, a significant portion
 
of vocational subjects cannot be learned by sight and sound alone
 
However, the proper combination of good audiovisuals with "hands on"
 
manipulation may be the answer--and probably do it better, cheaper,
 
end faster than by either method alone
 
5 5 2 World-Wide Implications
 
Because a properly placed ring of satellites can "see" all parts
 
of the world at once, we have greatly increased the possibility of
 
trading transportation for communication This idea was notably
 
explored by Arthur C Clarke in his book, "Profiles of the Future"
 
(268) In a chapter entitled "World Without Distance", he discusses
 
"teleportatlon", or instantaneous transport While our present
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understanding of natural laws does not permit teleportation of for international communication via satellite, while retaining
 
matter, itdoes for energy--or information national languages for communication within each culture
 
As Carke says,
 
"What we send Is inTormation--a description or plan which
 
happens to be in the form of electrical waves--from which
 
the original sigh+s and sounds can be recreated
 
Furthermore,
 
"As corrunications improve, until all the senses--and not
 
merely vision and hearing--can be projected anywhere on
 
the face of the Earth, men will have less and less incentive
 
to travel Telecornunication and transportation are op­
posing -forces "
 
So all-pervasive are the ramifications of this notion that it is
 
difficult to separate out these matters in the communications versus
 
transportation baffle that are uniquely educational For example,
 
as we have seen, satellites can provide an "electronic mail" service
 
While this is not likely to change local service (i e , within a
 
single community), itcan bring the world to every doorstep indeed,
 
the total time from droppirg "mail" into the satellite postal "box"
 
until its delivery on the other side of the world should not take
 
longer than to get today's physically embodied mail from one side
 
oT town to the other
 
No ore can foresee how such services will affect our way of
 
life--nor our education However, some things are certain to be
 
changed Perhaps the most important of these is language More than
 
any other form, saTellite communication implies world communication,
 
but a single human language for world communication would seem
 
essential Given the needit is possible that an International
 
auxiliary language, perhans In pictorial form (269,270), may be used
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEFNDATIONS
5 

6 1 INTRODUCTION 

Inthis chapter, some conclusions will be drawn from the informa-

tion gathered and analyzed in the main body of the report These 

corclusions are arranged In an order similar to that of 
the major
 
civisions of the report, with the 
following section headlings
 
6 2 EDUCATIONAL TEChNOLOgY AND CgMN4UNICATION MEDIA
 
6 3 STILL-PICTURE TELEVISION 

6 4 OO-IDUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION 

6 5 ELECTRONIC VERSUS PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION 

6 6 MULTIPUROSE EUCATIONIAL SATELLITE SERVICE 

At the end of each of these sections, recommendations for further work
 
are given 

6 2EDUATIN-AN Co TEHNOOGIiNICTIO MEIAbliltfiem 
Education today represents one of the largest public expenditure 

segments in the United States During the 1969-70 school year, the 

educational share OT the gN' rose to 7 5%, but the 
rate of growth of
 
this segment is slowing down In particular, the public is reluctant 

to increase their Taxas further to support education, and Increasingly 

Is asking that schools be held accountable for the revenue they 

receive in terms of measurable student achievement
 
Public elementary and secondary education is severely labor-

intensive, with Iwo-thirds of current expenditures goin19 Into 

instructional staff salaries One possible way to make education 

less labor-Intensive Is to increase the utilization of technology 
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for instruction However, the economic and social implicatJons of any
 
large-scare movement inthis direction requires careful consideration
 
With few exceptions, the introduction of Instructional technoloqy
 
into U S schools has beer uncoordinated, ineffective, and piecemeal
 
To become more effective, instructional technolocy must be established
 
as Iona-term commitment from
administrators, and the public, as well 

school boards
 
Media diversity is essential if a wide variety of student
 
characteristics and Instructional situations are to be served In an
 
economical manner However, to utilize the wide variety of media
 
available, an understanding of the characteristics and limitations
 
of various medla types on the parf of educators is essential In
 
particular, media characteristics must be related to sensory cape-

Also, as telecommunication facilities become available
 
teuas, as teeortanoatch tie s l
 
to educators, it is important to match theIr characteristlcs to
 
those of the Pedia to be transmitted A Comprehensive summary of
 
sor apabi 

and included in chart form for this study (see Figure3)
 
By Itself, the provision of an educational communications
 
satellite is not likely tochange any of the conditioos and attitudes
 
presently hindering the utilization of educational technology
 
These conditions and attitudes must be changed if communications
 
satellites and other Innovative technological developments are to
 
find their way Into the formal educational system beyond the token
 
level A great deal more attention must be given to the provision
 
edinluedia and ter y itie b
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of adequate and effective software for use in large-scale instruc-
ticoal systems than hbASbeen the case In -the past 
It is recorvendod that actual experience with the use of expert-
retal satellites, such as the ATS series, be made available to U S 
educators, so that the advantages and disadvantages of satelIto-based 
educational services can be determined before widespread use is attempted 
Experiments have been proposed for Alaska, the Western U S , and the 
Pan-Pacific by N Wigren of the National Education Association at a 
Conference on Educational Satellites at Nice, France, durng May 19g1 
It is also recommended that careful cost studies be made of 

various alterrative methods Of distributing instructional program-
mng if warranted, eperimen-taiI ork might then be Initiated on 
promising methods of utilization of satelllte-based channels, 
involving such media as stifll-picture television, facsimile, and 

data transmission inaddition *o conventional radio and television 

Particular attertion s-ould be paid to the adaptability of many 

tYes of present media to satellite transmission 
6 3 STILL-0 ICTURE TELEVISION 
Iany learning situations do not require full television cape-
bff~ty Often, the use of still pictures plus sound--a klnd of 
televised filmstrip--can serve instructional purposes es effectively 
as full-moton television, as shown ina number of experiments 
Also, television uses up a greater portion of spectrum space than 
any other Medum Still-picture television techniques could provide 
many 'ore orograms in'the bandwidth occupied by one fuI-moNtion 
television channel Other potential advantages of the still-picture 
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telewvsIon medium for Instruction include a greater divorsity of 
programs from which to draw, lower program production costs, and 
a relatively greater independence of pic-re and sound nfornation 
PotOnfii disadvantages include an increase in the cost and
 
complexity of ground-station equipment, and possibly a hlghar 
signal-to-noise ratio than necessary in onvertional television
 
to overcome frozen noise Studies have beam mde to determine the 
theoretical number of stIll-picture television programs which could
 
be accomodated within one TVE channel using muitiplexing techniques.
 
It is recommended that the still-picture television medium
 
continue to be explored, with particular emphasis being given to 
determining the actual complement of equipment that ay be needed 
for satellite-based transmission, and associated costs over and 
above those of full-motion television Also, techniques of mitigating
 
the effects of frozen noise, and of audio ompression should be
 
investigated
 
6 4 COePUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUOTION 
To become a cost-effective learning technotogy, computer-ass(sted 
instruction expense and complexity mst be reduced by an order of 
magniTude One Promising approach Isto combine CAI wlt ITV, as 
proposed inthe TICCET system TICOET has evolved from a totally 
centralized systenv using vest comunications links to bring CA) to 
schools, to a highly decentralized system using dedicated In-school 
computers Interactive graphic displays car enhance the capabilities 
of CAI, but again costs must drop an order of magnitude If these 
devls are to be used widely Inschoojs 
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It is recommended that the general area of satellite-based 

computer applications to education continue to be explored, with 

more attention being given to such areas as data-based interrogation, 

scheduling, accounting, and other management functions, inaddition 

to CAI 

6 5 ELECTRONIC VERSUS PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION 

6 5 1 General 
Ingeneral, whether electronic or physical distribution of 

educational materials isto be preferred depends upon a number of 

factors, such as the following per-message criteria total allow-
able delivery time, total cost, reliabil Ity, security, number of 

addressees, fidelity, retainability, feedback requirements, and 

message priority Nevertheless, it Ispossible to perceive an 
over-all trend towards the reolacement of physical with electronic 

means of distribution for many types of messages 

6 5 2 TelephonicCommunication Versus Postal Delivery 

Postal volume, including all varieties of mail, isgrowing at 

a constant rate, while telephone call volume isgrowing at an 

Increasing rate Sometime during the 1930'S, annual call volume 

exceeded annual pieces of mail handled, and by 1966 had grown to 

twice the mail volume Meanwhile, the postal service, which formerly 

just about broke even, has incurred a steadily Increasing deficit 

In an effort to alleviate this situation, the running of the Post 

Office has been Turned over to a quasl-public corporation All 

classes of mail will new be expected to pay their own way within ten 

years This decision should accelerate the tendency to trade 
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transportation for communication, because the cost to the user of
 
physical delivery must Increase sharply, while there isevery reason
 
to believe that communication costs will drop, as competition begins
 
in the communications common-carrier Industry, and with more alterna­
tives such as communication satellites becoming available Infact, If
 
the Postal Service isto achieve its objectives, itmay find It neces­
sary to Increase the use of comunications media in its own operations 
6 5 3 Telephonic Communication Versus Broadcasting 
Present distinctions between electronic communication systems
 
Intended for Individualized message transmission and those designed
 
for mass dissemination are expected to become less sharp On one
 
hand, the Inauguration of Picturephone service and all-electronic
 
switching will encourage the use of the switched telephone network
 
for conferencing and other multiple address services On the other
 
hand, cable television will increase greatly the number of channels
 
available to a community, thus providing greater possibilities for
 
interaction and individualization of television--now the most important
 
of the mass media
 
6 5 4 Electronic Materials Distribution
 
The present largely physical distribution of print and nonprint
 
materials for Instruction and reference isexpected to be challenged
 
by electronic distribution Films may be sent over television links
 
and stored on videotapes, audio and video programs may be made
 
available to a large number of remote locations via dial-access
 
Information retrieval systems, and printed materials may be dis­
seminated rapidly via facsimile transmission
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6 5 5 Facsimile 

For rapid delivery of printed materials, facsimile is the pre-

ferred technology Although too expensive today for most educational 
requirements by an order of magnitude, satellite-based communications 
services could ake it a useful alternative to physical distribution 
of educational materials inprinted form, particularly in conjunction 
with microLmaging and duplicating technologies 
6 5 6 Microlmaging 

Microforms are an attractive alternative to the physical distri-

bution of full-sied hard copies of printed educational materials 

They offer great compactness and lightness, low-cost, and ease of 

duplication One of the most convenient forms for report dissemina-

tion is the microfiche, a sheet microform using linear reductions 

of about 20X Recently, systers offering linear reductions an order 
of magnitude greater than microfiche have made their appearance 

One of these "ultramicroflche" can store an entire book, or in 

some cases, several volumes, at user costs less than a tenth 

of conventional publishing techniques Even greater reductions 

are possible, but will require better access methods A marriage 
of microfilm and computers (COM) offers speed and cost advan-

tages of more than an order of magnitude over conventional text 

composition techniques A marriage of microfilm with television 

could overcome oroblems of optically enlarging tiny images by pro-

viding the alternative of convenient reading of text on a television 

screen The latter union isyet to be developed 
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6 5 7 Picturephone and Cable Television
 
The displacement of physical transportation by electronic
 
communications is expected to be boosted with the advent of Picture­
phone, which adds visual capability to the switched telephone network
 
Although primarily designed for face-to-face communication, because
 
of its very wide bandwidth Picturephone service isexpected to offer
 
many types of man-machine Interaction For example, itmay be a
 
near-ideal terminal for computer-assisted instruction
 
However, the resolution of Picturephone Is quite limited, and
 
for a high-quality full-color picture conventional television sets
 
are necessary When these sets are linked by means of coaxial cable
 
to a central program source,the choice of programs is Increased by
 
from three to five times, and limited feedback from the audience
 
become possible Thus a great number of specialized programs and 
services may be provided
 
6 5 8 Cassette and Disc Program Storage Systems
 
The development of the audio cassette has greatly expanded the
 
uses of tape recording and reproduction It offers a combination
 
of convenience, compactness, low-cost, and versatility in the audio
 
field that cannot be attained in any other way One of its strongest
 
features is the degree of ccmpatlbiliy achieved, so that any cassette 
can be recorded on any manufacturer's equipment, and played on any 
other manufacturer's equipment
 
Video cassettes are now making their debut, and should become
 
as convenient for sight and sound as the audio cassette is for sound
 
alone However, serious problems of incompatibility among the various
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systems conIng to market are likely, and the costs of both equipment 

and cassettes IS likely to remain considerably higher, perhaps by an 

order of magnitude, than is the case with audio 
For educational use, a most promising technology appears to be 

electronic video recording, which essentially makes every television 
Also, it is the only video
set a motion-picture display device 

cassette system with inherently high-resolution capability, and 

referencible still-picture capability However, copies of EVR 

programs must be made in complex centers, while magnetic-tape video 
immediate recording capability
cassette systems offer local and 

and erasability Also, from the cost standpoint, video discs are likely 

to attailn the largest mass market of any of the video storage systems 

It is recommended that a thorough analysis be made of the rela-

tive trade-offs between electronic and physical distribution of 

educational materials For example, the experience of two existing 

local media installations which exemplify these extremes should be 
evaluated and contrasted Forest Park Community Col lege has a 
relatively large-scale dial-access information retrieval system 
can be compared to a collection of
for audiotaped programs, which 

audio cassettes used for a similar purpose at the University City 

High School Both of these institutions are InMissouri 

Also, new curricula for elementary and secondary education 

designed to take better advantage of educational media technology 

Such an effort might include an evaluation
should be considered 

ard lIsting of suitable existing program materials, no matter where 

they are presently located and no matter for what purpose they were 
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originally created Also, further technological and economic studies 
are needed to aid in projecting trends inmedia utilization In
 
particular, the Impact of new forms such as EVR on communications
 
requirements needs to be evaluated
 
6 6 MULTIPURPOSE EDUCATIONAL SATELLITE SERVICE 
Given the equivalent of one or more satellite-based full­
one can conceive of many different types of
television channels, 
media and Information services being provided to schools, comunity 
centers, and other public agencies Although the full bandwidth of 
can be used for regular ITV on a real-tirea television channel 

basis, it may also be used to carry such media as videotapes, films,
 
fIlmstrips, telelectures, radio, facsimile, and data
 
Inaddition to these satellite-based services, a full-comolerrent
 
ground receiving center could share its digital processing capa­
bility with local schools for such needs as CAI, CMI, data-base
 
Interrogation, desk-calculator computations, and time-shared and 
remote-batch stored-program computer use via wire, cable, or ITFS 
Satellite technology can add new and unique elements to existing
 
curricula, bringing in the wide world beyond the classroom, and
 
making possible the sharing of Intellectual wealth on a world-wide
 
basis
 
Inthis report, some of the qualitative possibilities have been
 
explored and a sample service schedule developed. Economic and
 
technical studies are required to determine which possibilities are
 
feasible It is recommended that simulation and economic studies
 
be done on the concept of a multipurpose educational sateLlite 
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APPENDIX 8 1 COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS OF VISUAL MEDIA 
Spatial media seem to have much more variable formats than 
temporal media That is,visual media have greater diversity, and 
correspondingly greater compatibility problems than audio (see 
Figure 20) Some of the characteristics that may make adaptation 
difficult are frame aspect ratios, the chain of devices emoloyed 
in producing, transmitting, and reproducing material, and resolution 
and contrast 
It would be of great benefit If we could regard all media as 
potentially convertible into television Unfortunately, commercial 
television may fall short of the quality needed for still-picture 
8 APPENDICES presentation, because its inherent characteristics are quite dif­
ferent However, when the prime criterion is the success of a 
medium on Its own terms, adhering to television's restrictions might 
hamper the exploitation of that medium's unique advantages Certainly, 
programs originally made In Cinerama, and other extreme wide- and 
large-screen presentations make poor fare for TV 
in the following, some of the more Important characteristics of 
visual media will be discussed, and an attempt will be made to suggest 
conversion or adaptation methods so that materials created for one 
medium may be used on another medium Particular attention will be 
given to the problem of using various pictorial materials on television. 
8 1 1 Aspect Ratio 
One of the most obvious variables of visual media Is the aspect 
raio, which is the ratio of width to height (w/h) of the rectangular 
frame employed (see Figure 20) Such diverse media as overhead 
transparencies, 35-mm, 16-mm, and Super-S motion pictures, television, 
Fraze dimensions ar shown 31x actual size The dime' sions given are those of (7 5 x 10 4) 
the I.ge on Ilia fIlt as determined by the camera aper u in milllir ters 
The proje.tor aperture reduces thus by about 5% In each direction 
Aspct ratios are tte ratios of frame idth (w) 1o frzo heiqht (h) or ./h 
When normalized by lotting hl w becoras "uailto the cotangunt of Ih angle F- h = 
between w and the frame diagonal For exvile In real film media and television cot 
he aspect ratio is 4 3, which han norsalized beco lsos i 33 I or the cotangent 
of 37 approxinaely
 
Relative resolutions are shown by the numbers in the circles They represent
I 	 the thoorLttca al.r.m fil resolution, In line pairs per eillimeter which
 
would lWnr to be hinintatnod In the projected ilIS to fully utilize the iheoretical
 
resolution of broadcast television which Is apprormately 480 scanning lines
 
and roughly the equivalent along each scan line, or 2.0 000 black or white
 
picture olesonts
 
Relative fromo ar,-isare shown by the numbers In th 'qures They represent 
the areas of the relative lo that of lb-ra-ramsthe film area thcn as unity 
wn Supersildos (38 x 3B)// 
 !F 
is NN 
(120 film)isL
 
30 	 ,
 
ISp tc slides (26 5 x 26 5) 	 fl' 
a 
 ~a 
004 7frl 	 1 5) 
hFull-fra~me slides (23 x 34) 	 \d 111U 	 '0 
F35 
Sound motion (16 xres2) 	 (17 x 34) " multi-scralan 
Q1
Son 1oinpcue 1 2
 
, Singl-frme(7 5 lsrI04)( 5 2
 
nan) 	 3 3 •';4(Sit-	 ' "' o -)"' 
itt CYR frames if color) 	 9 
Figure 20 Ccrnparison Chart of Print and AV Media Characteristics (tc)H Ohinun 1971 
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and EVR all adhere to a 4 3 ratio Equivalent aspect ratios of various
 
media normalized to unit height are also given inFigure 20, so that
 
comparisons among media formats can be made easily 

Hohever, the vertical orientation of the printed page, with aspectbioua
 
ratios of 0 77 1 or less, is completely incompatible with nonprint media
 
It is interesting that 8-1/2 x 11-inch pages have an aspect ratio of
 
0 77 1, which Is close to the reciprocal of the 4 3 (0 33 1 when normal­
ized), ratio Tound in most projected media, and In television 
Curiously, few modern media exhibit as extreme an aspect ratio 
as the traditionally desirable "golden section", which is approximately 

1 618 1 Full-frame 35-mm slides with a 3 2 (1 5 1) ratio come 

closest, although some wide- and multi-screen systems use 2 1, 3 1 

or more The golden section has had some use In the twentieth century 

LeCorbusier used It (and the Fibonacci series) as the basis of his 
"imodujor" (271) The goiden section in aspect ratio terms Is cal-
culated from the proportion w/h = Cw+h)/w, which works out to be the
 
irrational number, ( 5 + 1)/2 it Is sometimes erroneously given as 
5 3v, the raTio of two of the lowest adjacent Fibonnaci numbers But if 
dne uses higher terms In the series, a good approximation Is possible 
cor example, 34 21 = 1 619 , is very close to the limit of the 

cor19 xamle,,is eryclos totheI mi
4 2 1 ofthebut 

;eries, which Is exactly that of the 	golden section Even 8 5 = 1 6 

d a a ajte 

does a reasonably good job 

Why we seem to prefer a horizontal format in visual media, but
 
not In print Is not at all obvious However, the binocular field of
 
/iew of the human visual system has an aspect ratio extraordinari ly 

-lose to the 4 3 of motion pictures and TV (see Figure 21) On the
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lHalts Of the visual fleld tran 0 in dogreas 
Rectangles have been clrcuscribeao and InscrI[bed on each chart to determine,aspect ra-I, 
inscribed dimensions are not esactlY dotenainabio 
The average aspect ratio of the four clrcumscribed rectanglos is 1 38, and the averece of
 
four inscribed rectangles is 1 28 The averaqe of these averages is I 33, ieendtac
t the aspect ratio of cost projected redia and television Also, the separate a.erae.Of the circumscribed and Inscribed ratios of the Nwo most recent charts are both I 33
 
Figure 21 Aspect Ratios of Perimo-rlic Charts Showing 91couierFalad Of View 
I 
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other hand, it is rare to find horizontal page formats in the printed
 
media Perhaps one reason is that research on the visual apparatus
 
during reading tasks seems to show the optimum line length or column
 
width to be about three inches (272)--but with column lengths as long
 
as practicable Hence, multiple column formats In magazines and1
 
newspapers may have aspect ratios of 0 35 1 or less in l50
 
lines 
There are ways of coping with widely different aspect ratios in
 
-600"ins
 
adapting materials for television transmission Although the 4 3 
"TwinvIslon" 
ratio is fixed by the mask over the cathode-ray tube In every TV set, 83-2 7 1 
300 "lines"the television format could be regarded as a module in a "Multivideo" For wide- or multi-screen
 
presentations, or for "Textvlslon" 
or "Multivision" combination (Figure 22) In this way, wide-, narrow- comparison betw twoImage sources 4 6=0 67 1 
and multi-screen (273) formats can be obtained economically To This aspect ratio 
Identical with that
 
coin individual names for the formats shown, the designations of abook page
 
"Twinvislon", "Videotext", and "Quadvislon", may be appropriate
 
in each case, not only isThe aspect ratio altered, but the apparent
 
resolution increased accordingly Such techniques could be particu­
larly appropriate for still-picture televislon, because over-all 960 r 
lines 
bandwidth savings are so great that halving or quartering them Is 
insignificant Bogatov, a Russian space scientist, has also sug­
gested the wide-screen television idea (274) 600 -lines" 
"Qadvislon1
8 1 2 Chain Effects 

(43)x 4=4 3
 
Even when a visual medium has an Identical aspect ratio to that
 Quadrants may ho used as a slingle
 
largo fran of high resolution, or
 
of television, it suffers a progressive loss of image area as it independently for comparisons,
 
stimulus and altern response

proceeds through all or part of the long chain original--camera-- frme, etc 
optical printer--projector--TV camera--transmitter electronics-- Figure 22 'Muivislon" Formats and Their Aspect Ratios 
receiver electronics--receiver CRT tube (275) At the studio, 
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iecessary adjustments of sweep and linearity controls change the 
)Icture area actually broadcast Inthe home, maladjustment of sweep 
:ontrols may excessively enlarge the image, entailing additional Widthof seanned am~l (bydd'niton) 
loss Furthermore, the television image is not really rectangular, 
)ut employs rounded corners unlike any other medium, giving it a 
distinctive shape § When all these losses are added together, 671, l 
it should not be surprising That the safety mask used inTV-camera 
finders is 16% smaller inheight and 26% smaller in idth than that 
:f a similar film camera--a loss of 37 5% in the total picture area' safe acton area 
If still-pictures are to be used on television, it is necessary to 
employ a similar mask in still cameras (see Ftgure23 
B 1 3 Resolution and Contrast 
Theoretically, television and film resolution are incomparable, 
10- (bydefinition) 
because the television picture, regardless of screen size, iscom­
posed of 480 usable horizontal scanning lines Although 525 lines T 
are transmitted, only 480 are used to form the picture Therefore, 
75 
the equivalent horizontal resolution, which Isgiven In"TV lines", 
should be 480 Across the entire width of the picture, this ismulti­
plied by 4/3 to give 640 'lines" However, home television receivers tlnaraof=Anenaea safe title area 
exhibit a horizontal resolution of only about 300 "TV lines", or 2/3 of 
the theoretical horizontal resolution This is primarily caused by 
bandwidth limitations inthe video signal when broadcast over a 4 2 
M4z bandwidth Each line is scanned In 53 5 microseconds, so maximum 
horizontal resolution is 4 2 x 106 x 63 5 x 10-6 = 267 cycles, or 
"TV lines" Unless This bandwidth is increased, every other field Figure 23 SMPTE Safe Action and Safe Title Areas for 
would have to be repeated to get enough bandwidth to equate horizontal 
Television Trnsmission (after reference 276) 
wi-n vertical capability 
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One can make a rough comparison with film by assuming that all
 
480 visible scanning lines must be reproducible (see circles on
 
Figure 20) For example, only 26 lines per mm would be needed for
 
,.o ...... - . -- -- --- ---- rttr - -rTL-_ 
filmstrips, and silver-halide film materials in common use can . . . - .. ­
-. ... -
' -2 e  e Jresolve this easily (see cigure 24) However, in 16-mm motion td- - . .Fr--- - ­.. t.. i
 
--- s\ -- P..L 
per mm at the projector aperture From Figure 24, it would appear 1a6 1 - ­
contrast 7­
pictures, the theoretical resolution requirement would be 66 lines - ' -- ... 
that only the black-end-white material could be used However, the . ,- -l-h4-- --- I--
lowering of resolution of 16-mm color film is also found In color 
television practice, and observers of 16-mm color motion pictures 
­ r 
sent over television cannot distinguish the quality from 35-mm film - I ­ ijj-;- lV2.
 
Super-S ft Im, unless specially manufactured for TV, would seem 2I- _ . --- --- . ----- - -Ig i F.. 1 ....
.  . 
to fall far below the required resolution However, in one experiment, i- . ..... -I i8 - - I 
in which Super-S was projected over a film chain for television, . .rn--,-tr--i' i-rrI rilrtfl. rtt'_ 80o _j
 
-

t.-he ModiAtion transfer s the . _ _ -r- -- - .-1­qualified observers could not detect any difference from 16-v F- ratio ot the odAi-n f T' 
. . 
. 1 
- - developed image, Mi 0 the .. . .o 
qua~ity"patern,odulationM of the exesIngi - 1 - g L i ontrstqua---t o inturn, --- I 
M --r 2 F T[l ,l'm- h When one gets down to EVR frame size, the resolution require- Me a max- mln -[l . .i i-il t il-Emax + E;tn FT1 ji 
ment is severe But EVR masters are made on film with an inherent where the E represent II _I_ _­
pattern iI I umlnainces rr Ston"er s ia- I -I ' lf : the points represent resolving
resolution of 800 lines per , which is ondrby greater thn illeter

------- IIIr~ l I - - Pat ahngIvanlinetest-objectper contrasts: 
most comercially available microfilm' a 2 ' test-coa 
: 0
Film resolution figures by themselves may be very misleading, a " °lf O 

because resolution and contrast are interdependent It is much 
 spatial frequency, cycles perm
 
better to use the modulation transfer function (MTF), as shown in 
Figure24 Although contrast is not directly readable from Theseit ryontastinb sen tat 1)t aowEkachomeFigure 24 Mo duintlon Transfer Functions for B]ack-end-4hltC 
curves, it ray be seen that at a low contrast (1 6 1), Ektechrome and Color FilS (after references 277-279) 
is capable OT resolving only 35 cycles per mun,but at more normal 
con -ast ratios, It mayaoproach 50 
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Black-and-white slides made for television may have the same 

photographic characteristic as those made for regular projection, 

except that contrast should be kept lower than iscommon in photo-

graphic practice Negatives of scenes with a great brightness range 

(in excess of 20 1)should receive less than normal developing, if 

slides made from them are to televise well Color transoarencies 

should have a much rore restricted contrast, not exceeding 2 1 or 

3 1 Inherently, television seems to be contrast-enhancing In 

televising opaques via the Telop device, it is found that a photo-

graph which appears dull to the eye often shows up surprisingly well 

on television, but a snappy one may lose most of its tonal gradation 

(275) 
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APPENDIX 8 2 DEMAND-ACCESS REQUIREMENTS FOR STILL-PICTURE TV PROGRAMS
 
Following an argument originally made by Hurtado (280), an analysis
 
may be made of potential requirements for gatellite-distributed educa­
tioal television programs for use in U S elementary and secondary
 
schools on a 100% demand-access basis
 
Assume 2 million teachers, 10% of whom make a request for some
 
program inany school day In the first approximation, no allowance
 
will be made for the same teacher making a request for sevorai pro­
grams, nor for many teachers requesting the same program Also,
 
assume that each program runs an average of half an hour Thus, If
 
all requests were handled without some form of compression, the
 
transmission requirement for full-motion television programs would be
 
5
2 x 106 x 0 1 x 0 5 = 10 program hours/day 
However, if ell participatIng ground stations have storage capability, 
then programs can be transmit-ted 24 hours a day This means that 
each hour 105/24 = 4170 hours of programming can be sent 
Stated another way, 4170 full television channels must be 
provided to U S schools on a continuous basis if 100% demand access 
is required This isan extreme case, which may be contrasted with 
the requirements of a 100% scheduled-access system For example, 
6 television channels provided for school use on a scheduled basis 
could carry 6 x 2 = 12 program hours per hour, or 288 program hours 
per 24-hour day The difference between all-demand and all-scheduled 
access is4170/12, or 348 times
 
If it is assumed that 100 times savings can be realized in
 
satellite bandwidth requirements using still-picture television
 
instead of ful-motion television programs, the transmission
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requirements would be reduced to 105/102 = 103 program hours per day 
or 103/24 - 41 7 program hours every hour In other words, the 
equivalent of 42 full TV channels would have to be provided to schools 
on a continuous basis This isstill an absurd requirement 
Up to this point inthe analysis, no account has been taken of 

the number of television or still-picture programs which could be 

made available In actuality However, reasonably good estimates of 

the number of educational media programs in existence can be obtained 

from NICEM's Indexes 

16-mm motion pictures (281) 27,500 

35-mm filmstrips ( 77) 21,500 

(Most films are insound, but possibly no more than 15% of the 

filmstrips have sound capability ) 

For the still-picture television case, assume that a library ef 

2 x 104 different SoLnd-fi lmstrip type programs could be made avail-

able, and that the 2 x 106 teachers make 2 x 105 requests/day, as In 

the original analysis Then the overlap--i e , the number of multiple 

requests for the same orogram on the same day--must average about 

2 x 105 / 2 x 104 = 10 Thus, the possible demand for TVE channels 

would be reduced by 10 times to 4 or 5 channels on a continuous 

basis--which Iswithin reason This argument holds no matter how
 
great the nurber of program requests becomes, that Is, the overlap
 
of requests increases with the demand, because the number of
 
different programs available remains constant
 
FurThermore, circumstances likely to be encountered in practice
 
should be considerably less demanding than the foregoing analysis
 
would indicate A common statistical phenomenon Is the "80-20 law",
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or more technically, "Zipf's law", The original "law", according to 
Zipf, stated that ifall distinct Items (types) in a population are 
ranked according to how often each is used (tokens), then f = _ K 
I rl 
where fI is the frequency of use of type 1, rI Its rank, and k a
 
constant, often equal to 10 (282)
 
While this phenomenon hardly deserves the appellation "law," it
 
is a widespread observance in fields as different as linguistics and
 
retail trade that only 20% of the types available account for 80% of
 
the tokens used Applying "80-20" to demand-access for still-picture
 
programs, just two TVE channels should be adequate most of the time
 
Furthermore, if the pattern of use for an educational cairnuni­
cations satellite suggested in the EDUSAT study (see Table 2) is
 
followed, four full TV channels would be made available It is
 
unlikely that there will be enough full television programs avail­
able to fill this capacity in the near future If half of then were
 
made available, a 100% demand-access service for still-picture
 
programs would become feasible Itmust be emphasized that no
 
on-demand case can be made for transmittinq 16-mm motion pictures
 
via satellite, because they wouldtake up a full television channel
 
on a one-to-one basis
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